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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation improves the synthesis, functionalization (i.e., fluorination), and transfer 
of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). Further, this document explores new avenues 
in the large-area, heterogeneous layering of graphene, h-BN, and related nanomaterials like 
nanoscale water and biomolecules.  
It is determined that monolayer, high-quality graphene growth by chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) on Cu depends on the substrate’s crystallography, with few-defect, monolayer 
graphene growing on Cu(111). Functionalizing CVD graphene with XeF2 produces fluorinated 
graphene (FG) with C4F and CF stoichiometries. FG films seed high-κ HfO2 films better than 
pristine graphene. An atomically clean nanomaterial transfer method using poly(bisphenol A 
carbonate) (PC) is developed and benchmarked against alternative transfer scaffolds. A 
transferred CVD graphene overlayer encapsulates one to three nanoscale water layers on mica. 
The graphene shrink wrapped water is highly viscous and robust, withstanding ultra-high 
vacuum and high-temperature treatments.  
The PC transfer process is then used to shrink wrap heterogeneous combinations of 
graphene, h-BN, FG, water, CNTs, and biomolecules like tobacco mosaic viruses, proteins, and 
DNA. Biomolecules under graphene shrink wrap undergo pressure denaturation, affecting vicinal 
hydration. The water crystallizes at MBD-DNA complexes and spinodally dewets at pressure-
denatured NA proteins on mica. Finally, the CVD growth of h-BN progresses from planar, large-
grain films to amorphous, polymeric films as surface catalysis is suppressed and the growth 
pressure is increased. Also, the CVD h-BN films are thicker and more defective on high-index 
Cu facets versus low-index Cu(100).  
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CHAPTER 1. ADVENTURES IN THE FLATLAND: AN 
INTRODUCTION TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
NANOMATERIALS 
 
1.1. Moore’s Law Scaling: The Ultimate Benchmark 
History is demarcated by ages: the Stone Age, the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, and, more 
recently, the Silicon Age. Each age was ultimately replaced by a better material. Stone tools and 
weapons were ousted by more robust bronze. Still, bronze was soft, and so harder iron eventually 
won out in sword-making, utensils, and tools. And, in the late 1940s and early 1950s [1], bulky, 
hot vacuum tubes came up against compact, low-power, solid-state germanium and silicon 
transistors. There was no contest material-wise—the “Silicon Age” was born. 
 For almost fifty years [2], Intel and related semiconductor companies have aggressively 
pushed this Silicon Age forward. The Si-based transistor switch, the bedrock of the Silicon Age, 
has been scaled continuously in its dimensions and operating power. As a result, companies have 
and continue to place twice as many metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors 
(MOSFETs) in the same unit area every 18-24 months, a scaling rate eponymously dubbed 
“Moore’s law” [2]. Companies benchmark their scaling against “technology nodes,” the physical 
distance between the centers of two dynamic random access memory (DRAM) transistors [3]. 
With techniques like straining Si with Ge [4, 5], double patterning [6], and FinFET geometries 
[7], semiconductor companies have entered the world of nanotechnology, scaling to the 32 nm 
technology node and beyond [3]. The immense computational power unleashed by this Moore 
law’s scaling has thoroughly advanced information dissemination, medicine, biology, physical 
sciences, predictive modeling, and countless other fields.  
 Thus, it appears that all is well in the Silicon Age. Regardless, all of that switching 
power comes at price. Si-based FETs are energy hungry devices; to operate, they require a power 
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density of ~100 W/cm
2
 [8], equivalent to a light bulb being concentrated into a fingernail. These 
power densities have forced semiconductor companies to increase the area footprint for their 
central processing units (CPUs), lest their chips melt. Overall, the varied forms of Si-based 
computing—at home, at work, in data centers, and in the cloud—require over 22 GW per year in 
the United States alone [8]. Computing’s ubiquitous nature assuredly will make this energy 
burden more severe in the future. Moreover, at technology nodes below 45 nm, Si-based FETs 
suffer from severe short channel parasitics [9], increasing the switching power and consequently 
limiting scaling.  
Moore’s law scaling below the 22 nm node might be slowed by technological issues like 
extreme-UV lithography [10], but semiconductor companies are tenacious, innovative, and will 
continue the Moore’s law march. Nevertheless, the fundamental power dissipation and short 
channel concerns still will plague the Si material. Further, worldwide energy concerns beg the 
question on the longevity of Si-based computing technology. Better materials supplanted each of 
the Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages and harkened in a new era of technology. But what material—
or nanomaterial—can usurp the Silicon Age? 
1.2. Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) 
1.2.1. The Carbon Family 
For thirty years [11-14], researchers have looked to a family of carbon-based allotropes 
as novel nanomaterials and possible Si successors. This family is composed of 
buckminsterfullerenes (predominantly C60, also known as fullerenes or “buckyballs”), carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs), graphite, and the mother material, graphene [15]. All of these allotropes 
differ in their “electronic dimensionality”. While they are spatially three-dimensional objects, 
charged carriers in the materials experience electronic effects as if they were confined in one, 
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two, or three dimensions. Fullerenes are 0-dimensional (“0D”) compounds [16], CNTs are 1D 
compounds [17], graphene films are 2D compounds [14], and graphite stacks are 3D compounds 
[18] of ten or more graphene layers [15]. The remainder of this dissertation will refer to 1D, 2D, 
and 3D materials in the electronic context, despite 0D and 1D nanomaterials having finite 
diameters and 2D materials having a finite, atomic thickness. 
1.2.2. Band Structure of CNTs and Graphene[19] 
The electronic band structure of nanomaterials ultimately decides their electronic, optical, 
and vibrational properties. Therefore, it is important to discuss the band structure of 1D CNTs 
and 2D graphene before fully addressing their innate properties. Iijima discovered CNTs in 1991 
[11, 12], further catalyzing the carbon nanomaterial research field. CNTs are made up of a sheet 
of graphene, an atomically thin, honeycomb-structured, hexagonal carbon lattice [19]. Research 
teams have highlighted this 1D-2D connection by unraveling grown CNTs into narrow graphene 
ribbons [20, 21]. Figure 1.1a shows the two C atom unit cell basis [22] for graphene, and Fig. 
1.1b gives a diagram of a graphene sheet. The two atom basis also applies to the band structure 
of CNTs [23]. Rolling the graphene monolayer into a cylinder of diameter d and length L gives a 
CNT, as shown in Fig. 1.1c. Graphene has two primary edges, the “zigzag” and “armchair” 
Figure 1.1. (a) The two independent A and B carbon sublattices that describe graphene and CNTs. (b) A 
prototypical graphene sheet. CNTs are created by rolling along the circumferential vector C with a chiral 
angle θ versus the primary zigzag and armchair graphene directions. (c) Schematic of a fully rolled CNT 
of diameter d and length L. Figure modified in part from [19] with permission. 
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Figure 1.2. Zigzag (blue dashed), armchair 
(orange dot-dashed), and high symmetry (Γ, K, 
M, K’) directions in the graphene k-space (i.e., 
the Brillouin zone). Graphene’s lattice constant 
is 2.46 Å [19]. 
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edges, indicated in Fig. 1.2 [22, 23]. CNTs all 
have a unique chiral angle θ (Fig. 1.1b) 
determined by how the CNT is rolled relative to 
the zigzag direction. The rolling vector C is 
represented by a superposition of the two 
sublattice basis vectors by C = na1 + ma2. These 
integers n and m are related to the chiral angle θ 
by    
1
2 2cos  2 2n m n nm m

     , and 
consequently the (n, m) indices define a CNT’s 
chirality. CNTs with rolled at angles of 0°, 30°, and 0° ≤ θ ≤ 30° are zigzag, armchair, and chiral 
CNTs, respectively. Combining this information with graphene’s band structure will allow us to 
determine the CNT band structure. 
Graphene possesses a linear band structure at low energy, expressed as E(k) = ℏvF|k|, 
where ℏ is Planck’s constant over 2π, vF is the Fermi velocity in graphene (ca. 1×10
6
 m/s [22, 
24]), and |k| is a wavevector in momentum space [25]. The high energy band structure of 
graphene has been explored theoretically [22], but it is out-of-scope here. Using angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), many groups have verified the linear valence band 
structure [26, 27] of graphene. With “doped” samples (see Section 1.3.1) [28], the linear nature 
of the conduction band has also been confirmed with ARPES. Thus, the above expression is 
valid for our consideration. Two immediate consequences of the graphene band structure are the 
symmetry of the conduction and valence bands and the lack of a band gap between them.  
Perfect CNT edge terminations force electronic quantization along the transverse 
direction (the “diameter” direction, see Fig. 1.1c). This changes the electronic dimensionality 
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from 2D to 1D. Graphene’s linear band structure must be modified to accommodate and then the 
tight-binding approximation can be used to get 
 
2
x
q-zz x A-B( ) 1 4cos cos cos
2 3
ak q q
E k t
n n
        
         
        
 (1.1) 
 
2
x x
q-a x A-B( ) 1 4cos cos cos
2 2
ak akq
E k t
n
      
         
       
 (1.2) 
where Eq-zz(kx) is the band structure of a zigzag CNT, Eq-a(kx) is the band structure of an armchair 
CNT, tA-B is the tight-binding energy term, a is the graphene lattice constant (2.46 Å), q is an 
integer, n is a chiral index, and kx is a vector in momentum space along the CNT axis [29]. The 
dispersions in Equations 1.1 and 1.2 are subject to the constraints –π < kx·a < π for zigzag CNTs 
and 3 · 3xk a      for armchair CNTs, respectively. Furthermore, if the axial 
wavevector kx crosses the high symmetry points K and K’ (Fig. 1.2) in the first Brillouin zone 
(BZ), then carrier conduction can occur through the delocalized π electron cloud. This is akin to 
the CNT band structure in Equations 1.1 and 1.2 simplifying to the metallic, linear graphene 
band structure. The high conduction condition occurs when  2 3xk a  [29], reducing 
Equations 1.1 and 1.2 to two CNT electronic types: semiconducting and metallic. 
Semiconducting CNTs occur when the difference of CNT chiral indices n – m is not divisible by 
three, and that statement’s negation is true for metallic CNTs. Therefore, a large, random group 
of CNTs will be electronically polydisperse, having 2/3 semiconducting and 1/3 metallic CNTs.  
1.2.3. Issues in CNT-Based Applications 
1.2.3.1. CNT Field Effect Transistors (FETs) 
In saturation, the drive current in Si-based FETs is defined by the expression  
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  
2ox
DS GS T
C W
I V V
L

   (1.3) 
where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, W is the transistor channel width, L is the transistor 
channel length, VGS is the gate-source voltage, VT is the threshold voltage (when the transistor 
exits the subthreshold region and turns “ON”), and μ is a constant defined as the carrier mobility 
[9]. When advancing to the next technology node (see Section 1.1), device designers want to 
scale W, L, and VGS – VT while maintaining a constant mobility. For Si-based devices, the 
mobility often decreases with smaller device dimensions due to incidences of ionized impurity 
scattering and optical phonon scattering [30]. While these concerns are troublesome but not 
insurmountable, the solid-state semiconductor community is continually looking for high-
mobility materials. For decades, group III–V compound semiconductors provided high-mobility 
materials for high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) and heterojunction bipolar transistors 
(HBTs) [30]. Still, high hole mobility III–V compounds did not exist, preventing III–V entry in 
Si-based complementary MOSFET (CMOS) logic. CNTs and graphene are both high-mobility 
materials with symmetric band structures, thereby garnering great interest for their use in 
CMOS-type applications. 
 Therefore, using high-mobility, semiconducting single-walled CNTs (SWNTs) seemed 
like an obvious choice for next-generation, post-Si CMOS logic. Soon after CNT isolation, high-
performance single CNTFETs were reported, with measured field-effect mobilities as high as 
79,000 cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
 (>300 μm long semiconducting SWNTs) [31]. While one CNTFET is great for 
demonstrating fundamental device physics, millions of devices are needed to drive substantial 
currents and make complex circuitry. Large-scale, cheap growth methods are required to produce 
the CNTs necessary for higher level device construction. Advances have been made in CNT 
synthesis, and large quantities of CNTs are now produced by processes like arc discharge [32, 
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33], laser ablation [34], high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco) [35], and chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) [36-40]. 
1.2.3.2. Chirality Control 
There are further issues for SWNTs in typical CNTFET applications. Approximately a 
third of a random group of SWNTs will be metallic, and these metallic SWNTs will prevent the 
CNTFET from turning off. Groups have made advances in controlling chirality during SWNT 
CVD growth [36, 38] on a substrate, but perfect chirality control remains to be seen, limiting 
large-scale device work. Electronically [41] and chirally [42] pure SWNTs solutions have been 
made via the density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU) technique from polydisperse, raw 
SWNT materials. The DGU method is solution-based, employing anionic surfactants like sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and sodium cholate (SC) [41] and non-ionic surfactants like Pluronic [43]. 
Nevertheless, any CNTFET application will require SWNTs to be deposited on a substrate from 
a purified solution. Often, these deposition processes randomly align the SWNTs and introduce 
hard-to-remove, hysteretic surfactants, both of which degrade CNTFET performance. 
1.2.3.3. CNT-CNT Junctions and Alignment 
Electronic carriers percolating [44] through two randomly crossing SWNTs will 
experience a higher resistance at the SWNT junction from two factors: the SWNT electronic type 
(Fig. 1.3a) and the overlap junction area (Fig. 1.3b). Figure 1.3c shows the ideal case, wherein 
the two SWNTs do not cross from perfect alignment. The junction resistance for metallic-
semiconducting and metallic-metallic SWNT junctions was ~600 kΩ [45] and ~100 kΩ [46], 
respectively. These high junction resistances lead to local Joule heating at the SWNT junctions 
[37, 47]. For CNT network (CNN) devices [37, 48], junction heating ultimately leads to thermal 
runaway, resulting in intriguing CNN fissures and device failure.   
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When SWNTs are solution-deposited onto surfaces, random networks can result, giving a 
high density of resistive SWNT junctions. Solution-based SWNT alignment using techniques 
like meniscus alignment [19, 49], layer-by-layer combing [50], and stick-slip dewetting [51] can 
produce quasi-aligned SWNT networks with low junction density. In addition to the 
aforementioned Joule heating effects, high resistance SWNT junctions lower the mobility in a 
CNN device. A recent report showed quasi-aligned CNNs being deposited by thermal 
precipitation [52]. Thermally precipitated CNNs possessed increased ION/IOFF ratios—a general 
metric for transistor performance—and higher mobilities than the other, more misaligned 
deposition techniques explored [52]. 
On the other hand, nearly perfect CNT alignment results for catalyst-assisted, CVD-
grown SWNTs on ST-cut quartz [39]. Nevertheless, CVD growth does not yet have chirality 
control, though advances have been made by metallic shell/SWNT burn out [53] and metallic 
SWNT etching through a thermoplastic polymer mask [54]. Problematic SWNT junctions—
resulting from growth, CNN transfer, or deposition—can have metal deposits placed on them by 
SWNT junction-induced thermolysis of metallic precursors [47]. These “nanosoldered” SWNT 
devices have higher ION/IOFF ratios and better CNTFET performance [47]. 
1.2.4. Other CNT Concerns 
All transistors require source and drain contacts and a gate over the channel region, 
separated from the channel by a thin gate dielectric. It is still challenging to making ohmic 
ID
M
S
a
ID
SS
b
ID
c
S
S
Figure 1.3. Different CNT-CNT junction types. (a) Schottky-barrier (SB) junction formed between a 
metallic (M) and a semiconducting (S) SWNT. M-S junction resistance is highest. (b) Junction formed 
between two S SWNTs. Junction resistance is lower than (a). (c) No junction between perfectly aligned S 
SWNTs.  
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contacts to CNT devices [55], and lowering drive current and causing a voltage drop at the 
contacts. Unlike inert graphene [56], thin gate dielectric (tox ≤ 8 nm) placement via atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) on the CNT channel is feasible [57], eliminating that possible concern. Also, 
CNTs can be covered with sputtered overlayers like phase change memory (i.e., Ge2Sb2Te5, 
GST). A recent report conformally placed GST on CNTs and also within a CNT “nanogap,” 
demonstrating small footprint, low power memory bits [58]. These findings suggest that 
deposition on CNTs is a non-issue.  
 A more pressing concern involves the use of large quantities of grown and dispersed 
SWNTs. During the handling and dispersal of these nanomaterials, known carcinogenic solvents 
are employed [59, 60], necessitating increased precaution with nanomaterial manipulation. More 
importantly, there is risk for SWNT and SWNT bundles to become airborne during these 
manipulations. CNTs have been shown to cause lung granulomas [61], to increase risk of 
contracting mesothelioma [62], and to suppress phagocytosis of common pulmonary infections 
like Pseudomonas aeruginosa [63]. Still, there is debate as to the overall pulmonary toxicity of 
CNTs [64]. Therefore, any prominent future use of CNTs will require consensus on CNT toxicity 
before leading to a new set of safety standards. 
1.3. Graphene 
1.3.1. Graphene’s Structure and Isolation 
As detailed in Section 1.2.2, graphene is a 2D, atomically thin, carbon sheet with a low-
energy, linear band structure. For nearly eighty years [65], the prevailing wisdom claimed that 
such atomically thin sheets could not exist, as energetically they should segregate into few layer 
sheets [66] to minimize thermal fluctuation. However, in 2004 and early 2005, researchers Andre 
Geim and Kostantin Novoselov disputed Peirels [65], Landau, and others [66] by isolating few-
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layer graphene [67] and monolayer graphene [14] using Scotch tape and natural graphite. They 
placed their “exfoliated” graphene (and graphite) samples on SiO2 of a proper thickness (ca. 300 
nm or 90 nm [14, 68]), producing strong optical contrast and allowing them to modulate 
graphene’s Fermi level by the electric field effect [14, 67, 69]. Geim and Novoselov’s work in 
isolating graphene ultimately started the field of graphene science, winning them the Nobel Prize 
in Physics in 2010. After isolation, researchers discovered the high intrinsic (i.e., suspended) 
mobility [70], high thermal conductivity [71-73], and superior mechanical flexibility [74-76] of 
graphene. All of these characteristics—and many others—have caused an explosion of research 
in fundamental graphene science and applications. 
1.3.2. Large-Area Production of Graphene 
1.3.2.1. Techniques 
While nanomaterial mechanical exfoliation [14, 67, 77] from bulk crystals is useful for 
studying fundamental nanomaterial properties, it is a stochastic process that produces small, 
micron-sized flakes. Hence, it is a not technologically scalable procedure. Conversely, large-area 
graphene production proceeds in two disparate ways. Kilogram amounts of graphene flakes can 
be made by solvent exfoliation [78, 79], reduction of graphene oxide [80], and DGU separation 
[81, 82]. A large-area film composed of misoriented, thick, stacked graphene flakes occurs when 
these solutions are spun cast onto substrates [83]. Alternatively, the second approach produces 
large-area graphene with layer number control. These methods include molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE) of graphene [84], electron-beam heating from a carbon source in ultra-high vacuum 
(UHV) [85], epitaxial growth on expensive Ru [86], Ir [87], Co [88], and Rh [89] substrates, 
epitaxial growth on SiC [90-92], and CVD growth on Ni [93-95], Pt [96], and Cu [94, 97-104]. 
We will only discuss large-area, layer-controlled graphene growth via the last two methods.  
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1.3.2.2. Epitaxial Graphene Growth on SiC 
The facial terminations used for SiC-based epitaxial graphene (EG) growth are the so-
called Si-face, SiC(0001), and the C-face, SiC(0001). At temperatures above ~1200 °C [105], Si 
sublimes off SiC, giving graphene and, on the SiC(0001) surface, an interfacial, carbon-rich 
 6 3 6 3 30R   reconstruction [106]. For 
SiC(0001), the Si atom removal is fastest at the 
step edges, giving thicker graphene layers in 
their vicinity [107]. Figure 1.4a depicts growth 
on SiC(0001). Since the growth proceeds by Si 
sublimation, the graphene epitaxially matches 
the underlying SiC, at least within the SiC 
terraces. On SiC(0001), EG growth gives 
graphene domains (single grains) that are on 
the order of the terrace width [107] and one to 
two layers thick [108]. Still, the epitaxy 
between the graphene and SiC makes 
morphological artifacts and substrate defects 
[109] problematic for producing large-grain 
graphene samples with high mobility. 
Graphene growth rate and layer number can 
also be controlled by an overpressure of Ar 
[110] or disilane [111] for SiC(0001). 
Figure 1.4. (a) Cartoon of graphene growth on 
SiC(0001) (Si-face). At high temperature, Si 
sublimes from SiC step edges and terraces, 
leaving graphene regions behind. (b) Cartoon of 
graphene growth on polycrystalline Ni foil. 
Carbon dissolves into the Ni bulk and 
precipitates past the C solubility point or during 
cooling, giving graphene. (c) Cartoon of 
graphene growth on polycrystalline Cu foil. 
Carbon has low solubility in Cu, forcing surface 
adsorption of C species. Graphene growth ends 
when the Cu catalytic source is covered.  
 
 
 
Si sublimation from SiC 
at steps
SiC(0001)
Graphene
a
Furnace heat: ~1200-1600  C
Ni foil
C dissolution
Graphene precipitation
b
Furnace heat: ~700-1000  C
Cu foil
C surface 
adsorption
Graphene
c
Furnace heat: ~700-1000  C
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Conversely, graphene grown on SiC(0001) is multilayer and turbostratic [112], but with few 
defects and no sp
3
 interfacial reconstruction. EG has been produced on other SiC polytypes like 
4H–SiC(0001) [113], 6H–SiC(0001) [114], and 4H–SiC(0001) [91], but a full treatment of the 
effect of the different polytypes is out of scope here. 
We note that high growth temperature is out of the range of most conventional benchtop 
furnaces, requiring a significant capital outlay to grow EG. Moreover, technological-grade SiC 
wafers are expensive (about ~$1,000 per wafer [115]), and these as-received wafers often have a 
high defect density (e.g. screw dislocations, pits, etc.) [109]. To date, no one has transferred 
graphene off SiC(0001), though groups have transferred graphene layers off SiC(0001) [116, 
117]. Despite these cost considerations, EG on SiC is quite useful for high-performance 
applications not requiring graphene transfer, like high speed radio frequency (RF) mixing [92, 
118].  
1.3.2.3. Graphene Growth on Ni and Cu 
Graphene has been grown on more inexpensive substrates like Ni [119, 120], as 
diagrammed in Fig. 1.4b. Compared to EG on SiC, CVD growth on Ni substrates is cost-
effective, as the growth temperatures are more modest, typically at 1000°C. Further, the low cost 
CVD growth
Cu etch H2O and acid rinse
Chip transfer Chloroform polymer 
removal, ~24 hr
Polymer/G
Figure 1.5. Photographic images representing each step in the graphene growth and transfer process. 
Note that the process would be the same if graphene growth substrate were switched from Cu to Ni. 
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of Ni means that the substrates can be chemically etched, allowing the graphene to be transferred 
via the process shown in Fig. 1.5 to arbitrary substrates (see also Section 1.3.4). Ni-based growth 
proceeds by dissolution and segregation [121] of soluble C (ca. ~2 atomic percent at 1000 °C 
[122]) into the Ni bulk. Then, graphene precipitates when the solubility limit is exceeded or the 
sample is cooled. Thus, the graphene growth is mediated by the cooling rate [123] and the Ni 
morphology [124], and control of the graphene layer number [119] and defect density is 
challenging.  
In 2009, Li et al. rediscovered [125, 126] CVD growth of graphene on Cu foils [127]. 
Figure 1.4c shows a cartoon of the graphene growth mechanism on Cu. Cu-based growth 
proceeds by surface adsorption [128] and Cu-induced catalysis [100] of a hydrocarbon feedstock. 
This feedstock is normally CH4, but C2H4 [103, 129], solid [104, 130], liquid [131], and waste-
based [132] precursors have been employed. Graphene on Cu shares some of the same qualities 
as Ni with its easily realizable growth conditions and common transfer process (Fig. 1.5). 
However, carbon is practically insoluble in Cu at ~1000 °C [127], forcing all hydrocarbon 
adsorption and dehydrogenation steps to be Cu surface-mediated. Consequently, growth on Cu 
allegedly terminates when the Cu catalyst is quenched, resulting in greater than 95% monolayer 
graphene [100]. Monolayer graphene is advantageous for many applications, and thus the self-
limiting nature of graphene growth on Cu is appealing. Still, we caution the reader against 
thinking that CVD graphene on Cu always results in monolayer films, as will be apparent in 
Sections 1.3.2.4 and 1.3.2.5, Chapter 2, and Chapter 5. Growing graphene on Cu foils in roll-to-
roll processes, companies have produced up to 0.76 m (30”) wide by 100 m long graphene sheets 
[133, 134]. Thus, technological processes involving CVD graphene on Cu are becoming viable. 
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We will therefore focus our efforts on understanding and optimizing CVD graphene growth on 
Cu for a considerable remainder of this dissertation. 
1.3.2.4. Graphene Grain Boundaries (GBs) 
Graphene grown on Ni or Cu is rarely epitaxial [129, 135], especially if grown on 
polycrystalline foils. Graphene can nucleate on substrate sites where the hydrocarbon desorption 
probability is low and chemisorption is energetically favored. Such sites include Ni or Cu grain 
boundaries (GBs) [103, 124], rough sites [98], annealing twins, and vacancies. Nucleating 
graphene grains ultimately grow together in a complete CVD graphene film. The lack of epitaxy 
between the graphene overlayer and foil substrate causes these grains to be at angles with respect 
to each other, giving graphene GBs. These GBs can enhance the mechanical strength of the CVD 
film [136] and improve sensor response [137], but their electrical effects are more pernicious. 
Figure 1.6a shows a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) derivative image of three 
merged graphene GBs after film transfer to SiO2/Si [138]. The GBs meander and deviate from 
theoretically predicted pentagon-heptagon (5-7) GB arrangements [139]. They also produce 
strong electronic carrier scattering [138], as evident from the linear superstructures in Figs. 1.6b-
bSTM
2 nm
a c
Figure 1.6. Graphene grain boundaries (GBs) and scattering. (a) Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 
derivative image of three merged, aperiodic graphene GBs. (b) Strong linear superstructures present at the 
GB, indicative of carrier interference and scattering. (c) Cartoon diagram of a GB (green) showing the C–
C bonds where the superstructure in (b) would localize. Modified with permission from [139]. 
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c. Groups have identified GBs as a major limiting factor for high mobility samples [99, 140], as 
incident carriers undergo substantial intervalley scattering [104]. To get better graphene 
electronic devices, considerable effort has been made to increase graphene grain size. Some 
methods include using “seeds” for predetermined graphene nucleation [104], growing in Cu 
enclosures [101], and maintaining a high graphene growth rate through the partial pressure ratio 
carbon feedstock to H2 [102]. Alternatively, films riddled with reactive GBs could be 
“passivated” by metallic overlayers that will readily adsorb on the defects. Preliminary work 
growing highly doped InAs on graphene showed island formation on GBs, resulting in a two-
fold mobility improvement. This suggests the possibility of GB passivation. Still, that study’s 
primary goal was to look at the epitaxial growth relationship between InAs and InxGa1-xAs and a 
graphene substrate [141]; further work is necessary to see if GBs can be passivated by III–V 
compounds.    
1.3.2.5. Additional Graphene Growth on Cu Issues 
Thus, graphene GBs are problematic for CVD graphene growth on non-epitaxial metals 
like Ni and Cu. In Section 1.3.2.4, we briefly mentioned some ways to mitigate graphene GB 
formation by nucleation suppression. Regardless, there are further issues in lowering defect 
density and also controlling spurious graphene layer growth. Bilayer and multilayer graphene 
growth occur if the CVD growth pressure is not carefully maintained [97]. Depending on the 
growth conditions, these multilayer growths can be Bernal (i.e., AB) stacked [142] or turbostratic 
[138, 143] and twisted [144-146]. Further, growth at low carbon feedstock partial pressure and 
high temperature (~1000 °C) has a slow growth rate [147]. These growth conditions can give 
monocrystalline graphene samples [102, 104], if growing at atmospheric pressure with an excess 
of H2 [102, 148]. That notwithstanding, a slow growth rate gives poor film stitching and 
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discontinuities.  Another factor is substrate roughness, which increases graphene nucleation [98, 
124]. This necessitates growth on smoother, evaporated Cu thin films [149] or on chemically 
mechanically polished (CMP) Cu foils [150]. Successful graphene growth on Cu thin films (ca. 
~250 nm) is challenging, as Cu readily evaporates and dewets at 1000 °C and low pressure [151]. 
The Cu dewetting process gives more defective graphene films. Nonetheless, groups have 
recently grown graphene on molten Cu thin films on refractory Mo substrates at ~1090 °C [152], 
suggesting a route to circumvent these roughness issues. Finally, we must consider the 
polycrystalline nature of the Cu growth substrate itself [103]; we will discuss this in detail in 
Chapter 2. 
1.3.3. Band Gap Opening in Graphene 
1.3.3.1. Graphene Nanoribbons (GNRs) 
CMOS-based switching electronics require a band gap. Graphene’s linear band structure 
(Section 1.2.2) makes manifest bizarre physics like Klein tunneling [153], Veselago lenses [154], 
and excitonic condensation [155, 156]. Still, this linear band structure means that graphene has 
no band gap, precluding it from conventional, CMOS-based electronics. Currently, three 
methods exist for opening a band gap in graphene: patterning graphene into graphene 
nanoribbons (GNRs) to get quantum confinement [157]; applying transverse electric fields to 
AB-stacked bilayer graphene [158]; and covalent, chemical functionalization of graphene [159-
161]. Quantum confinement in GNRs can open a band gap of up to ~0.8 eV [157]. There have 
been many reports of GNR-based electronic devices [20, 162-164], all which suffer from 
metallic edge states [157, 165], edge roughness [166, 167], or small band gaps. Recent progress 
with GNR growth by bottom-up molecular assembly and cyclodehydrogenation [168, 169] is 
promising. This technique can achieve atomically precise, armchair (see Section 1.2.2) GNR 
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edges. Regardless, it remains to be seen how this method will be scalable and how it will 
circumvent the issues intrinsic to CNTs (Section 1.2.3 and following subsections). Hence, we 
will dismiss top-down or bottom-up GNR fabrication as a possible route for band gap opening in 
graphene. 
1.3.3.2. Transverse Electric Fields 
The band structure of AB-stacked, bilayer graphene differs from monolayer graphene 
from an interlayer potential term in the Hamiltonian [170]. By applying a transverse electric field 
to AB-stacked graphene, a ~0.25 eV band gap can be opened [142, 158].  While vapor-assisted 
CVD growth [171] can produce AB-stacked graphene [142], large-scale stacking order varies 
dramatically based on the growth conditions [138, 143, 145]. To open the band gap, the 
fabrication requires top and bottom gates. This eliminates the ability to address individual 
devices on a wafer and conjures problems with top-gate dielectric deposition on graphene (vide 
infra). Furthermore, the large transverse electric fields required to open the gap can cause 
unwanted parasitics. We thus dismiss bilayer graphene as a route to band gap opening. 
1.3.3.3. Covalent Functionalization 
Graphene can be functionalized by hydrogen [160], oxygen [172], chlorine [173], 
bromine [174], and fluorine [161, 175], scalable processes that open band gaps from 0 to 3 eV 
[176]. The most prevalent graphene functionalization is by the oxidation of graphite through the 
so-called Hummers method [177]. The subsequent water stabilization gives graphene oxide (GO) 
[80, 178]. However, non-uniform epoxy and hydroxyl groups occur in GO production [159, 
172]. Houssain et al. recently reported more uniform oxygenation of graphene [172], but 
scalability remains to be seen. Despite theoretical reports [179], graphane, a fully hydrogenated 
version of graphene [160], appears unstable at room temperature, dehydrogenating to graphene.  
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Figure 1.7. (a) ARPES valence band structure for single-sided FG on Cu (~C4F stoichiometry), 
revealing a 1.6 eV band offset to the valence band edge from the Fermi level. If the Fermi level is mid-
gap in the FG film, the band gap will be ~3.2 eV, consistent with predictions [161]. (b) Optical 
absorbance measurement for a FG film on sapphire. Optical image shown inset. Optical band gap is ~3.2 
eV by the Tauc equation [176], also consistent with theory [161]. 
 
 
The fluorination of graphene gives two major stoichiometries, single-sided (C4F) [161] 
and dual-sided (perfluorographene, CF) fluorinated graphene (FG) [175]. These functionalized 
derviatives are easy to produce, have high stability (relative to graphane), and give a ~3 eV band 
gap, as shown in Fig. 1.7 for single-sided FG. FG films are more sp
3
 in character, breaking the 
delocalized π network. For dilute fluorinations (CxF, x > 10), the fluorine gathers in islands, and 
electrical conduction in the film proceeds by variable range hopping (VRH) [180]. Higher 
fluorine contents open a band gap and give heightened reactivity, as discussed in Chapter 3. 
Also, our preliminary data show that the fluorine coverage depends critically on the graphene’s 
surface charge (i.e., “doping”) [181]. Using polycrystalline Cu, mica, SiO2, and quartz substrates, 
we can change the covalent C–F bonding and therefore the band gap, based solely on the 
graphene doping. Fluorination appears to be most viable way to open a gap in graphene. 
1.3.4. Transferring Graphene 
1.3.4.1. Conventional Transfer Process 
Most graphene and related nanomaterial applications require the films to be removed 
from its growth substrate (Cu, Ni, SiC, Pt, et al.) and placed on another arbitrary surface. As 
shown in Fig. 1.8, the standard method by which graphene is transferred from its growth surface 
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involves a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) support  [95, 119, 182-187]. Further PMMA 
residues are purportedly removed by Ar/H2 gas annealing [188]. Moreover, in these wet 
transfers, water layers are trapped between the graphene and the receiving substrate [182]. Also, 
Cu, Fe, and organic residues from the transfer can physisorb on the underside of graphene and 
dope it. Using a modified RCA clean [189] during the graphene transfer removes some—but not 
necessarily all—of the metallic and organic contaminants. This process somewhat addresses the 
graphene underside, but the topside graphene, despite the Ar/H2 cleaning, still possesses 
considerable PMMA contamination [184]. The contamination is disconcerting for graphene 
applications that have low thermal budgets or require atomic cleanliness. Alternative polymers 
like poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC) appear to come off more cleanly than PMMA [183, 190]. 
Nevertheless, the mechanism for why PC comes off graphene cleanly is unknown. Also, no one 
has thoroughly explored the use of PC and other graphene transfer polymers in devices, layered 
structures, and in atomic-level STM experiments. We answer these PC-related questions in more 
detail in Chapter 4. Finally, we note that manipulating the polymer/graphene stack from etchant 
to substrate requires a careful touch [182, 191]. This high sample-to-sample variation raises the 
question for a more industrially compatible 
nanomaterial transfer approach. 
1.3.4.2. Industrial Processes 
Companies like Samsung and Sony have 
developed roll-to-roll processes to transfer 0.76 m by 
100 m graphene sheets off Cu [133, 134]. These 
techniques support the graphene during transfer with 
thermal release tape (TRT) [116, 133, 192]. After the 
Figure 1.8. Conventional graphene and 
related nanomaterial transfer process using 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). 
PMMA introduces hard-to-remove 
residues on the graphene top-side. 
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Cu is removed from the TRT/graphene, the TRT is released by exceeding the thermal release 
temperature (~90-120 °C for most TRTs). However, just like PMMA, the TRT introduces 
adhesive residues that are hard to remove [116]. Furthermore, the TRT transfer process 
introduces many holes within the graphene sheet. Industries circumvent this by transferring 
graphene several times, as their applications are not layer number sensitive [133]. This problem 
has recently been partially solved by transferring the graphene onto a hot substrate [193]. By 
using a bilayer support—such as bonded TRT with an interfacial PC layer—concerns with 
adhesion and cleanliness can be mitigated. We discuss these methods in more detail in Chapter 4. 
Another industrial process is the electrochemical delamination of graphene from its 
metallic growth substrate. This process was shown for graphene on Pt [96] and Cu [194, 195]. In 
this process, a support (PMMA, PET [194], etc.) is placed on graphene on Cu (or Ni, Pt, etc.) 
with part of the graphene on Cu still exposed. The supported film is a cathode in an electrolyte of 
NaOH [96, 194] or K2S2O8 [195]. The anode can be another piece of Cu, Pt [96, 194], or a glassy 
carbon rod [195]. By biasing the electrochemical cell, H2 is evolved and intercalates between the 
supported graphene and the Cu. Eventually, the film is removed from the Cu, allowing the 
catalyst to be recycled and the supported film to be transferred. Avoiding Cu etching assuredly 
lowers the amount of backside graphene contamination [97, 196]. Further, catalyst recycling is 
cost-effective and practical for carefully prepared substrates (e.g. single crystals). 
1.3.5. Top Gate Dielectrics on Graphene 
Original graphene experiments [14, 67, 197] demonstrated the field-effect through a thick 
(ca. 90–300 nm) oxide on a highly doped (n++ or p++) Si back gate. This global back gate 
prevents one from individually addressing graphene FET devices on a wafer. The capacitance—
and also the induced carrier density n—in the graphene FET are determined by 
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where Cox is the capacitance per area from the SiO2, κr is the dielectric constant of SiO2 (~3.9), κ0 
is the permittivity of free space (8.854×10
-14
 F/cm), tox is the SiO2 thickness, q is the elemental 
charge (1.6×10
-19
 C), VGS is the gate–source voltage, and VD is the voltage at the conductivity 
minimum in graphene, termed the “Dirac point” [24, 197]. The obvious consequence of 
Equations 1.4 and 1.5 is that the induced carrier density n decreases with thicker tox. High carrier 
densities are required to get current saturation in graphene [198], necessary for the graphene FET 
to depend less on the drain–source bias VDS and be truly “ON”. Therefore, tox needs to be lower 
for high-field graphene FET operation [24, 199]. Top-gate dielectric deposition is the only way 
to individually address the graphene FETs and reach current saturation simultaneously. 
 The conventional top-gate dielectric deposition method is by ALD. Regardless, 
graphene’s sp2 structure is chemically inert [56] and somewhat hydrophobic [200]. As ALD 
proceeds by successive H2O and metalorganic precursor (e.g. trimethylaluminum and 
tetrakis(ethylmethylamino)hafnium) cycles, hydrophobic surfaces [201, 202] can be problematic.  
For graphene, the usual trick is to add interfacial layers between graphene and the ALD 
overlayer. These ALD seeding layers include evaporated Al [203], perylene-3,4,9,10-
tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) [204], O3 [205, 206], polyhydroxystyrene derivatives 
[207], and surface fluorine [108]. Nonetheless, defects often are induced in this seeding process 
during metal evaporation, O3 exposure, and fluorination (see Section 1.3.3.3). These defects 
lower the mobility in graphene and reduce performance of the top-gated devices. Therefore, 
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many issues still persist in successfully placing and scaling ultra-thin, uniform dielectrics on 
graphene. We will discuss approaches to better dielectric deposition using FG in Chapter 3. 
1.4. Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) 
1.4.1. Initial Study and Isolation 
Like graphite, there is nearly a century of research on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) 
[208-226]. Also like graphite, h-BN is a layered, two-dimensional material, possessing a 
resonant, honeycomb structure of B–N bonds. However, unlike graphite, h-BN is a synthetic 
crystal [208-210, 213, 222] and is insulating, with a 3.8–6 eV optical and electronic band gap 
[213, 222, 224]. By pressurizing and heating h-BN powders in the presence of a Ba–B–N 
solvent, large h-BN single crystals have been fabricated [222, 223]. Groups used these single 
crystals as exfoliation sources [225, 227, 228], vis-à-vis what was done with graphene and other 
2D crystals [229]. Monolayer exfoliated graphene flakes were then dry transferred with 
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) onto exfoliated h-BN (several layers thick), and graphene FETs were 
fabricated. As a result, several groups observed exceptional improvement in the mobility, charge 
inhomogeneity, and cleanliness of graphene on h-BN [225, 228, 230]. Via additional exfoliations 
and dry transfers, groups have manifested complex van der Waals heterostructures [231] using 
graphene, h-BN, and other 2D lamellae [77, 232-234]. Therefore, h-BN is becoming the 
insulating spacer and substrate of choice for graphene and related nanomaterials. 
1.4.2. Large-Area Synthesis 
To date, most of the high-performance applications using h-BN have been with exfoliated 
flakes. As was true with graphene, technological scalability requires the ability to synthesize h-
BN in large-area. While large-area h-BN synthesis on single crystals like Pt(111) [235], Ni(111) 
[236, 237], Rh(111) [238], and Ru(0001) [239] was reported long ago, it was only recently that 
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h-BN was grown by CVD on more technologically relevant substrates like Cu [224, 240, 241], 
Ni [226, 242], and sapphire [243]. The single crystal and Ni growth studies all used borazine 
(B3N3H6), an expensive, volatile h-BN precursor. Conversely, demonstrated CVD work on Cu 
[224, 240, 241] used ammonia borane (H3B–NH3), an inexpensive, inert, and non-toxic precursor 
whose pyrolysis ultimately gives the same by-products as borazine [244]. Ammonia borane has 
lower volatility than borazine, and to achieve growth, the material must be sublimed. Ultimately, 
this sublimation process increases the growth-to-growth variability. Still, this is a concern which 
can be easily mitigated with proper vacuum hardware and temperature control. 
 h-BN growth on inexpensive Cu and Ni substrates is appealing, as the process is subject 
to many of the same methods and knowledge gained for CVD graphene growth and transfer 
(Chapters 2 and 4). As a result, some of the prevailing issues for CVD graphene growth—growth 
pressure [97], substrate roughness [150, 245], and substrate crystallography [103]—are also 
applicable to h-BN growth. Electronic applications require h-BN films with large grain size and 
precise control over layer number. To the end of producing high-quality h-BN, we explore the 
effects of CVD growth pressure and Cu crystallography in Chapter 7. 
1.5. Nanoscale Water 
Transfer of CVD grown nanomaterials often requires water as a solvent and support, as 
indicated in Figs. 1.5 and 1.8. Still, dry transfer approaches have been reported [187, 246], with 
relatively low-yield in the area of graphene transferred. For wet nanomaterial transfers, the 
vestigial water is worth considering as a related nanomaterial. Understanding nanoscale fluids is 
important for applications in bionanotechnology [247, 248], protein folding [249], and water 
desalination [250]. Fluid encapsulation is one area where low-dimensional nanomaterials are 
well suited, as the encapsulation allows new nanoscale imaging techniques [251, 252]. 
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Furthermore, nanoscale interactions between the solid, liquid, and vapor phases are still points of 
contention [253-255]. To that end, CVD nanomaterials can explore and elucidate fundamental 
fluid dynamics phenomena. 
1.6. Motivation and Grand Challenges 
Major concerns face the world in the fields of medicine, energy, and information 
technology. Great headway has been on these issues through the computing might of the Silicon 
Age. But the world’s growing, aging population demands better health care, more energy, and 
faster information dissemination. More affordable, more sophisticated, and more integrated 
materials can help in undertaking the grand challenges. 
Will the Carbon Age succeed the Silicon Age? Silicon has a forty-year head start, and 
semiconductor manufacturers are not slowing down. Thus, considerable work in carbon-based 
material science, physics, chemistry, and electrical engineering is still necessary to catch up to 
silicon. The electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties of carbon-based nanomaterials are 
without equal, and as such, they have niche technological applications like those in solar cells, 
touch screens, and RF transceivers. Regardless, as made apparent in this chapter, there are major 
problems with synthesizing, manipulating, contacting, and chemically modifying these carbon-
based nanomaterials. Without making headway on these concerns, carbon-based nanomaterials 
do not stand a chance in ushering the new Carbon Age. Thus, the remainder of the dissertation 
will broach these problems in nanomaterial synthesis, manipulation, and chemical modification, 
and provide scalable solutions to those concerns. Further, this body of work will examine 
alternative uses for low-dimensional nanomaterials, such as heterogeneous integration with 
biomaterials. Heterogeneous nanomaterial layering is a burgeoning field in which silicon cannot 
compete. Still, that level of control requires mastery in nanomaterial synthesis and manipulation. 
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1.7. Dissertation Organization 
In this dissertation, we investigate and solve materials problems facing the technological 
scalability of nanomaterials like graphene and h-BN. To that end, we use multi-scale 
characterization methods to examine the large-area synthesis, functionalization, and 
manipulation of graphene, h-BN, and related low-dimensional nanomaterials. Our studies are 
predominantly experimental and fundamental in nature, with simulations, devices, and other 
applications used to bolster our conclusions elucidating the science of these nanomaterials. This 
chapter has served to motivate this dissertation and to cover the background supporting literature.  
In Chapter 2, we determine that graphene grown by CVD on Cu depends critically on the 
underlying Cu crystallography. In particular, we discover that lattice-templated graphene on low-
index Cu(111) is monolayer and contains few defects. With scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD), and Raman spectroscopy, we find that graphene 
on high-index Cu and Cu(100) is more multilayer and defective than graphene on Cu(111). 
Finally, we ascertain that graphene grows fastest on Cu(111). 
 In Chapter 3, we place high-κ HfO2 by ALD onto CVD graphene on Cu, fluorinated 
graphene (FG) on Cu, and highly FG (x < 4 for CxF) on transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. For Cu 
substrates, we transfer the HfO2 films to SiO2/Si. Fluorinating graphene prior to ALD improves 
the HfO2 coverage on CVD graphene on Cu and on SiO2/Si. Dual-side fluorinated, sp
3
 graphene 
films give pinhole and crack free HfO2 films. We correlate the degree of fluorination to the 
uniformity and morphology of the ALD HfO2 dielectrics. With the highly FG films, we achieve 
ultra-thin HfO2 scaling, down to 2.0 nm. 
 In Chapter 4, we examine the transfer of CVD graphene off Cu using polymer scaffolds 
of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(phthalaldehyde) (PPA), 
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and poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC). With optimally reactive PC scaffolds, we get the cleanest 
graphene transfers without any annealing, after extensive comparison with optical microscopy, 
SEM, XPS, AFM, STM, and device transport. Comparatively, films transferred with PLA, PPA, 
PMMA/PC, and PMMA have a twofold higher roughness and a fivefold higher chemical doping. 
We then cleanly layer nanomaterials like multilayer graphene, FG, and h-BN. 
 In Chapter 5, interfacial water is trapped between a cleaved mica surface and sheet of 
CVD graphene. We confirm the existence of trapped water with Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR) and Raman spectroscopies. Using ultra-high vacuum STM (UHV-STM) at room 
temperature, we atomically resolve the graphene-water interface with atomic resolution. Under 
the graphene sheet, there are one to three layers of amorphous, trapped water. We also 
nanomanipulate the higher water layers at greater electron energies via the STM tip. 
 In Chapter 6, we examine vicinal (e.g. “interfacial”) water between two seemingly 
hydrophobic graphene layers. We then shrink wrap water and tobacco mosaic viruses (TMV), 
methyl-binded domain (MBD) protein-DNA complexes, and NeutrAvidin (NA) proteins under a 
cleanly transferred graphene overlayer, producing highly viscous water at those graphene-
biomolecule interfaces. The graphene shrink wrap exerts up to 2 GPa hydrostatic pressures, as 
evident from deformations in the TMV capsid and detailed molecular dynamics simulations. 
Such hydrostatic pressures denature the biomolecules, inserting water into the hydrophobic core. 
Via UHV-STM and AFM, we also produce the first observation of nanoscale water at graphene-
biomolecule interfaces. The shrink wrapped water crystallizes near MBD-DNA complexes and 
spinodally dewets around pressure denatured NA protein residues.  
 In Chapter 7, we investigate the different growth regimes of large-area hexagonal boron 
nitride (h-BN) on Cu grown by CVD. Growing with low pressure CVD gives us high-quality, 
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large-grain, thin h-BN films. As we progress to atmospheric pressure CVD, the film quality 
degrades, giving an inhomogeneous mixture of h-BN, polyaminoborane, and polyiminoborane. 
This growth change occurs from a switch from Cu-mediated surface catalysis to an ammonia–
borane mass transport regime. We find that our h-BN growth films are thicker and more 
defective on high-index Cu facets versus low-index Cu. 
 Chapter 8 provides some final remarks and conclusions about this dissertation. We then 
list some additional considerations for future studies and experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2. SUBSTRATE EFFECTS ON GRAPHENE 
GROWTH ON POLYCRYSTALLINE CU FOIL 
 
2.1. Introduction to Graphene Chemical Vapor Deposition1 
Mechanical exfoliation of graphene has enabled many fundamental studies of this novel 
material [1]. While most exfoliated samples are of high quality, the lateral dimensions are at 
most tens of micrometers, limiting the fabrication of consistent, wafer-scale graphene structures. 
To that end, techniques have been developed for the fabrication of large-area graphene samples 
by epitaxy on SiC [2] and by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on catalytic metals like Ni [3-5] 
or Cu [6]. Graphene grown by CVD on Cu foils has generated interest due to low cost and the 
prospect of large-area monolayer coverage [6]. While these are promising characteristics, 
dendritic growth [7], multilayer formation [8], and lower carrier mobilities [6] than those of 
exfoliated samples [9] suggest non-optimal quality of graphene grown on Cu. Lower quality 
likely results from heightened graphene nucleation and the formation of graphene grain 
boundaries (GBs) [10] on the polycrystalline Cu substrates typically used, both of which are 
deleterious to transport [11, 12]. The initial nucleation and growth dynamics of graphene play a 
critical role in determining the final film quality. However, such characteristics are dependent on 
Cu surface structure, suggesting that the underlying Cu substrate has a detailed influence on the 
nucleating carbon species during growth [13, 14]. 
 In this study, we grow graphene by CVD on polycrystalline Cu foils with two carbon 
source gases, CH4 and C2H4. We perform partial growths at 700 °C and 900 °C with C2H4 and 
full growths with CH4 at 1000 °C. After high temperature processing the Cu surface contains 
many structures, namely polycrystalline facets, grain boundaries, and annealing twins. We 
                                                          
*
Material presented in this chapter is reproduced with permission from J. D. Wood, S. W. Schmucker, A. S. Lyons, 
E. Pop, and J. W. Lyding, “Effects of polycrystalline Cu substrate on graphene growth by chemical vapor 
deposition,” Nano Letters 11, no. 11, pp. 4547-4554, 2011. Copyright American Chemical Society, 2011.  
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determine that the Cu(100) surface causes slow, multilayer graphene growth. High index Cu 
facets cause compact graphene island formation, but their growth rates are still faster than on 
Cu(100). In contrast, the Cu(111) surface promotes fast, monolayer graphene growth with few 
defects. It is therefore apparent that the Cu substrate influences graphene nucleation and growth 
significantly. 
2.2. Correlating Graphene Growth to Cu-Based Crystallography 
 Previous work has suggested that the Cu-graphene interaction is relatively weak after 
growth [6, 15] based on negligible copper carbide formation [16] and minimal graphene epitaxial 
alignment with the Cu substrate [13]. Nevertheless, in early stages of graphene growth, the 
interaction between the carbon source and the Cu substrate becomes quite important. Low-
energy electron microscopy (LEEM) studies have shown a preferred growth front for carbon 
species on the Cu(100) surface [17]. These results were corroborated indirectly by scanning 
tunneling microscopy (STM) studies through an in-situ C2H4 decomposition process on both 
single crystal Cu(111) [13] and Cu(100) [3]. However, most graphene growth by CVD on Cu is 
done with polycrystalline Cu foils, which have different growth transients and dynamics than 
single-crystal substrates.  
 To determine the crystal structure of our underlying Cu foil substrates, we perform 
electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD) measurements. These measurements give us 
crystallographic orientation in the x-, y-, and z-directions, but here we will only consider the z-
plane of the copper surface [13, 18]. Figure 2.1 shows the partial growth of graphene at 700 °C 
with 20 sccm C2H4, 50 sccm H2, and a 5 min growth time (30 s ramp up and fall times) on 5 mil 
thick (~125 μm) Cu foil (Basic Copper, Carbondale, IL). Our growths employ lower flow rates 
of carbon-containing gas with respect to the H2 flow to decrease the chemical potential 
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difference [18], promoting crystallographic graphene edges [19] and monolayer growth [8]. An 
EBSD map of this foil in Fig. 2.1a shows a crystallographically diverse Cu surface, composed of 
Cu(111), Cu(310), Cu(410), Cu(411), Cu(632), Cu(211), Cu(110), and Cu(100) facets. The 
Cu(111) facet dominates the crystallographic map, which is expected as Cu(111) is the lowest 
energy Cu surface [20]. Next, we correlate the EBSD map with scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) imaging to assess graphene coverage visually. In Fig. 2.1b, we see nearly complete 
graphene coverage on the Cu(111) facet [21], whereas its neighboring Cu(310) facet is not 
completely covered. Moreover, graphene growth on the Cu(111) facet appears to spill over into 
the Cu(310) facet (crystallographic cross section given in the supplemental information), 
Figure 2.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of graphene on different Cu facets. (a) 
Electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD) image of a region of 5 mil Cu foil with graphene partially 
grown on it at 700 °C with C2H4. EBSD data shows the underlying Cu crystal structure. (b) Graphene on 
two Cu grains, Cu(310) and Cu(111). The low-index facet Cu(111) has faster, dendritic graphene growth 
which spills into the neighboring Cu(310) facet. Cu(310) has compact graphene islands away from the 
boundary, and the black line indicates the Cu grain boundary (GB). (c) Cu(410)-Cu(310) GB, with 
graphene islands of differing size on either side. (d) Cu(632)-Cu(411)-Cu(632) twinning boundary, 
showing both islands and graphene overgrowth from the presence of neighboring Cu(111) facets. (e) 
Large-area scan, indicating Cu(111) coverage. High-index planes show island formation. (f) Cu(111)-
Cu(310) GB, showing large graphene islands near the boundary. Insets for (b-f) show EBSD data from 
(a) for the SEM regions. 
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suggesting that the presence of the Cu(111) facet influences nearby growth dynamics. In the 
supplemental information, we show how graphene preferentially nucleates on the Cu grain 
boundaries (GBs), consistent with predictions for Ni [3, 5] and surface roughness based diamond 
nucleation [22]. As graphene starts to nucleate at the Cu GBs (e.g. the Cu(111)-Cu(310) GB) and 
grows faster on the Cu(111) surface, additional carbon molecules from the gas adsorb on the 
existing graphene-Cu(111), diffuse on the film, and make their way quickly to the film edges, 
where the Cu catalyst dehydrogenates them [18, 23]. In these diffusion limited processes, 
graphene films on or near the Cu(111) surface appear dendritic, akin to STM studies of adsorbed 
atoms on Pt(111) [24]. Similar dendrites were recently reported by LEEM of graphene on single-
crystal Cu(111) [25]. 
 Far from the Cu GB in Fig. 2.1b, graphene forms compact islands on the Cu(310) 
surface, which is expected for surfaces not containing (111) terraces [24]. A higher island density 
will lead to a higher density of graphene GBs, and adverse transport effects [12, 26]. However, it 
has been suggested that at high temperature (~1000 °C) the thermal energy is high enough to 
restructure compact islands and prevent formation of GBs where the islands meet [27, 28]. 
Nevertheless, typical CVD growths have heightened Cu sublimation at high growth temperature, 
Cu GB migration causing elongated graphene film formation [29], and graphene wrinkles and 
ripples induced by thermal expansion [30]. These phenomena suggest that the dynamics of 
merging graphene islands is complex and is likely to form a chain of defects [31]. 
 Additional compact island formation is shown in Fig. 2.1c for two high-index surfaces, 
Cu(410) and Cu(310). On these surfaces, hydrocarbons adsorb at certain preferential locations, 
such as point defects, surface kinks, adatom vacancies, or terrace steps [32]. At these sites, 
carbon species readily adsorb and dehydrogenate until the active Cu site is covered, terminating 
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the reaction [7, 27]. However, carbonaceous species have lowered carbon diffusion and 
dimerization on these surfaces [21], making them less likely to propagate from the nucleation 
site. Hence, these sites have been called undersaturated or saturated, but not supersaturated [33], 
which is necessary to propagate growth. While raising the growth temperature improves 
Figure 2.2. Defining Cu crystal structure and registry mesas for CVD graphene. (a) Electron-backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD) of a Cu registry mesa shown optically in (b). EBSD black lines are copper grain 
boundaries, and EBSD red lines are annealing twins. Cu mesa is composed of many crystal facets. (c) 
EBSD and optical (d) information for another Cu mesa. The optical image of (d) shows the Raman 
spectra locations for different Cu facets, indicated by symbols (within the dotted lines). (e) Upper section 
of the Cu mesa in (c), showing high-index Cu facets. (f) Optical image of (e), with Raman spectra 
locations given by the symbols. 
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diffusion and can cause supersaturation, these sites’ structure makes them temperature-invariant. 
The lack of supersaturation results in slower growth and defective [19], multilayer graphene. 
Within Figs. 2.1c-e, the presence of Cu(111) terraces influences growth within the other high-
Figure 2.3. Reconciling graphene coverage with Cu facets by Raman spectroscopy. (a) Optical image of 
Cu mesa, with Cu crystal facets identified and annealing twins (dotted) present. Raman spectra taken at 
the colored shapes. (b) Raman point spectra of selected spots, with D, G, and 2D bands indicated. The 
graphene overall has few defects, but graphene on the Cu(100) has the lowest I2D/IG intensity ratio, 
indicative of few-layer growth. Cu(111) has pristine, monolayer graphene. (c) Raman spatial map of 
graphene monolayer intensity ratio I2D/IG for the region in (a). The Cu(100) surface as well as highly 
faceted regions like Cu(10,7,6) have lower monolayer intensity ratios, limited by carbon surface 
diffusion. (d) Graphene defect intensity ratio ID/IG for the same region. Defect distribution looks uniform, 
with differences due to Raman sampling of graphene nucleation sites. Raman pixel size is 7.5 μm at 633 
nm excitation. 
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index facets, such as Cu(411) or Cu(433). Graphene from Cu(111) can overgrow onto the high-
index surfaces before compact islands can form. 
 Nonetheless, SEM imaging is insufficient for characterization of graphene coverage, as 
higher contrast regions are not necessarily graphene. Furthermore, when discussing the matter of 
graphene supersaturation on Cu, it is important to see if higher growth temperature influences 
complete film coverage. To further examine the graphene film properties by Raman 
spectroscopy [34-36] and atomic force microscopy (AFM), we pattern raised mesas (~20 μm 
high) on 1.4 mil Cu foil (Basic Copper) using standard photolithography. Two example mesas 
are shown optically by bright field imaging in Figs. 2.2b,d,e. We grow graphene at 1000 °C with 
850 sccm of CH4 for the mesa of Figs. 2.2a-b. Additionally, we grow graphene at 1000 °C with 
100 sccm of CH4 for the mesa of Figs. 2.2c-f. Both growths use 50 sccm of H2, and a 30 min 
growth time. As before, we identify the Cu substrate facets by EBSD, indicated in Figs. 2.2a,c,f. 
The two mesas are highly polycrystalline, as seen in the EBSD mosaic. We give schematics of 
the mesas’ relevant facets in the supplemental information, elucidating this high vicinality. The 
different shapes within the optical images of Figs. 2.2d,f show Raman point spectra positions for 
the varying Cu facets. 
 To see whether nucleation and initial growth transients manifest themselves in the steady-
state film, we perform spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy of fully grown graphene on Cu for 
the mesa in Fig. 2.2d. Spatially resolved Raman spectra for the regions of Figs. 2.2b,f are given 
in Fig. 2.4. Within the optical image of Fig. 2.3.a, we identify the underlying Cu facets and 
annealing twins (red lines) using information from Fig. 2.2c. Point Raman spectra of Fig. 2.3b—
taken at the points indicated by the shapes in Fig. 2.3.a—indicate more multilayer coverage [34-
36] (intensity ratio I2D/IG ~ 1.48) on the Cu(100) surface and the high-index Cu(533) and 
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Cu(10,7,6) surfaces (I2D/IG ~ 1.93 and I2D/IG ~ 1.74, respectively). On the Cu(111) surface, the 
graphene coverage is high-quality monolayer (I2D/IG ~ 4.16). The D band, which normally 
assesses the graphene quality, is weak or inexistent in these point spectra. [37] 
Figure 2.4. Additional Raman mapping of CVD graphene on polycrystalline copper. All growths 
performed with H2 flow rate at 50 sccm. (a) I2D/IG map for fully grown graphene at 1000 °C with 850 
sccm CH4 (25 min growth). High-index facets show more multilayer coverage. (b) ID/IG map for growth 
in (a). No discernible pattern present. (c) I2D/IG map for fully grown graphene, same parameters as (a). 
Cu(110) produces more monolayer graphene than Cu(100) and Cu(221). Large intensity on the Cu 
wrinkle in this map (and in the ID/IG map) is due to a surface plasmonic effect [37]. (d) ID/IG map for 
growth in (c). Nucleation is uniform on low-index facets. (e) I2D/IG map for partially grown graphene at 
900 °C with 20 sccm C2H4 (5 min growth, no gas flow after growth). (f) ID/IG map for growth in (e). Cu 
grain boundaries give large graphene defect ratios. Spectra taken with a 633 nm laser at 18 mW power, 
50x objective, and 30 s acquisition time. 
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 Analyzing the Raman intensity ratio I2D/IG (monolayer ratio) spatial map of Fig. 2.3c, we 
see a lower monolayer ratio for the Cu(100) surface and larger ratios for the high-index surfaces 
and Cu(111). This suggests that the diffusion of carbon-containing species is slower on Cu(100) 
compared to the higher-index surfaces and Cu(111). Adatom diffusion on Cu(100) compared to 
Cu(111) has been studied previously [38], with Cu(100) requiring surface atom exchange. 
Surface atom exchange is markedly slower than simple adatom hopping, which occurs on 
Cu(111). Thus, on Cu(100) surfaces, C atoms could stack in a multilayer configuration to lower 
surface [38] and adsorption energy [18]. Conversely, carbon’s higher diffusion rate on Cu(111) 
will promote monolayer formation. The higher-index surfaces are composed of Cu(100), 
Cu(110), and Cu(111) monatomic terraces and steps, as discussed in the supplemental 
information. We find that carbon diffusion and graphene growth on those surfaces is dependent 
on the percentage of Cu(111) surface present in the decomposed high-index facet. A high-index 
surface close to Cu(111) on the stereographic triangle, namely, with a high (111) percentage, will 
likely have a higher diffusion rate and predominantly monolayer graphene. 
 For the ID/IG (defect ratio) map of Fig. 2.3d, the distribution looks more uniform across 
the mesa, with some sparse points differing from the norm. On the coarse scale of our Raman 
map (~100 μm by ~130 μm), it is likely that these sparse points correspond to graphene 
nucleation centers [39]. These nucleation centers appear consistently across the different Cu 
crystals, regardless of whether they are low- or high-index surfaces. For the C2H4 partially grown 
graphene in Figs. 2.1b-f, it is evident that that high-index Cu surfaces cause compact island 
formation for initial graphene nucleation and ultimately slow down growth. However, higher 
graphene diffusion on Cu(111) confounds our ability to discern individual nucleation sites by 
SEM. It is therefore possible that both the low- and high-index facets would have similar 
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nucleation densities but different growth rates, hiding the nucleation sites. It is more likely, 
however, that this nucleation difference is from both higher nucleation site adsorption energy on 
high-index surfaces and lower hydrocarbon cracking efficacy at the growth temperatures in Fig. 
2.1 (700 °C). At low temperature, the high probability of vicinal, high-index facets forming 
compact islands follows from this adsorption energy argument, resulting in denser nucleation. 
Moreover, for fully grown graphene at 750 °C, this was shown to lead to higher disorder and 
smaller graphene domains [40]. Hydrocarbons at 1000 °C for the full graphene film of Fig. 2.3d 
have high cracking efficacy and diffusion, leading to fewer nucleation sites and Cu facet 
invariance in ID/IG from carbon supersaturation [33]. 
2.3. Graphene Quantitative Analysis 
 In Fig. 2.5 we present a quantitative assessment of graphene coverage from the SEM 
images shown in Fig. 2.1 and from the Raman analysis within Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. Figure 2.5a 
shows the I2D/IG monolayer ratio for all the Cu facets explored in Figs. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. Overall, 
the distribution is monolayer-like and normal, peaked at I2D/IG = 1.95 ± 0.63. However, the high 
standard deviation suggests some non-uniformity in the distribution due to the different Cu 
facets. Within Figs. 2.5b-c we explore the defect ratio ID/IG shown in Fig. 2.3d more carefully. In 
Fig. 2.5b, we show ID/IG for partially grown graphene with 20 sccm C2H4 (5 min growth time) at 
900 °C, whose value is ID/IG = 0.67 ± 0.48 (n = 174). Conversely, the fully grown graphene 
sample from Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 has a value of ID/IG = 0.69 ± 0.47 (n = 436), as Fig. 2.5c 
indicates. We are unable to reject the null hypothesis at the 99% level suggesting that these 
samples may share a population. Similar hypothesis tests only supported the conclusion of 
differing populations at a statistically unreasonable 50% level. Compared to a full growth, partial 
graphene growths like Fig. 2.5b should have more Raman active armchair edges [39] which 
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contribute to a higher ID/IG value. While this changes the shape of the distribution relative to Fig. 
2.5c, the large sample size averages out these edge effects and points to a common source for the 
ID/IG value. Our results suggest that this source is substrate invariant nucleation sites, as argued 
by a recent work [28]. 
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Figure 2.5. Quantitative assessment of graphene coverage. (a) Monolayer ratio (I2D/IG) histogram from 
Raman mapping for all Cu facets. Distribution is normal with a mean of I2D/IG ~ 2, expected for 
monolayer graphene. (b) Partially grown graphene defect ratio (ID/IG) histogram. Growth occurred at 900 
ºC with ethylene. (c) Fully grown graphene defect ratio (ID/IG) histogram, from the data in (a). The means 
and standard deviations of (b) and (c) are markedly similar, despite the partial growth. (d) Area coverage 
of facets containing the Cu(111) surface. More (111) surfaces have higher graphene coverage. These data 
values are extracted from the SEM images in Figure 2.1. (e) Intensity ratios I2D/IG and ID/IG for different 
Cu facets. The independent variable gives the percentage of (111) terraces or steps in the facet. Cu(111) 
gives monolayer graphene, whereas the other facets give more multilayer coverage. Defect distribution 
appears invariant across the facets, indicating uniform nucleation and GB density. (f) 2D and G band 
FWHM for different Cu facets from (e), with lines to guide the eye. Cu(100) and the higher index facets 
deviate from monolayer graphene value at ~30 cm
-1 
for the 2D band. Further, they have a lower G band 
FWHM, highlighting substrate doping and strain in the graphene. Raman spectra collected at 633 nm 
excitation, 50X objective, and ~9 mW power. 
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 From contrast differences in the SEM images of Figs. 2.1b-f, we extract the amount of 
graphene area coverage following a procedure detailed in the supplemental information. Figure 
2.5d gives this area coverage as a percentage of the Cu(111) surface, which we determine by 
decomposing high-index facets into a superposition of (111), (110), and (100) facets. Surfaces 
containing (111) terraces—like Cu(411), Cu(632), and Cu(111)—show a linear increase in 
graphene coverage for the same growth time (5 min) when compared to surfaces with only (100) 
terraces (e.g. Cu(410), Cu(310)). In the case where surfaces were spatially near (111) terraces, 
like the Cu(310) surface near Cu(111) in Fig. 2.1b, the heightened carbon diffusion on Cu(111) 
allowed graphene overgrowth into the Cu(310) facet, raising the area coverage on that facet (see 
Fig. 2.6). The Cu(632) surface contains both (111) and (100) facets, giving a larger overall area 
coverage than (100) containing surfaces alone, but less than surfaces with a larger percentage of  
(111).  Figures 2.5e-f give Raman spectroscopic measurements (I2D/IG, ID/IG, 2D FWHM, and G 
FWHM of the regions assessed in Figs. 2.5a-c) obtained using 633 nm laser excitation and ~9 
Figure 2.6. SEM of graphene overgrowth from Cu(111). The graphene shown in this SEM image is a 
partial graphene growth on 5 mil thick Cu with 20 sccm C2H4 and 50 sccm of H2 at 700 °C. The graphene 
from the Cu(111) region (blue) overgrows into the neighboring Cu(310) (orange) and Cu(410) (red, none 
shown) facets. The Cu GBs are indicated by dotted lines. The Cu(310) forms compact graphene islands 
far from the Cu GB which are not overgrown by the graphene that originated on Cu(111). Graphene 
overgrowth is due to heightened carbon diffusion on Cu(111) compared to higher index facets. 
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Figure 2.7. Graphene coverage as a function of a 
facet’s Cu(100) percentage. (a) Area coverage of 
facets containing the Cu(100) surface. More (100) 
surfaces have linearly lower graphene coverage. 
These data are extracted from the SEM images in 
Figure 2.1. (b) Intensity ratios I2D/IG and ID/IG for 
different Cu facets. As the surface becomes 
Cu(100), the graphene coverage becomes more 
multilayer. (c) 2D and G band FWHM for 
different Cu facets from (b). The (100)-containing 
facets have a lower G band FWHM, highlighting 
substrate doping and strain in the graphene. 
Raman spectra collected at 633 nm excitation, 
50x objective, and ~9 mW power.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
mW power. Tables 2.1–2.3 present a full 
tabulation of these measurements with 
sample numbers. Figure 2.5e details the 
monolayer (I2D/IG) and defect (ID/IG) ratios 
for different Cu facets as a percentage of the 
Cu(111) surface, as in Fig. 2.5d. Figure 2.7 
shows similar information as a percentage of 
the Cu(100) surface. The intensity ratios for a 
particular facet are comprised of an entire 
population of point Raman spectra at the 
positions indicated in Fig. 2.2d,f. We note 
that graphene grown on Cu(111) is primarily 
monolayer with low defect density. The other 
facets appear more multilayer, especially 
Cu(100) (I2D/IG ~ 1.5). Error bars represent 
standard error of the mean. Surfaces which 
contain (111) terraces therefore have more 
monolayer graphene than those with (100) 
terraces. We ascribe this to a better lattice 
match of hexagonal graphene with the 
hexagonal Cu(111), promoting higher 
adsorption of carbon-containing species [18] and giving a quasi-epitaxial relationship, as was 
observed by STM [13]. Conversely, we attribute multilayer regions on Cu(100) to slow, adatom-
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exchange mediated carbon diffusion [38] and heighted atomic carbon adsorption energy [18], as 
evident from the area coverage of Fig. 2.5d. Interestingly, the ID/IG ratio is invariant across the 
facets listed. As is the case with Figs. 2.5b-c, we attribute this to common nucleation densities 
across the different facets. While Cu(100) gives relatively more defective graphene than 
Cu(111), in agreement with recent STM results [14], there is insufficient statistical evidence to 
claim a crystalline influence on the number of graphene defects. Based on the results shown in 
Fig. 2.5, at growth temperatures above 900 °C carbonaceous species do not preferentially 
nucleate on kinks, vacancies, and Cu GBs, unlike low temperature growth at 700 °C. 
 In Fig. 2.5f, we show the 2D and G full width at half maximum (FWHM) as a function of 
the facet Cu(111) percentage. Figure 2.7 shows similar data for the Cu(100) facet. The 2D band 
FWHM for exfoliated graphene is an indicator of the graphene layer number [34, 35], whereas 
the G band FWHM indicates doping [41], strain [42], and layer number. For surfaces with a 
higher percentage of Cu(111), the 2D FWHM approaches ~30 cm
-1
, consistent with monolayer 
graphene [35]. Graphene on Cu(100) has a 2D FWHM of ~38 cm
-1
, close to 40 cm
-1
 for 
turbostratically stacked multilayer graphene [43]. It is likely that graphene grown on Cu has been 
doped or strained due to its Cu underlayer [13], and it is possible that these effects change with 
respect to the underlying facet. Using the Cu workfunction ΦCu ~ 4.7 eV and graphene 
workfunction ΦG ~ 4.5 eV [44], we estimate that the doping-induced shift in the FWHM of the G 
peak is ~6 cm
-1
 with EF ~ 0.2 eV in the graphene [45]. Adding this to the known G FWHM [41] 
of 15 cm
-1
 gives an expected FWHM of ~21 cm
-1 
for p-doped graphene on Cu. The G FWHM 
approaches this value on the Cu(111) surface and is lower on high-index surfaces and Cu(100) 
due to doping and G peak phonon stiffening [41]. Since the presence of the graphene overlayer 
strains the Cu, forming stepped surfaces [13, 28] and hillocks [17], it is possible that the Cu 
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strains the conformal graphene as well, thereby contributing to G FWHM shift by strain [42]. 
However, the strain required to produce this shift would break the graphene, and we conclude 
that these facets also mainly dope the graphene. 
Nevertheless, we must consider the possibility that the reduced surface roughness of 
Cu(111) and (111) containing surfaces could be the origin of this high-quality graphene growth. 
In Fig. 2.8, we investigate the effects of Cu facet root mean square (RMS) surface roughness on 
graphene nucleation and quality. Figures 2.8a-f show 5×5 μm AFM images of different Cu 
facets. Figure 2.8a is an AFM image of the partially grown graphene on Cu(111) analyzed in Fig. 
2.1. Figures 2.8b-f are AFM images of the fully grown graphene in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, 
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Figure 2.8. RMS roughness effects on graphene nucleation and quality. (a-f) 5 μm by 5 μm atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) images of the Cu(111), Cu(441), Cu(221), Cu(322), and Cu(632) facets, as well as the 
edge of the lithographically defined mesa. (g) AFM determined RMS roughnesses and 2D peak full width 
at half-maximum (FWHM) values for different facets. Within the error, there is no apparent FWHM 
dependence on RMS roughness. Average 2D FWHM is ~56 cm
-1
, higher than ~30 cm
-1
 for graphene on 
SiO2 due to Cu substrate doping and strain. (h) I2D/IG (graphene coverage) and ID/IG (graphene quality) 
ratios with respect to the RMS roughnesses from (a-f), showing no dependence on roughness. 
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respectively. The Cu foil of Fig. 2.8a is wrinkled, giving the bright undulations apparent in the 
AFM image. We take RMS roughness measurements within those regions and report the error 
for ensemble RMS roughness. Conversely, RMS roughness measurements for Figs. 2.8b-f are 
taken for the entire AFM image, without a statistical sampling that would allow an error bar in 
the RMS measurement. We then plot the Raman 2D band FWHM and intensity ratios I2D/IG and 
ID/IG with respect to the facet RMS roughness in Figs. 2.8g-h. It is apparent that the trend 
between the graphene quality metrics and the roughness is weak. A linear fit of the 2D FWHM 
against the RMS roughness gives a Pearson correlation coefficient |r| = 0.58, suggesting that 
there is no correlation between the 2D FWHM and RMS roughness at 99% statistical 
significance. Furthermore, linear fitting the intensity ratios I2D/IG and ID/IG give |r| = 0.81 and |r| 
= 0.74, respectively, which are not correlated with RMS roughness at 99% significance. This 
supports the notion that the RMS roughness does not play a critical role in monolayer graphene 
growth quality. Hence, it is likely that that Cu crystallinity is playing a stronger role in the initial 
growth dynamics and eventual steady-state graphene film. 
 We have also examined the oxidation of our graphene-coated Cu foils. For instance, 
previous work [46] had reported oxidation resistance in ambient environments up to 200 ºC, 
however here we found that the degraded graphene quality on Cu facets causes Cu oxidation at 
lower temperatures. The Cu begins to oxidize at 135 ºC, with thicker CuO forming at higher 
temperatures as shown in the successively oxidized images of Figs. 2.9a-d (full oxidation at 275 
ºC, Fig. 2.9d). The graphene film was only partially grown on the Cu foil; thus, it is possible that 
oxygen atoms are diffusing under the graphene to oxidize the Cu, and oxidizing the Cu between 
the small graphene islands. However, subsurface oxidation is unexpected considering the low 
permeability of atoms under graphene [47]. Oxidation might be explained by oxygen etching of 
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graphene edges [48] and GBs. In the latter case, a higher level of compact island formation—
occurring on high-index surfaces—will lead to more GBs. Consequently, those films will likely 
oxidize first. It is still possible that the exposed Cu is oxidizing and the graphene-coated regions 
are not oxidized. However, when we reduce the oxide by immersing the CuO foil into 
concentrated acetic acid for ~5 min and then reoxidize it, we find that this reoxidized film has a 
lower oxidation temperature, with full oxidation at 225 ºC. Further, Raman spectra show high 
amorphous carbon coverage, suggesting graphene film damage during oxidation. [49] 
2.4. Conclusions 
 In summary, we find that the growth of high-quality, large-domain graphene depends on 
the underlying Cu crystal structure. By EBSD, we determine that the Cu foils used in typical 
Figure 2.9. Reduced oxidation resistance for graphene on polycrystalline Cu facets. (a) Optical image 
showing a Cu mesa with partially grown graphene at 900 °C. EBSD-identified facets shown and green 
circle is used to guide the eye through successive images. (b) Mesa raised to 135 °C for 1 min on a hot 
plate in ambient. No noticeable oxide formation is observed by optical contrast. (c) Mesa raised to 225 °C 
after treatment in (b). Cu(110), Cu(411), and Cu(433) show CuO oxide formation. (d) Mesa raised to 275 
°C after treatment in (c), where all copper has been oxidized despite the original presence of graphene. 
Differences in color are due to CuO oxide thickness [49]. In these images, sparser graphene coverage on 
particular Cu facets allowed those facets to oxidize first. 
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CVD growth are highly polycrystalline, containing Cu GBs, annealing twins, and high-index 
crystal facets. Low-index Cu facets produce more monolayer graphene with fewer defects 
compared to the high-index surfaces. Raman spectroscopy shows that the Cu(111) surface grows 
the highest quality monolayer graphene, with high area coverage and short growth time. We 
attribute this to high diffusion [13, 14] and improved adsorption [18] of carbon-containing 
species on Cu(111). The dendritic arms that we observe in our SEM images are consistent with 
molecular adsorption on fcc(111) surfaces [24]. Conversely, high-index facets form compact 
graphene islands based on lowered diffusion, nucleation, and pinning at rough surface sites, like 
step edges, adatom vacancies, and terrace kinks. Since Cu(111) is the lowest-energy Cu surface 
[20], longer pre-growth anneals under Ar/H2 flow at ~900 ºC can help in the production of 
Cu(111) facets on the polycrystalline Cu substrate while mitigating Cu sublimation and GB 
migration [29]. Moreover, careful, high vacuum evaporation of single-crystal Cu(111) on basal-
plane sapphire [50] might be another means by which to take advantage of the improved 
graphene growth qualities of Cu(111). 
2.5. Materials and Methods 
2.5.1. Graphene Growth 
 Unless otherwise noted, we used 1.4 mil copper foil (~35 μm thick, 99.9% pure, from 
Basic Copper, Carbondale, IL USA) in an Atomate hot-wall commercial CVD system for 
graphene growth. These Cu foils were annealed at ~1000 °C under Ar/H2 flow for ~1 hr, and we 
grew graphene with the growth gases, flow rates, growth times, and growth temperatures listed 
in the main manuscript or in this document. The resulting substrates were cooled to room 
temperature at ~20 °C/min under the same gas flow, except in the case of the partially grown 
films, which had only Ar/H2 flow during cool down. 
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2.5.2. Mesa Definition 
 Cu mesas were patterned by photolithography using a Shipley 1813 positive tone 
photoresist (PR). After ultraviolet exposure (20 s), MF-319 development (20 s), and a PR hard 
bake, the PR exposed regions were etched in oxone (potassium peroxymonosulfate, Alfa Aesar), 
a Cu etchant. Mesas in Fig. 2.2c-f were etched for ~5 min, raising the mesas approximately ~5 
μm from the surface. Mesas in Fig. 2.2a-b and Fig. 2.3e-f were etched for ~1 hr, raising the 
mesas approximately ~60 μm. The xy mesa size used depended on the Raman map. 
2.5.3. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) Analysis 
 EBSD was collected using a JEOL 7000F Analytical SEM with HDL Technology EBSD 
System. During EBSD collection, the probe current is 5 nA, the accelerating voltage is 25 kV, 
and the angle of incidence is 70 degrees. Data is collected as an array of points with 10 μm 
lateral spacing. For the sparse Raman mapping in our experiments (~7.5 μm data pixels), we 
hold that this 10 μm resolution is sufficient to get the average facet value and correlate effects 
between the graphene and facet value. In the case where the color of our electron-backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD) readout was not obviously a low-index facet, e.g. (100), (110), or (111), we 
extrapolated the average EBSD value using the stereographic triangle. For example, a yellow 
pixel would fall between Cu(100) and Cu(110), which extrapolates to Cu(210). High-index 
surfaces were decomposed into a number of microfacets for further analysis, according to the 
procedure of Section 2.5.7 of this document. 
2.5.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Imaging  
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images with low graphene contrast relative to the 
supporting Cu substrate were contrast enhanced. This contrast enhancement consisted of 
increasing the pixel contrast by at least 70% and the pixel brightness by 0–20%. 
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2.5.5. Raman Data Collection 
  Unless otherwise noted, Raman data was collected using a Renishaw Raman microscope 
with inVia WiRE 3.2 software. Experimental parameters include the following: laser excitation 
was 633 nm; a 50x objective was used; laser was at 50% power (18 mW output power); and the 
acquisition time was 30 s. The output Raman spatial maps were swept from 1000 cm
-1
 to 3000 
cm
-1
 for each data point and imported into MATLAB for analysis. Each Raman spectra was fit to 
Lorentzians about the D, G, and 2D bands. The bands were centered at [1325, 1375] cm
-1
, [1560, 
1600] cm
-1
, and [2640, 2740] cm
-1
, respectively, for the D, G, and 2D. The program attempted 20 
Lorentzian fits before declaring that the Lorentzian fit had failed (see Tables 2.1-2.3). To avoid 
effects from Cu grain boundaries (GBs), we selected point Raman spectra for individual Cu 
facets, according to the positions outlined in Fig. 2.2d,f. These spectra are ~5 μm from the GBs, 
which we consider sufficient to avoid GB migration [29] and heightened carbonaceous deposit 
(see [5] and Fig. 2.10). Some histograms (Fig. 2.4a, Fig. 2.7) were produced with all Raman data 
collected, including data which landed on Cu GBs or on mesa edges. 
2.5.6. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Data Collection 
 AFM images were gathered using a Veeco (Bruker) Dimension IV controller with a 
Dimension 3100 head in tapping mode. Si cantilevers with a resonant frequency of 300 kHz were 
employed. We calculated RMS roughness values using the Nanoscope 6.14R1 software provided 
by Veeco. Cu foils were flattened prior to AFM imaging to ensure good vacuum contact between 
the sample and the stage. 
2.5.7. Assigning Percentages to Cu Crystals 
 Within the text and this supplemental document, we assign percentages of (111) and 
(100) Cu surface to the different high-index crystals. To accurately determine these percentages, 
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we must decompose the high-index Cu crystals into a surface basis of (100), (110), and (111) 
microfacets (see Fig. 2.11 for representative images). To that end, we follow the method 
discussed by van Hove and Somorjai [51], which splits these high-index surfaces into a 
microfacet notation [32, 52] and a unit cell notation [51]. We derive the percentages from the 
number of unit cells present on the crystal surface. The interaction of carbonaceous species and 
high-index surfaces is complex. When considering the adsorption energy of carbonaceous 
species, one cannot simply use a superposition of the adsorption energies of basis low-index 
facets. However, one can use the adsorption energy of carbon on Cu(111) [18] as a first estimate 
for how the adsorption energy might change on a more vicinal surface. 
Figure 2.10. SEM identification of graphene nucleation on polycrystalline Cu. (a) Partial graphene 
growth on 5 mil thick Cu with 20 sccm C2H4 and 50 sccm of H2 at 700 °C. Growth time is 5 min. 
Graphene platelet density varies based on the Cu grain, each of which is different crystallographically. (b) 
Graphene on 5 mil Cu grown at 900 °C with 20 sccm of C2H4 and 50 sccm of H2. Growth is cycled two 
times, with 30 s of growth time followed by 5 min of annealing in the growth stage. Graphene grain size 
is larger on the surrounding region than on the center annealing twin. (c) Preferential graphene growth on 
winding Cu grain boundaries. Growth parameters same as (a). Inset: close-up of graphene nucleating on a 
Cu GB. 
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2.6. Tables 
Table 2.1. Raman statistics for graphene on different Cu crystals. F stands for failed Lorentzian fits, and 
these values correspond to the metric to the left. A Lorentzian fit was attempted for all peaks for a 
maximum of 20 trials; failure to converge upon a Lorentzian peak within this number of trials resulted in 
a failed fit. All normality tests done with Lilliefors normality (two-tailed) test at 95% confidence, with p 
statistics listed. The normality results are given in Table 2.2. Peaks’ FWHM are cutoff at 100 cm-1, where 
fits with FWHM greater than 100 cm
-1
 are considered failed fits. Three samples worth of data are 
included. Crystals with no designation were grown at 100 sccm of CH4 and 50 sccm of H2 at 1000 ºC for 
25 min, with CH4 present during cool down to room temperature. The samples with 850 sccm CH4 
designation were grown similarly, except with 850 sccm of CH4 instead of 100 sccm of CH4. The samples 
with partial designation were partially grown at 900 ºC with 20 sccm of C2H4 and 50 sccm of H2. There 
was no C2H4 present during cool down. 
 
Cu 
Facet n I2D/IG F ID/IG F 
2D 
FWHM F 
G  
FWHM F 
D 
FWHM F 
 
G Peak 
Position 
 
Cu(111) 
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2.22±0.85, 
p=0.46 
 
0 
 
0.75±0.43,  
p=0.001 
 
1 
 
30.1±5.2 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
 
 
0 
 
20.2±7.6 
cm-1, 
p=0.019 
 
0 
 
17.0±11.
2 cm-1, 
p=0.028 
 
14 
 
N/A 
Cu(100) 29 1.58±0.59, 
p=0.0057 
0 0.93±0.80, 
p=0.001 
4 30.3±6.6 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
 
0 19.7±10.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.0285 
1 15.2±12.
1 cm-1, 
p=0.382 
8 N/A 
 
Cu(210) 
 
16 
 
2.53±0.59, 
p=0.289 
 
0 
 
0.92±0.18, 
p=0.001 
 
2 
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p=0.386 
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N/A 
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cm-1, 
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cm-1, 
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Figure 2.11. Schematic examples of low-index and high-index Cu facets. 
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Table 2.1. Raman statistics for graphene on different Cu crystals (cont.). 
 
Cu 
Facet n I2D/IG F ID/IG F 
2D 
FWHM F 
G  
FWHM F 
D 
FWHM F 
 
G Peak 
Position 
 
Upper 
mesa, 
Cu(100) 
 
25 
 
1.49±0.67, 
p=0.106 
 
0 
 
0.85±0.30, 
p=0.001 
 
3 
 
38.3±7.2 
cm-1, 
p=0.341 
 
 
0 
 
15.6±5.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.489 
 
0 
 
11.9±5.3 
cm-1, 
p=0.228 
 
3 
 
N/A 
 
Cu(533) 
 
41 
 
2.21±0.53, 
p=0.5 
 
0 
 
0.71±0.46, 
p=0.039 
 
7 
 
27.9±4.4 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
 
 
0 
 
16.9±5.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.009 
 
0 
 
18.9±20.7 
cm-1, 
p=0.009 
 
9 
 
N/A 
Cu(850) 12 2.59±1.30, 
p=0.094 
0 0.96±0.76, 
p=0.030 
2 30.3±3.9 
cm-1, 
p=0.072 
 
0 20.0±6.0 
cm-1, 
p=0.092 
1 29.5±29.4 
cm-1, 
p=0.053 
2 N/A 
Cu(632) 11 2.35±0.69, 
p=0.5 
0 0.74±0.43, 
p=0.5 
3 32.1±2.9 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
0 21.1±9.1 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
0 15.8±10.7 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
3 N/A 
Cu 
(10,7,6) 
13 1.96±0.45, 
p=0.060 
0 1.42±2.10, 
p=0.001 
3 32.0±4.3 
cm-1, 
p=0.022 
 
0 23.0±10.0 
cm-1, 
p=0.075 
0 18.2±19.6 
cm-1, 
p=0.006 
4 1586.1±2.5 
cm-1, p=0.5 
Cu(110), 
850 
sccm 
CH4 
 
47 1.74±0.82, 
p=0.002 
0 0.65±0.48, 
p=0.010 
10 33.9±7.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.101 
 
2 19.8±5.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.331 
0 22.2±15.5 
cm-1, 
p=0.011 
12 1591.9±4.1 
cm-1, p=0.5 
Cu(221), 
850 
sccm 
CH4 
 
13 2.73±0.84, 
p=0.004 
0 0.77±0.51, 
p=0.024 
1 36.2±5.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.005 
 
0 19.5±4.0 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
0 26.4±18.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.009 
1 1592.0±3.1 
cm-1, 
p=0.252 
Cu(632), 
850 
sccm 
CH4 
 
78 1.41±0.49, 
p=0.046 
0 0.89±0.70, 
p=0.001 
9 37.1±9.2 
cm-1, 
p=0.465 
 
0 26.3±11.4 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
0 23.1±12.2 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
20 1591.0±3.7 
cm-1, 
p=0.283 
Cu(221), 
lower, 
850 
sccm 
CH4 
 
57 1.31±0.70, 
p=0.010 
1 0.89±0.82, 
p=0.001 
5 32.0±10.2 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
 
0 30.0±14.4 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
3 22.7±17.2 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
16 1590.8±6.5 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
Cu(110), 
lower, 
850 
sccm 
CH4 
 
91 2.13±1.02, 
p=0.109 
1 0.86±0.66, 
p=0.001 
9 37.1±8.9 
cm-1, 
p=0.5 
 
1 20.2±5.7 
cm-1, 
p=0.028 
2 26.0±17.1 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
17 1590.6±4.5 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
Cu(221), 
partial, 
20 sccm 
C2H4 
56 1.78±0.99, 
p=0.034 
1 1.06±1.19, 
p=0.001 
2 37.8±9.8 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
0 24.0±17.3 
cm-1, 
p=0.020 
2 28.9±23.4 
cm-1, 
p=0.095 
6 1596.2±12.9 
cm-1, 
p=0.001 
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Table 2.2. Lilliefors two-tailed normality tests for different graphene distributions on Cu.  
 
 
Cu Facet I2D/IG ID/IG 2D FWHM G FWHM D FWHM 
 
G Peak 
Position 
Cu(111) X 
 
X X 
 
N/A 
Cu(100)   X  X N/A 
Cu(210) X  X X X N/A 
Cu(511) X  X X X N/A 
Cu(520) X   X X N/A 
Upper mesa, Cu(100) X  X X X N/A 
Cu(533) X  X   N/A 
Cu(850) X  X X X N/A 
Cu(632) X X X X X N/A 
Cu(10,7,6) X   X  X 
Cu(110), 850 sccm CH4   X X  X 
Cu(221), 850 sccm CH4    X  X 
Cu(632), 850 sccm CH4   X  X X 
Cu(221), lower, 850 sccm CH4   X    
Cu(110), lower, 850 sccm CH4 X  X    
Cu(221), partial, 20 sccm C2H4     X  
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Table 2.3. Raman analysis of graphene partially grown on different Cu crystal facets. Growth parameters 
are 20 sccm ethylene, 50 sccm H2, and 5 min at 700 °C. Pre-anneal and Crystal surfaces containing (111) 
terraces have more consistent values for the G FWHM and G position, indicative more uniform, high-
quality graphene. Moreover, the monolayer coverage (I2D/IG) and disorder coverage (ID/IG) ratios are 
higher and lower, respectively, for (111)–containing surfaces [53]. Surfaces with known compact islands 
exhibit higher ID/IG values due to edge effects. Note that all Raman spectra within this table and in the 
supplement have their Cu backgrounds subtracted and are Lorentzian-fitted around the peak centers. 
 
Cu Facet 
 
D FWHM 
(cm-1) 
G FWHM  
(cm-1) 
2D FWHM 
(cm-1) 
G Position 
(cm-1) 
2D Position  
(cm-1) I2D/IG ID/IG 
Cu(111) 34.1 ± 5.8 21.1 ± 2 50.1 ± 1.2 1596.3 ± 0.7 2650.4 ± 0.4 3.12 0.49 
Cu(111) islands 328.9 ± 23.1 114.3 ± 19.5 123.9 ± 5.8 1547.8 ± 4.9 2645.1 ± 1.7 2.47 1.79 
Cu(111) near Cu(310) 49 ± 12.4 31.6 ± 4 46 ± 1.4 1595.1 ± 1.2 2649.3 ± 0.4 3.97 0.45 
Cu(111) near Cu(310) 59.1 ± 18.5 25 ± 3.6 46.3 ± 1.4 1593.6 ± 1.1 2647 ± 0.4 4.39 0.36 
Cu(211) near Cu(111) 60 ± 9.3 125.2 ± 23 69.9 ± 17.7 1589.34.5 2678.3 ± 5 0.73 1.51 
Cu(411) 12.5 ± 6.5 47.5 ± 10 59.7 ± 3.7 1597 ± 3 2659.1 ± 1.1 3.5 0.68 
Cu(411) near Cu(111) 19.5 ± 5.9 166.9 ± 35.1 49.7 ± 2.8 1568.9 ± 6.1 2646 ± 0.8 4.46 1.01 
Cu(411) near Cu(310) 44 ± 5 51.6 ± 11.5 591.8 ± 51.6 1603 ± 3.2 2555.2 ± 6.5 3.6 2.21 
Cu(411) near Cu(632) 21.5 ± 14.5 43.3 ± 12.7 53.9 ± 2.9 1577.5 ± 3.7 2646.1 ± 0.9 5.4 0.61 
Cu(411) between Cu(632) 
terraces 52.3 ± 3.1 131.7 ± 15.1 62.6 ± 10.7 1589.5 ± 2.8 2653.5 ± 3.1 0.67 2.39 
Cu(632) near Cu(411) 70.1 ± 18.4 162.4 ± 36.6 47.6 ± 11.7 1572.9 ± 6.4 2660 ± 2.9 1.33 1.06 
Cu(310) islands 36.4 ± 21.5 377.2 ± 95.4 61.1 ± 6.9 1519.7 ± 13.4 2650.2 ± 2 1.13 0.25 
Cu(310) near Cu(111) 54.7 ± 38 80 ± 18.3 55.9 ± 4.9 1570.9 ± 4.6 2652 ± 1.5 3.23 0.43 
Cu(310) right Cu(111) 305.8 ± 517.1 40.4 ± 8 63.6 ± 4.7 1593 ± 2.4 2662.1 ± 1.4 2.79 0.93 
Cu(310) right Cu(111), bulk 37.6 ± 11.6 100.2 ± 26.2 64.9 ± 3.2 1580.5 ± 5.9 2656 ± 1.1 4.8 1.03 
Cu(310) near Cu(411) 59.5 ± 6.8 170.1 ± 25 69.6 ± 24.1 1580.3 ± 4.1 2665.6 ± 6.9 0.39 1.68 
Cu(310) near Cu(111), right 103.9 ± 109.6 296.4 ± 83.3 53.5 ± 5.1 1559.1 ± 9.5 2646.7 ± 1.6 2.36 0.26 
Cu(410) near Cu(111) 53.2 ± 7.8 69.9 ± 16.3 102.9 ± 38.3 1604.9 ± 4.1 2665.7 ± 6.5 0.98 2.04 
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CHAPTER 3. HIGH-K DIELECTRIC SEEDING ON 
FLUORINATED GRAPHENE 
 
3.1. Introduction to Graphene Dielectric Deposition 
The excellent electronic [1], mechanical [2], and thermal [3] properties of graphene have 
made it a subject of intense study. While global back gates (e.g. 100 nm SiO2 on n
++–Si) allow 
researchers to probe the electronic properties of graphene [4], most electronic applications 
require top-gate dielectrics which promote scaling and individual device control. However, the 
sp
2
 honeycomb network of graphene is hydrophobic [5] and chemically inert [6], making 
conventional atomic layer deposition (ALD) difficult [7, 8]. Adding interfacial layers [8-11] and 
surface fluorine [12] to graphene improves the ALD of dielectrics. Nevertheless, many issues 
persist in scaling and placing uniform dielectrics on graphene, such as a reduction in graphene 
mobility [13] and leakage [14] through ultra-thin (e.g. <2 nm) dielectric films. By uniform 
dielectrics, we mean films possessing high breakdown fields and lacking cracks and pinholes. 
 Recent work showed that hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) could be transferred on top of 
graphene, acting as an interfacial layer [15] before depositing high-κ [16] (relative to κ = 4 for 
SiO2) dielectrics. While insulating h-BN can improve graphene performance [17], its controlled, 
layer-by-layer chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth remains challenging, and typically 10 to 
50 nm films have been previously used [15, 18]. This limits thickness scaling when seeding a 
top-gate dielectric. Alternatively, fluorinated graphene [19, 20] (FG), another insulating 
interfacial layer, offers monolayer thickness control by direct chemical conversion of monolayer 
CVD graphene films on Cu or SiO2/Si. Moreover, the top layer in bilayer graphene stacks can be 
chemically converted to FG [21], allowing a uniform top-gate dielectric to be placed on the 
FG/G ensemble. 
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 Single-sided graphene fluorination on the Cu growth substrate produces C4F [20], and 
dual-sided fluorination of transferred graphene on SiO2/Si produces perfluorographane or 
fluorographene (CF) [19, 20]. We find that these C4F and perfluorographane layers promote 
ALD dielectric seeding, allowing conventional transfer [15] of the dielectrics to additional 
graphene layers. The improved ALD seeding occurs by enhanced surface chemistries from 
reactive F anions and puckered [22], sp
3
 hybridization [19] that occur in FG. For graphene on Cu 
substrates, adding that reactivity with the “polar trapping” Cu [10] CVD growth substrate should 
further improve the deposition. Regardless of the substrate for graphene, we note that non-
fluorinated graphene does not produce a uniform dielectric. Graphene fluorination produces a 
more uniform high-κ dielectric. 
 Herein, we use scanning electron microscopy (SEM), optical microscopy, atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to show that the ALD of HfO2 
is more uniform on CVD FG on Cu, compared against CVD graphene from the same growth. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that ALD of HfO2 on highly FG (x < 4 in CxF, hereafter also 
termed ~CF) on SiO2/Si has even better uniformity and morphology than ~C4F on CVD Cu. 
These highly fluorinated films allow for ultra-thin HfO2 scaling down to 2 nm physical 
thickness. We then transfer these dielectrics to various substrates (SiO2/Si and epitaxial graphene 
on SiC) to further assess the coverage and investigate the feasibility of placing the dielectrics on 
graphene. 
3.2. HfO2 Deposition on Fluorinated Graphene Derivatives 
 We grow graphene on Cu by CVD using low pressure CVD following our previous 
reports [21, 23]. Some samples are poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) transferred to SiO2 (100 
nm)/Si substrates, and other samples are transferred by thermal release tape (TRT) to SiO2 (300 
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nm)/Si substrates. To make FG, we expose all of our samples for 300 s (30 s per cycle, 10 
cycles) to XeF2 gas at 1 Torr vapor pressure with 35 Torr N2 in a Xactix X3 Si etcher [12, 20, 
21]. This process ultimately yields ~C4F on Cu and perfluorographane (~CF) on SiO2/Si [20, 21], 
respectively. We perform all HfO2 ALD at T = 200 °C, and we determine the HfO2 thickness by 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) on Si witness samples (see Section 3.6.4).  
 Figure 3.1 shows the improvement of HfO2 deposition when utilizing FG on Cu rather 
than graphene on Cu alone. Our results clarify a recent report [10] that claimed better ALD with 
3 nm of Al2O3 and 10 nm of HfO2 on just CVD graphene on Cu. This report argued that the 
polar, wetting-transparent [5] Cu (G/Cu) enhanced deposition [10]. Despite that paper, Fig. 3.1a 
presents a SEM image of 11.6 nm HfO2 on G/Cu, with islands and cracks in the dielectric. Figure 
3.1b shows improved HfO2 coverage in a SEM image for FG/Cu at the same dielectric thickness, 
Figure 3.1. Differing atomic layer deposition (ALD) coverages for HfO2 based on the graphene substrate 
and the transfer method. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of 11.6 nm of HfO2 deposited on 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown graphene on Cu. The dielectric has cracks and pinholes near the 
Cu striations and graphene hillocks. (b) SEM image of HfO2 on fluorinated graphene (FG) on Cu from 
the same growth and using the same dielectric thickness as (a), giving improved HfO2 coverage. (c) SEM 
image of 11.6 nm HfO2 on fluorographene (~CF) on SiO2(100 nm)/Si, with no dielectric cracks or 
depressions evident, unlike (a) or (b). (d) Small area SEM image of the sample from (c), showing uniform 
HfO2 coverage over FG-based features like wrinkles. Large area (e) and small area (f) optical images of 
PMMA transferred 9.0 nm of HfO2 deposited on FG/Cu on SiO2(100 nm)/Si. HfO2 dendrites likely form 
on film defects in (e).  
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deposited at the same time as Fig. 3.1a. From the image processing in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, we 
estimate the crack density to decrease from 19.4% on G/Cu to 4.6% on FG/Cu, a fourfold 
improvement. Thus, the overall area coverage for HfO2 deposited on FG/Cu (Fig. 3.1b) is higher 
than G/Cu (Fig. 3.1a).  
 In addition to FG on Cu, we investigate the HfO2 coverage for transferred graphene films 
on SiO2(100 nm)/Si that have been fluorinated. For highly FG films (i.e., perfluorographane), the 
graphene layer is mostly sp
3
 hybridized [19, 20], with some oxygen-related sp
3
 moieties (Fig. 
3.4). Capacitance–voltage (C–V) of these highly FG films (Fig. 3.5) give a dielectric constant of 
κFG = 2.3, close to fluorinated amorphous carbon (κFAC = 2.1) [24], confirming the high 
fluorination degree. Figures 3.1c and 3.1d show large-area and small-area SEM images, 
respectively, of FG/SiO2/Si after the deposition of 11.6 nm HfO2. In these images, we observe 
transfer-induced wrinkles [25] in the FG. Nevertheless, there is no morphological evidence [12] 
Figure 3.2. Thresholding analysis for HfO2 on graphene and fluorinated graphene on the Cu growth 
surface. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of HfO2 on graphene on Cu (G/Cu), taken from 
Fig. 3.1. (b) Thresholded image of (a) after bandpass filtering, showing holes and cracks (white) in the 
HfO2 film on Cu. Crack coverage is 19.4%. (c) SEM image of HfO2 deposited on fluorinated graphene 
(FG) on Cu from Fig. 3.1. (d) Thresholded image of (c) after bandpass filtering, showing small HfO2 
cracks near the Cu striations. Crack coverage is 4.6%, four fold better for HfO2 on FG/Cu versus G/Cu. 
Thus, a more continuous dielectric film is formed on FG/Cu over and against G/Cu. 
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Figure 3.3. Thresholding analysis for HfO2 on graphene and fluorinated graphene and transferred by 
thermal release tape (TRT). (a) Nomarksi filtered optical image of HfO2 deposited on graphene on Cu and 
transferred by TRT to 300 nm SiO2/Si, a different oxide thickness than that used in the main text. Dark 
purple is the substrate, and the blue regions are HfO2/G. Poor coverage is from poor TRT adhesion [27] to 
the HfO2/G film on Cu. (b) Thresholded image of (a), where the white regions represent the HfO2/G film. 
Area coverage is 13.1%. (c) Nomarksi filtered optical image of HfO2 deposited on fluorinated graphene 
(FG) on Cu and transferred by TRT to 300 nm SiO2/Si. Light blue regions are HfO2/FG. (d) Thresholded 
image of (c), where the white regions represent the HfO2/FG film. Area coverage for FG/Cu is 33.9%, 
better than G/Cu in (b). This is from a more continuous dielectric film being produced on FG/Cu versus 
G/Cu. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
of a cracked, pinholed, or otherwise inhomogeneous HfO2 layer on the highly FG/SiO2/Si 
surface. While PMMA-transferred films can have residues [26] that promote ALD deposition, 
our transfers prove clean enough to get electronic interactions between two PMMA-transferred 
graphene layers [21]. Thus, the improved ALD is related to the fluorine content and not the 
surface contamination. [27] 
 Once the HfO2 films are deposited on G/Cu, FG/Cu, or FG/SiO2/Si, we can transfer them 
using established procedures [10, 15, 20]. We employ a PMMA support for the HfO2/G/Cu and 
HfO2/FG/Cu structures and transfer them to SiO2 (100 nm)/Si. Figures 3.1e and 3.1f show 
Nomarski-filtered images of 9.0 nm HfO2/FG on SiO2/Si. Compared to TRT transfers, the area 
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coverage of Figs. 3.1e and 3.1f is high, suggesting that PMMA transfer could be used for large-
area transfer of FG-based dielectrics to arbitrary surfaces. Further, any PMMA-induced residues 
can be removed by O2 plasma treatment of the HfO2. Figure 3.1f also reveals thicker HfO2 
regions [7], corresponding to heightened ALD incubation on defective like graphene edges [8], 
dangling bonds, grain boundaries [28], and wrinkles.  
3.3. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) Analysis 
 We further corroborate the HfO2 film quality on FG/Cu against G/Cu by using XPS. 
Before deposition, we analyze the C 1s and F 1s photoelectron spectra for CVD graphene on Cu, 
shown in Fig. 3.6a. We report our XPS sub-peak fitting procedure and the extracted sub-peak 
positions and linewidths in Section 3.6.6. We observe the strong sp
2
 C signal typical of graphene 
[12, 29, 30] with shoulders from sp
3
 hybridization and C–O and C=O bonding. After exposing 
the sample of Fig. 3.6a to XeF2, we obtain the F 1s and C 1s spectra given in Fig. 3.6b. For this 
particular region, the sp
2
 surface stoichiometry (see Section 3.6.6) without oxygen is C4.77F, 
Figure 3.4. O 1s sp
3
 domains in graphene. (a) XPS C 1s photoelectron spectrum for PMMA-transferred 
graphene on SiO2/Si, fitted against a Shirley background. Residual value offset above the spectrum. All 
sub-peaks are Gaussian-Lorentzian lineshapes, and with ether (–C–O–) and ester (–O=C–O–) functionals 
present. Energetically, these functionals are likely sp
3
 in character, but it is possible that they could be 
graphitic. The sp
3
 peak thus has contributions from oxygen and from hydrocarbon contaminants. This 
spectrum is representative of oxygen functionals on transferred graphene or (b) on graphene on Cu. These 
oxygen contributions are removed from our fluorination stoichiometry analyses. 
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differing from the theoretical prediction of C4F for single-sided fluorinated graphene [20]. The 
discrepancy occurs from difficult to deconvolve oxygen-fluorine compounds and the presence of 
ca. ~19% bilayer graphene islands [23]. F 1s shows only covalent fluorine [12, 20, 30] at ~688 
eV binding energy (BE), and the C 1s spectrum gives covalent C–F and C–F2 bonding, with the 
pre-existing C–O and C=O bonding [31]. The F 1s area and C–Fx sub-peak areas are in good 
agreement for covalent fluorine. It is challenging to assign a peak for semi-ionic (SI) C–F [30] 
due to possible carbonyls (C=O) there [31].  
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Figure 3.5. Capacitance measurements on ultra-thin HfO2 on FG. Capacitor schematics for ALD HfO2 
(2.0 nm) on SiO2 (100 nm) (a) and ALD HfO2 (~2.0 nm) on FG (~CF) on SiO2 (b). Note the interfacial 
charge Qint induced by the presence of the polar FG layer. (c) Equivalent circuit diagram for the two sets 
of capacitors, with the dielectric constant relationship given. (d) Capacitance–voltage (C–V) data for the 
ALD HfO2/SiO2 stack shown in (a). In the oxide-limited regime, the capacitance is ~48 nF/cm
2
, giving a 
dielectric constant κOX = 4.2 (d ~ 102.0 nm). The increased dielectric constant is from the thin high-κ 
HfO2. (e) C–V data for the ALD HfO2/FG/SiO2 stack shown in (b). The frequency dependence indicates 
the presence of static charge (Qint), and the decreased capacitance relative to (d) corresponds to 
contributions from the FG layer. Simple parallel-plate models for the FG layer give unreasonable 
dielectric constants, due to the trapped charge Qint (Qint >> Q, where Q is the charge on the capacitor 
plates) in the HfO2 and SiO2 dielectrics. Thus, we extract the FG film’s dielectric constant using the 
relationship shown in (c), giving κFG = 2.3, on the same order as Teflon. 
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Figure 3.6. More uniform HfO2 deposition via higher fluorine content in fluorinated graphene. (a) XPS C 
1s photoelectron spectrum for graphene as grown on Cu. (b) F 1s and C 1s spectra for FG on Cu, with a 
surface stoichiometry (Section 3.6.6) of C4.77F. (c) F 1s and C 1s spectra for highly FG on SiO2/Si, with a 
stoichiometry of C1.17F. C–F, C–F2, and C–F3 bonding is apparent. (d) AFM image of HfO2 deposited on 
FG/Cu after PMMA-based transfer. (e) HfO2/FG height profiles (vertically offset for clarity) for (d), 
showing shallow (1-2 nm) depressions within the dielectric. XPS Hf 4f spectra for (f) G/Cu, (g) FG 
(C4.77F) on Cu, and (h) highly FG (C1.11F) on SiO2/Si. The doublet’s downshift for HfO2/G/Cu indicates a 
metallic, Hf-rich overlayer on G/Cu. 
 
 
 
With XPS, we also analyze transferred and fluorinated films on SiO2(100 nm)/Si, similar 
to those given in Figs. 3.1c-d. When fluorinating transferred graphene on SiO2/Si, fluorine from 
the XeF2 source can interact with both graphene sides from transfer-induced holes, edges, and 
wrinkles. Additionally, XeF2 etches SiO2, albeit 1000 times slower than Si [32], providing 
fluorine the ability to reach the graphene underside. This dual-side exposure can fully fluorinate 
the graphene [19]. In Fig. 3.6c, we show F 1s and C 1s photoelectron spectra for highly FG on 
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SiO2/Si. From these spectra, the sample has a surface stoichiometry of C1.11F—a nearly complete 
fluorination. The F 1s spectrum shows the signatures of covalent (~688 eV) and semi-ionic 
(~686 eV) [22, 30] fluorine bonding. By comparison, the C 1s spectrum has a high level of sp
3
 
hybridization, with covalent C–F and more defective C–F2 and C–F3 bonding.  
 Using the fluorinated graphene derivatives of Figs. 3.6b-c, we can deposit HfO2 and 
study the dielectric coverage as a function of sp
3
 hybridization. Figure 3.6d gives an AFM image 
of 11.6 nm HfO2 deposited on FG/Cu after PMMA transfer to SiO2/Si. Figure 3.6d shows 
depressions in the transferred HfO2/FG film, and line profiles (offset for clarity) in Fig. 3.6e 
reveal that these features are only ~1-2 nm deep. Thus, it appears that they do not pass all the 
way through the dielectric and are rather areas of lowered deposition. Nevertheless, we cannot 
fully rule out dielectric pinholes or cracks, as those features could be smaller than our AFM tip’s 
radius of curvature. Experiments utilizing conductive AFM [9] and electrical transport [33, 34] 
can reveal this, and they will be the subject of future work. 
 To ascertain the chemical state for our deposited HfO2, we analyze Hf 4f photoelectron 
(PE) spectra, given in Figs. 3.6f-h. We compare the spectra for HfO2 on G/Cu and on FG/Cu 
(C4.77F) in Figs. 3.6f and 3.6g, respectively. Both spectra show the oxidized Hf4f,5/2 and Hf4f,7/2 
doublet [35] (1.7 eV spin-orbit induced separation) characteristic of a high-quality HfO2 
deposition, with no obvious suboxides and or Hf carbides (C 1s spectrum confirmed, not shown) 
[36]. The lower BE position of the HfO2/G/Cu spectrum versus the HfO2/FG/Cu spectrum 
indicates that the HfO2/G/Cu sample is less oxidized and more Hf-rich [35], which decreases the 
dielectric constant. HfO2 on G/Cu is hence a worse dielectric by comparison to FG/Cu. Figure 
3.6h gives the Hf 4f spectrum for the highly FG sample (C1.11F) analyzed in Fig. 3.6c. The HfO2 
is more oxygen-rich than G/Cu or FG/Cu, making it a better dielectric with fewer interstitials and 
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traps [36]. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the Cu surface is rougher than the SiO2/Si surface, but ALD is 
generally conformal to even rough surfaces. Thus, the more oxygen-rich, uniform HfO2 
dielectric results from increased sp
3
 hybridization on highly FG/SiO2/Si and is not roughness 
related. Fluorine has been shown to passivate oxygen vacancies in defective HfO2 [37]. 
Assuming our HfO2 films have XPS-detectable fluorine incorporated in them, we arrive at HfOx 
stoichiometries of HfO1.68, HfO1.79, and HfO1.83 for G/Cu, FG/Cu, and highly FG/SiO2/Si, 
respectively. This supports BE shift seen in Figs. 3.6f-h, corroborating the improved character of 
HfO2 on FG.  
 XPS can reveal information about an overlayer’s pinhole density and uniformity if that 
overlayer is thicker than the attenuation length of PEs from the substrate. An examination of the 
Cu 2p spectra for G/Cu and FG/Cu before and after HfO2 deposition can reveal any pinholes in 
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Figure 3.7. XPS evidence for more uniform HfO2 coverage on FG/Cu versus G/Cu. Cu 2p photoelectron 
spectra for G/Cu before (a) and after (b) deposition of 10 nm of HfO2. The Cu doublet remains after 
deposition, indicative of pinholes within the dielectric. Cu 2p spectra for FG/Cu before (c) and after (d) 
deposition of 10 nm of HfO2. The noisy Cu data cannot be fit, suggesting effective attenuation of the Cu 
substrate by a uniform HfO2 dielectric. 
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the HfO2 dielectric overlayer. Figures 3.7a and 3.7b show the Cu 2p spectra for G/Cu before and 
after 10.0 nm HfO2 deposition, respectively. In Fig. 3.7b, the Cu doublet intensity decreases and 
widens relative to the before case (Fig. 3.7a), but it and an oxidized Cu sub-peak [38] are still 
present. Hence, the Cu substrate is still visible through the HfO2 overlayer. Figures 3.7c-d also 
show Cu 2p spectra, but in this case for FG/Cu before and after 10.0 nm HfO2 deposition. The 
before case in Fig. 3.7c appears similar to Fig. 3.7a, highlighting the substrate’s invariance to 
fluorination. After deposition, in Fig. 3.7d, the PE data become noisy, preventing sub-peak 
fitting. On FG/Cu, the 10.0 nm of HfO2 suppresses photoelectrons from the Cu substrate, 
possible only if the number of pinholes and cracks in the 400 µm spot is low. We reject the 
notion that the attenuation is derived by a thicker HfO2 layer on FG/Cu versus G/Cu. While 
uniform HfO2 overlayers of thickness d ≥ 9.7 nm (see Section 3.6.6) will give the attenuated Cu 
spectra in Fig. 3.7d, the lowered Hf 4f area in Fig. 3.6g relative to Fig. 3.6f suggests less HfO2 
material for FG/Cu. Therefore, the HfO2 layer on FG/Cu is either the same thickness or 
thinner—and more continuous—than HfO2 on G/Cu. We thereby conclude that the HfO2 is less 
pinholed and more uniform on FG/Cu compared against G/Cu.  
3.4. Ultra-Thin HfO2 Scaling 
 For Figs. 3.8a-d, we utilize highly FG on SiO2/Si sample with XPS spectra given in Figs. 
3.8c and 3.8h (C1.11F). Figures 3.8a and 3.8b give large-area and small-area AFM images, 
respectively, of the sample of Fig. 3.1c. Besides the transfer-induced wrinkles and folds (Fig. 
3.8a), these AFM images are featureless, as shown on the overlaid height profiles. Once again, 
the dielectric pinholes could be smaller than the AFM tip radius of curvature (~20–40 nm), but 
the lack of obvious large island and crack formation suggests a homogeneous HfO2 layer. Figure 
3.8c shows an AFM image of a bilayer graphene region on top of the entire graphene film. At 
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these length scales, the graphene-based morphological features in Figs. 3.8c-e do not change the 
HfO2 layer’s continuity. To test the scalability of HfO2 dielectrics on FG, we deposit 2 nm of 
HfO2 on highly FG on SiO2(100 nm)/Si. Figure 3.8d provides an AFM image of this dielectric 
layer near a wrinkle; again, there are no obvious morphological changes from the dielectric. 
Finally, in Fig. 3.8f we confirm the high-quality chemical identity of the ultra-thin 2.0 nm HfO2 
in Fig. 3.8d with the Hf 4f PE doublet for HfO2. From the areas under the F 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and 
Hf 4f PE spectra, we derive a HfOx stoichiometry of HfO1.69, in good agreement with expected 
results for uniform, ultra-thin HfO2 films with sub-oxides [35]. [39] 
3.5. Conclusions 
 Spatial inhomogeneities in G/Cu versus FG/Cu and highly FG on SiO2/Si lead to the 
marked difference in HfO2 quality. For Cu, the local polar site density [10] and wetting 
Figure 3.8. Ultra-thin HfO2 scaling on highly fluorinated graphene on SiO2/Si. (a) Large area AFM 
image of 11.6 nm HfO2 deposition on FG on SiO2(100 nm)/Si, where the dielectric coats wrinkles, folds, 
and tears conformally. Profile shown in black. (b) Small area AFM image of 11.6 nm HfO2 coated FG on 
SiO2/Si, showing a crackless and pinhole free dielectric layer. (c) AFM image of a graphene bilayer with 
similar dielectric coverage as monolayer graphene. (d) Morphology of ultra-thin 2 nm HfO2 deposited on 
highly fluorinated CF near a wrinkle. (e) XPS Hf 4f photoelectron spectrum for the sample in (d), 
confirming successful deposition of 2.0 nm HfO2. 
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transparency [5] will change based on the roughness of the different polycrystalline Cu surfaces 
[23], affecting the ALD. Conversely, fluorination makes the surface chemistry on Cu more 
homogeneous, promoting ALD on all sites, regardless of polar site density or wetting. 
Additionally, fluorination locally puckers the graphene and breaks bonds [12, 19, 20], giving the 
necessary strained sites and dangling bonds for ALD. Nevertheless, sp
3
 graphene fluorination 
strongly depends on the local doping [40], and thus Cu-based workfunction changes [41] will 
lower the sp
3
 sites available for ALD. This explains the small spatial inhomogeneities seen in 
Fig. 3.6 and in Fig. 3.9. For highly FG on SiO2/Si, the featureless, uniform HfO2 films occur as a 
result of elimination of the spatial inhomogeneity inherent to Cu. Graphene films on SiO2/Si are 
uniformly doped, smooth, and can be fluorinated on both sides [20] through etched SiO2 (Section 
3.6.3). These factors all promote increased sp
3
 hybridization and a homogeneous FG film. In 
turn, that homogeneity, combined with additional reactive fluorine, will allow for better HfO2 
dielectric deposition. 
Figure 3.9. AFM image of non-transferred HfO2 deposited on FG/Cu. Striations from the dead-annealing 
process and hillocks from thermal mismatch are visible in the Cu. This results in the image having a high 
RMS roughness. These features locally strain [39] the graphene, thereby changing the workfunction [41] 
and affecting the fluorination [20]. Consequently, the local fluorination changes affect how the HfO2 is 
deposited, giving dielectric depressions in regions of high topography and strain. Note that the 
depressions do not go all the way through this 11.6 nm dielectric.  
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 In conclusion, we showed continuous, uniform deposition of HfO2 on FG/Cu and on 
highly FG on SiO2/Si, as compared with G/Cu. With our HfO2/FG stacks, we scaled our films to 
~2.0 nm physical thickness, thinner than what was achieved with transferred h-BN on epitaxial 
graphene [15]. The HfO2 films were transferable to SiO2/Si and other arbitrary surfaces using the 
standard PMMA transfer method. The improved deposition resulted from the heightened sp
3
 
character of the FG films, either on Cu or on SiO2/Si. Our process is a scalable method to place 
dielectrics on top of inert graphene. Also, our technique allows chemical conversion of the top 
layer of bilayer graphene into a buffer layer for seeding high-κ dielectric stacks. 
3.6. Materials and Methods 
3.6.1. Graphene Growth 
Graphene is grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in a hot-wall CVD furnace 
employing a Cu foil enclosure method at ~1030 °C for 1.5 to 2 hr [21, 42]. The flow rates for 
CH4 and H2 are in excess of 10 sccm each, and the flow rate ratio for CH4/H2 is greater than 30. 
The growth produces large, monolayer graphene grains (~5 to 100 µm) within the enclosure. 
Samples for the fluorinated graphene (FG) studies on SiO2/Si are transferred using the 
conventional PMMA-based transfer [21].  
3.6.2. Thermal Release Tape 
 We also transfer graphene using thermal release tape (TRT). In air, the tape (Nitto 
Denko, no. 3159, adhesion strength of ~7 N / 20 mm) is flattened onto the HfO2/x/Cu samples, 
where x is fluorinated graphene (FG) or graphene (G). For both PMMA and TRT transfers, the 
Cu is etched away with ammonium persulfate (Transene Company, APS-100) overnight, and the 
films are rinsed in DI water and N2 dried. We press the tape onto hot 300 nm SiO2/Si, and then 
we release it at 121 °C in air. The tape’s residues are removed a 1:1:1 toluene:acetone:methanol 
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clean for at least 5 min. We note that the patchiness of the transfers in Fig. 3.3a and Fig. 3.3c is 
from lowered TRT adhesion strength. The TRT loses its “stickiness” with respect to time. 
3.6.3. Graphene Fluorination and ALD 
 After graphene growth and PMMA-based transfer, there is some remaining PMMA 
which is not fully removed [26]. However, when we fluorinate our samples prior to ALD, the 
Figure 3.10. Transferred HfO2/FG films on epitaxial graphene (EG) on SiC. Large-area (a) and small-
area (b) AFM images of EG on Si-face SiC. Step bunching is present, and graphene multilayers form near 
the step edges. Terrace width is ~1 µm, and the sample is 3.5 ± 0.1 layers thick [29]. Large-area (c) and 
small-area (d) SEM images of TRT transferred (by wafer bonding [27]) 9.0 nm HfO2/FG on the EG 
sample in (a) and (b). Cracks within the film result from poor TRT adhesion. XPS Si 2p photoelectron 
data before (e) and after (f) HfO2/FG transfer. The SiC peaks [12] (black and red) are suppressed by the 
dielectric, but not completely so from transfer-induced cracks. XPS C 1s photoelectron data before (g) 
and after (h) HfO2/FG transfer. The HfO2 overlayer strains the SiC sub-peak (black), pushing it closer to 
the graphene sub-peak (red). The spectra also somewhat suppressed and shows C–F bonding from the FG 
in the HfO2/FG film. Insets: Zoom-in on the SiC, graphene, and sp
3
/interfacial layer (i.e., layer 0) sub-
peaks in the XPS. 
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resist is consumed by XeF2. All of our fluorinated samples are sealed in N2 bags before XPS 
examination. We take survey and core level photoelectron data with a Thermo Fisher Avantage 
XPS monochromatic Al-Kα (1486.6 eV) source and a ~400 µm spot size. Immediately after XPS, 
we perform ALD on the samples. HfO2 ALD occurs at 200 °C with TEMAH 
(Tetrakis(ethylmethylamino)hafnium) kept at 84 °C and H2O. Each ALD cycle consists of a 
TEMAH dose of 1.5 s, a TEMAH purge of 5 s, a H2O dose of 0.015 s, and a H2O purge of 10 s.  
3.6.4. Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 
 The film thickness is characterized using an ex-situ CompleteEASE spectroscopic 
ellipsometer from J. A. Woollam. Data values are obtained at three different angles, 65, 70, and 
75 degrees and fit to a Cauchy model. From the fitting procedure (Cauchy-HfO2 model on Si 
with a transparent film), we extract the thickness and index of refraction of the films on silicon 
witnesses. ALD is performed on these samples at the same time as the Cu and SiO2/Si samples. 
3.6.5. AFM, SEM, and XPS 
 We carry out further characterization using a Bruker Dimension III AFM and Si tips (~40 
nm radius of curvature), a Leo SEM with in-lens detection mode, a Nomarski filtered optical 
microscope, and the aforementioned XPS system. In the XPS data, we correct for charging 
effects on the insulating substrates that we examine. Furthermore, we use Shirley backgrounds 
for all photoelectron spectra. Sub-peaks within the XPS spectra are fit so that their full-width at 
half maximum (FWHM) values are less than 3 eV, with the sub-peaks’ Gaussian-Lorentzian 
lineshapes determined dynamically by the fit. We add peaks until the overall residual value is ~0. 
3.6.6. XPS Analysis 
 From our XPS C 1s spectra, we define the surface stoichiometry as the reciprocal of the 
total weighted contributions of surface fluorine. We sum the areas of each of the fluorine 
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bonding configurations under C 1s, namely, C–F, C–F2, and C–F3, and employ a multiplier based 
on the number of F atoms present (1, 2, 3). The inverse of this sum relative to sp
2
 carbon (e.g. 
graphene) gives x in the surface stoichiometry CxF. Single-sided fluorinated graphene usually 
gives surface stoichiometries near ~C4F [19-21]. Highly fluorinated or fully fluorinated graphene 
films usually give surface stoiochiometries near ~CF (termed perflurographane or 
fluorographene) [19-21]. In the main text, any film that is highly fluorinated has a surface 
stoichiometry greater than ~C4F, typically resulting in ~CF (x < 4, CxF). 
 We discuss attenuation of substrate photoelectrons when analyzing XPS data in the main 
manuscript. Based on the attenuation expression I = I0·exp(–d/(λ·cos θ)), where I is the 
attenuated intensity (counts/s), I0 is the original intensity, d is the overlayer thickness, λ is the 
attenuation length (Å), and θ is the detector angle (~54°), we deduce that the substrate’s 
photoelectrons are attenuated if the overlayer is uniform and possessing a thickness d ≥ 9.7 nm. 
This extracted thickness is determined by the Cu 2p spectra in Figs. 3.7a-b, using an attenuation 
length of λ = 72 Å. We start with a known thickness of 10.0 nm for the above attenuation 
expression to find the attenuation length λ. Then, we use that attenuation length and detector 
angle to extrapolate for the Cu 2p spectra for the FG film in Figs. 3.7c-d. 
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CHAPTER 4. CLEAN NANOMATERIAL TRANSFER WITH 
POLY(BISPHENOL A CARBONATE) 
 
4.1. Introduction to Transfer of Graphene and Related Nanomaterials 
Graphene, an atomically thin, two-dimensional sheet, has garnered considerable interest 
from its noteworthy thermal [1, 2] and electronic [3] characteristics. Initial studies used graphite 
exfoliation [4-6] to isolate graphene, producing high quality but relatively small samples (e.g. 
<40 μm). Scalability concerns were addressed partially by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
of graphene on transition metals like Ni [7], Ni–Cu alloy [8], and Cu [9-12]. CVD of graphene 
on Cu has proven the most fruitful platform for large-area graphene growth, as the low atomic C 
solubility promotes monolayer growth [9]. Nevertheless, most applications using CVD-grown 
graphene require that the films be transferred to insulating substrates. The de facto graphene 
transfer approach is by using a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) scaffold [13-18]. In this 
method, the PMMA polymer coats the graphene, supporting it during Cu removal, underside 
contaminant cleaning, and placement on its destination substrate [19, 20]. 
 However, PMMA removal from graphene after film transfer has proven challenging [16]. 
Approaches to remove it by high-temperature Ar/H2 forming gas annealing [15, 21, 22], O2 
based annealing [16, 23, 24], and in situ annealing [17, 25, 26] have been marginally successful 
in removing PMMA without affecting the graphene. Furthermore, these processes are all at high-
temperature, excluding graphene applications with low thermal budgets, such as those involving 
flexible electronics and biomolecule encapsulation. Another process separated the graphene from 
the PMMA support by an Au interfacial layer [27], but that process is subject to effective 
interfacial Au-graphene wetting.  Recent transfer results using thermal release tape (TRT) [28-
30], poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC) [31, 32], and sacrificial polymer release layers [33] 
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required elevated temperature (over 100 °C) during transfer and differed considerably in terms of 
surface contamination and graphene area coverage. To exploit the intrinsic properties of large-
area graphene, a room temperature transfer process that comes off more cleanly than the 
established methods is needed. [34-37] 
 In this study, we compare the transfer of graphene with the conventional PMMA polymer 
scaffold with alternative poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(phthalaldehyde) (PPA), PC, and bilayer 
PMMA/PC scaffolds. We choose both PLA and PPA as scaffolds as they can supposedly be 
removed by modest heating or acid exposure. Further, we choose PC from its heightened 
reactivity as a condensation polymer and its former use [31, 32] in small-area graphene transfer. 
We find that PC scaffolds can be fully removed off the graphene by room temperature 
Figure 4.1. PMMA-transferred graphene with different final solvent baths. (a) Schematic of the PMMA 
scaffold transfer process used for transferring graphene into other final solvent solutions. Note that the 
high surface tension of water supports the graphene film during conventional wet transfer; the graphene 
does not float on the water. When the solvent is changed to something besides water, the lower surface 
tension causes the PMMA-graphene film to sink in the solvent. To counteract this, a metal truss is 
employed to prevent the PMMA-graphene from tumbling into solution. Optical images of graphene 
truss-transferred in 2-propanol (b) and in a H2O (c) control. (d) Point Raman spectra (λexc = 633 nm, ~2 
mW power, 50X, 30 s acquisition) for the optical images in (b) and (c), showing additional peaks from 
the IPA. (e) Zoom-in Raman spectra for the samples in (d). Peaks at 1109 cm
-1
 and 1491 cm
-1
 correspond 
to entrapped IPA solvent. The 1109 cm
-1
 peak corresponds to the C–O stretching mode in IPA, and the 
1491 cm
-1
 peak corresponds to the CH3 stretching mode [34-36]. (f) Point Raman spectrum for graphene 
truss-transferred in ethylene glycol. Optical image is shown inset. Graphene Raman peaks (D, G, and 
2D) are present, and peaks at 1108 cm
-1
 and 1491 cm
-1
, respectively, correspond to C–O and CH2 
stretching modes [37]. 
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dissolution in chloroform. Contrasted against previous work, our process produces large-area 
graphene transfers, highlights the amount of polymer contamination clearly, and examines the 
fundamental chemistries involved in transfer polymer dissolution. Additionally, we ascertain that 
the PC-transferred graphene samples are atomically clean, as compared to the room temperature 
removal of PMMA, PLA, and PPA. The PC transfer process is general, allowing us to cleanly 
layer two-dimensional materials like graphene, CVD fluorinated graphene (FG), and CVD 
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). 
4.2. Graphene Transfer Characterization 
 We grow graphene by CVD on Cu using previously established recipes [9, 12, 25]. We 
then spin coat the PMMA [22, 25, 26], PLA [38], PPA [39], PC [32, 40], and PMMA/PC 
scaffolds. The growth and transfer processes are outlined in more detail in Section 4.7. After 
fabricating these scaffolds, we etch the Cu away and mainly transfer to thermally grown 90 nm 
SiO2 on Si (SiO2) substrates. Water is trapped in this process, but other solvents can be used (Fig. 
4.1). Further, we transfer to other nanomaterial layers (e.g. graphene and h-BN) on SiO2 and to 
mica substrates [25]. Room temperature removal of the scaffolds takes place in a chloroform 
Figure 4.2. Room temperature removal of PMMA with different solvents and substrates. Graphene 
grown at 1000 °C for 25 min with 75 sccm CH4 and 50 sccm H2 on Cu using a pocketed approach [10, 
11]. (a) AFM image of PMMA-transferred graphene on mica, with the PMMA partially removed by a 20 
min acetone soak. (b) AFM image of PMMA-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si, with the PMMA removed 
by a 20 min acetone soak. Compared to (a), the PMMA removal on SiO2/Si is considerably lower. (c) 
AFM image of PMMA-transferred graphene on mica, with the PMMA removed by a 20 min 
dichloromethane : methanol (1:1 ratio) soak. Dichloromethane appears effective in PMMA 
disentanglement. 
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bath for at least 1 hr; we have considered other solvents for PMMA removal and found them 
ineffective (Fig. 4.2). We also use thermal release tape (TRT) (Fig. 4.3), photoresist (AZ5214 
PR) (Fig. 4.4), and aromatic poly(aniline) (PANI) based transfers (Fig. 4.5). The former transfer 
method results in many holes in our samples, and the latter methods give brittle films with 
substantial residue. Therefore, we avoid these strategies, as discussed in Section 4.8. [30] [29] 
Figure 4.6a shows our transfer process for polymer-based graphene scaffolds. The 
schematic demonstrates that, even with the typical Ar/H2 anneal, polymer contaminants remain 
on the graphene after transfer. Without this anneal, the polymer contamination level on the 
graphene is considerably worse. Still, we are interested in a polymer removal process that takes 
place at room temperature, and thus we will focus on non-annealed samples for the majority of 
Figure 4.3. Graphene transfer using thermal release tape (TRT). (a) Photograph of Cu on thermal tape 
floating on potassium peroxymonosulfate (Oxone), a similar etchant to the commonly used ammonium 
persulfate. (b) Photograph of etched Cu in ammonium persulfate from Transene (APS-100). Etchant 
produces considerable amounts of bubbles due to the Cu reduction reaction. (c) Optical image of TRT-
transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. Many tears and scrolled edges are present. TRT-transferred film was 
released at 185 °C and cleaned with a 10 min toluene : acetone : methanol bath. (d) SEM image of TRT-
transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. TRT with graphene is dried with N2 before transferring to the SiO2/Si. 
Poor tape release [29, 30] and bad adhesion between the SiO2/Si produces holes and tears within the 
transferred film. (e) AFM topographic image of TRT-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. Height from a tear 
edge to the substrate is h = 3.0 ± 0.6 nm. Large height likely results from the backside graphene on Cu 
not being removed. Note that the circular, graphene-free depressions occur from bubbles produced by the 
etchant during transfer. (f) Point Raman spectra (λexc = 633 nm, ~2 mW power, 50X, 30 s acquisition) for 
TRT-transferred graphene to SiO2/Si for a sample with its TRT residues cleaned by a toluene : acetone : 
methanol clean (TAM clean) [29, 30] and for an unclean sample. The cleaned sample has considerably 
lower doping, as determined by the concurrent down shifts of the 2D and G bands.  
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the following work. In Fig. 4.6b, we give the chemical formulas for aliphatic PMMA, aliphatic 
PLA, aromatic PPA, and aromatic PC. Figures 4.6c-g show optical images of graphene 
transferred with different polymer scaffolds on SiO2, with the scaffolds dissolved in chloroform 
at room temperature. We give the polymer scaffolds’ thicknesses in the supporting information, 
as determined by profilometry. The polymer repeating unit is shown inset for each of the 
different scaffolds. In Fig. 4.6c, the PMMA-transferred film is continuous, with no 
contamination optically evident. Conversely, in Fig. 4.6d, the PLA-transferred film is 
discontinuous, with folded and contaminated edges. This suggests that the PLA transfer scaffold 
is less elastic, less robust, and interacts with the graphene more strongly than PMMA. Figure 
4.6e shows the PPA-transferred graphene film; it too is discontinuous and contaminated like the 
PLA-transferred graphene. In contrast, the PC and PMMA/PC bilayer transferred graphene films 
Figure 4.4. Graphene transfer using AZ5214 photoresist. AFM images of a continuous (a) and torn (b) 
graphene region on SiO2/Si transferred by flood-exposed AZ5214 photoresist. 1 min UV flood exposure 
time used after the AZ5214 film was transferred to a SiO2/Si chip, and then the film was developed in 
MF-319 developer. Both (a) and (b) show considerable contamination introduced by the photoresist, 
despite the flood exposure and development. Optical images (c, d) of the AZ5214 transferred film on 
SiO2/Si. Tears apparent in both (c) and (d). (e) Point Raman spectra (λexc = 633 nm, ~2 mW power, 50X, 
30 s acquisition) corresponding to the optical images in (c) and (d). Both spectra are of monolayer 
graphene, but the large 2D FWHM (greater than 30 cm
-1
) indicates strain in the film. The G FWHM 
values (not listed) are less than 15 cm
-1
, revealing AZ5214 induced doping in the graphene film. 
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in Figs. 4.6f and 4.6g, respectively, appear continuous and uncontaminated, like the PMMA-
transferred graphene films. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) measurements on the 
PMMA/PC sample—shown inset in Fig. 4.6g—reveal monolayer graphene domains within the 
CVD-controlled, ~5 µm grain size. The single set of diffraction spots suggests that turbostratic 
ordering from transfer-induced folds [26, 41] is non-existent. [42] 
 We can assess the chemistries present on the graphene surface after polymer dissolution 
by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Within Fig. 4.6h, we show offset C 1s 
photoelectron spectra for PMMA and PC transferred graphene films, both of which were from 
the same graphene growth (curves offset by 1000 counts/s, for clarity). Several reports analyzing 
the thermal decomposition of PMMA on graphene via XPS [13, 17, 43] fit sub-peaks for the C–
C backbone, the –CH3 sub-group, oxygenated (ester and ether) functionals, and others in the 
PMMA repeating unit. It is challenging to discriminate conclusively amongst these sub-groups 
and the innate functionals introduced by graphene CVD growth and ambient exposure. We 
Figure 4.5. Graphene transfer with aromatic poly(aniline). (a) Photograph of poly(aniline) (PANI) 
transferred graphene and PMMA/PANI-transferred graphene on FeCl3 Cu etchant. The PANI-supported 
graphene, without a PMMA overlayer, breaks apart within the etchant. The PMMA/PANI supported film 
survives the transfer. (b) Optical image of PMMA/PANI transferred graphene after polymer removal (in 
chloroform) on 90 nm SiO2/Si. (c) Raman spectrum of the sample in (b), showing considerable surface 
PANI residue. The spectrum shows vibrational modes related to the phenyl group [42] in PANI and as 
well as other hydrocarbon stretch modes. We hold that the residue level originates from strong π–π 
interactions between the aromatic phenyl group and the graphene.  
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consider the sp
2
 C, sp
3
 C (introduced by –CH3 and others), carboxyl C–O, carbonyl C=O, 
oxygenated aryl [44], and carbonate CO3 sub-peaks in our PLA-, PMMA-, and PC-transferred 
graphene films (see Fig. 4.7). We find that the amount of residual functionals relative to 
graphene (sp
2
 sub-peak with sp
3
 contributions removed) is 28.4%, 11.2%, and 2.1% for PLA-, 
PMMA-, and PC- transferred graphene, respectively. At a typical PMMA doping concentration 
of p ~ 1×10
12
 cm
-2
 [17], these amounts correspond to concentrations of 3×10
12
 cm
-2
 and 2×10
11
 
cm
-2
 for PLA- and PC-transferred graphene. Doping levels of ~2×10
11
 cm
-2
 have been reported 
in samples that were undoped [45], suggesting atomic cleanliness at our estimated doping level 
for PC.  
 We additionally examine the effects of the different polymer scaffolds on graphene on 
SiO2/Si with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in Fig. 4.8. Figure 4.8a gives a SEM image 
for PMMA-transferred graphene, revealing strand-like features and larger debris (green arrows). 
The strand-like features follow closely the Cu step flow direction [12, 46, 47], despite the 
Figure 4.6. Polymer residues introduced by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene transfer 
process. (a) CVD graphene transfer process flow. Polymer residues often remain after a forming Ar/H2 
gas anneal. (b) Chemical formulas for the different polymers used. Optical images of large-area graphene 
transferred by (c) poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), (d) poly(lactic acid) (PLA), (e) 
poly(phthaldehyde) (PPA), (f) poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC), and (g) PMMA/PC bilayer polymer 
scaffolds. Inset in (g) gives a representative, monolayer graphene diffraction pattern transferred by 
bilayer PMMA/PC. (h) C 1s photoelectron spectra after main graphene peak subtraction (sp
2
 and sp
3
) for 
PLA-, PMMA-, and PC-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. The residue counts are lowest for PC transfers. 
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Figure 4.7. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) for graphene transferred with different polymers. C 1s 
core level spectra (normalized to graphene) for PC-transferred (a), PMMA-transferred (c), and PLA-
transferred (e) graphene films on 90 nm SiO2/Si. A Doniach-Sunjic (D-S) lineshape was used to fit the 
asymmetric sp
2
 carbons characteristic of metallic graphene. Other functionals, such as sp
3
 carbon, 
carboxyls C–O, and carbonyls C=O, are also shown. PC-transferred graphene shows no obvious sub-
peaks, indicative of low amounts of residue. Zoomed-in C 1s core level spectra for PC-transferred (b), 
PMMA-transferred (d), and PLA-transferred (f) graphene, with the sp
2
 carbon contribution removed. 
PC-transferred graphene shows a small sp
3
 peak, likely resulting from the graphene CVD growth process 
itself. Additionally, some weak carbonyl, oxygenated aryl, and carbonate (CO3) groups are present. 
PMMA-transferred graphene has more significant contributions for the different functional groups, as 
compared to PC-transferred graphene. The higher sp
3
 peak also corresponds to more aliphatic groups, 
like the end methoxy group and the C–C backbone in PMMA. PLA-transferred graphene is more 
substantially contaminated than PMMA-transferred graphene, despite attempted PLA gasification at 
temperatures above 180 °C [38]. Large contributions from sp
3
 carbon, carboxyls, and carbonyls originate 
from the aliphatic ester and ether linkages within the PLA repeat unit. To quantitatively analyze the 
residue differences between PMMA- and PLA-transferred graphene with respect to PC-transferred 
graphene, we subtract the PC sp
3
 contribution (in area) and oxygenated aryl from the other two samples’ 
spectra. We then sum the resultant sub-peak areas of Figs. 4.7b,d,f. These sums are compared relative to 
the D-S sp
2
 peak area, thereby giving the PMMA, PLA, and PC percentages reported in the main text.  
  
removal of the Cu growth substrate. Graphene grain boundaries (GBs) [26] and twisted bilayers 
[48] are also evident. The PMMA will conform over the Cu steps and be thicker in their vicinity. 
Thicker PMMA regions are more likely to cross-link, to swell, and to impede disentanglement 
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via solvent permeation and dissolution [49]. Therefore, the duplicated Cu morphology in the 
partially removed PMMA is not entirely surprising.  
 Figure 4.8b shows a SEM image for PLA-transferred graphene. Similar to the PMMA-
transferred graphene, there is PLA-based contamination (green arrows) roughly following the 
former Cu step flow morphology. Solid phase PLA polymers are known to rapidly depolymerize 
and transition into the gas phase at temperatures above 200 °C [38]. This depolymerization 
appears to be impeded by the graphene, as we notice PLA-based contamination even after this 
gasification process (see Fig. 4.9). Figure 4.8c demonstrates a SEM image for our PMMA/PPA 
transfer scaffold; here, we use the PMMA as an overlayer support, as the PPA-only transfers 
proved to be fragile and highly sensitive to moisture. The contamination and wrinkles (blue 
arrows) are significant in Fig. 4.8c. The PMMA/PPA scaffold was dissolved in chloroform and 
subsequently soaked in water, which should cleanly remove the PPA. Thus, the contamination in 
Fig. 4.8c is unexpected, since the PMMA only touches the PPA layer and the PPA should rapidly 
depolymerize from acid exposure, hydrolysis, and thermal treatment.  
 In Fig. 4.8d, a SEM image of PC-transferred graphene does not show the same polymer 
strands that are present in the PMMA-, PLA-, and PPA-transferred graphene films. The graphene 
film comes from the same growth as Fig. 4.8a. There are some wrinkles (blue arrows) introduced 
in the transfer, resulting from the considerably thinner (~70 nm, see Table 4.1) PC scaffold. We 
can estimate wrinkle densities in the resultant graphene film by using simple elasticity 
arguments. Besides the wrinkles, however, the film is relatively clean, again showing the 
effective PC dissolution [16, 32]. To eliminate the wrinkles introduced by the thin PC scaffold, 
we support the PC on graphene with a PMMA overlayer, similar to our procedure for PPA in 
Fig. 4.8c. Figure 4.8e shows a large-area SEM image for the PMMA/PC bilayer transferred 
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graphene. Wrinkles and residue have been effectively mitigated, but the film possesses micron-
sized cracks (red arrows). To better assess the contamination on PMMA- and PC-transferred 
graphene, we give smaller scale SEM images for PMMA and PC transfers in Figs. 4.8f and 4.8g, 
respectively. Figure 4.8f shows the same PMMA strands as Fig. 4.8a, as well as larger-scale 
PMMA debris. Conversely, the PC-transferred film in Fig. 4.8g manifests no obvious PC-based 
strands or debris. For a low-quality (small grain size and high bilayer density), PC-transferred 
graphene growth in Fig. 4.8h, we still observe a clean surface. We observe a higher density of 
white particles for this sample, suggesting that they originate from the poor growth. 
4.3. Residual Doping Assessment 
 Raman spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful, non-destructive tool for determining 
the vibrational and electronic properties of carbon-based nanomaterials. For graphene layers, 
Figure 4.8. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of coverage and contamination of different 
graphene transfer scaffolds on 90 nm SiO2/Si. Green arrows show contamination, blue arrows show 
wrinkles, and red arrows show film breaks. Polymers removed in chloroform with no annealing. (a) 
PMMA transferred graphene with contamination. (b) PLA transferred graphene for a poorer quality 
graphene growth than (a) (c) PMMA/PPA bilayer transferred graphene, with low film integrity and high 
contamination. (d) PC transferred graphene for the same growth as (a). No obvious polymer 
contamination present. (e) PMMA/PC bilayer transferred graphene. PC layer contacts the graphene, with 
the PMMA layer providing structural support. Tears are evident, with no significant contamination. (f) 
Close-up image of the PMMA transferred sample in (a), showing larger-scale debris. (g) Close-up image 
of the PC transferred sample in (d). Only graphene bilayers, grain boundaries, and wrinkles evident. (h) 
Another PC transferred sample for a poorer quality graphene growth. Despite the growth, the polymer 
contamination is minimal. 
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there are three major Raman bands called the D, G, and 2D (also known as G’) bands, 
respectively. These bands’ positions and full-width at half maximum (FWHM) values determine 
information about layer number, doping, and strain in the graphene films [50-54]. In Fig. 4.10, 
we give our Raman statistics for G and 2D band positions and FWHM for the PMMA, 
PMMA/PC, and PC transfer scaffolds. Table 4.2 also summarizes the statistics for several 
Figure 4.9. Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(phthalaldehyde) (PPA) transfer of graphene. (a) AFM 
image of PLA transferred graphene with a tear in the film. Sample annealed at 400 °C in a low pressure 
(~1 torr) environment to gasify [38] the PLA. RMS roughness within the blue box is 0.63 nm, and the 
image’s RMS roughness is 6.83 nm. (b) AFM close-up of the region indicated by the arrow in (a). RMS 
roughness within the blue box is 0.49 nm, and the entire image’s RMS roughness is 0.67 nm. (c) 
Topographic profiles of the region indicated by the black line in (b). The red cut over the graphene tear 
reveals monolayer graphene (with water and adsorbates), whereas the blue cut shows PLA decoration 
near the tear. (d) AFM of a different PLA transfer, wherein the PLA solution for (a) and (b) was diluted 
in chloroform (5:1, chloroform : original PLA). This sample underwent a 200 °C anneal in a low pressure 
(~1 torr) environment as well. RMS roughness within the blue box is 1.04 nm, and image’s RMS 
roughness is 3.34 nm. (e) Cartoon schematic of a thick PLA/G film on a SiO2/Si surface. Here, the 
thicker polymer prevents the graphene from coming into intimate contact with the SiO2/Si substrate. This 
increases strain but lowers graphene’s influence on polymer dissolution and gasification. Thus, the 
gasification of PLA at temperatures above 180 °C proceeds as expected for the bulk polymer. (f) Cartoon 
schematic of a thin PLA/G film on a SiO2/Si surface. In this case, the thin polymer allows the graphene to 
be conformal to the SiO2/Si substrate. Consequently, this lowers the amount of strain in the graphene but 
increases the graphene-substrate interaction. That increased interaction affects PLA gasification [38] 
above 180 °C. (g) AFM image of PPA transferred graphene employing a PMMA overlayer (PMMA/PPA 
bilayer, with PPA contacting the graphene). RMS roughness within the blue box is 1.45 nm, and the 
image’s RMS roughness is 3.38 nm. Tears, wrinkles, and contamination are present. (h) Additional AFM 
image of PMMA/PPA transferred graphene. RMS roughness within the blue box is 1.24 nm, and the 
image’s RMS roughness is 3.77 nm. Image possesses similar contamination as (g). 
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polymer scaffolds extracted by Gaussian fitting the Raman parameters. To date, no reports have 
concurrently assessed complex co-doping and strain effects present in the Raman spectra of 
CVD graphene films. In Section 4.9, we carefully account for all of these factors and develop a 
general empirical model that will work for most small-grain CVD samples. 
 The 2D band FWHM is quite sensitive to strain [50, 52, 53], and in Fig. 4.10d we can 
decouple the strain (magenta, softened FWHM) and doping (cyan, stiffened FWHM) 
contributions. Following the model detailed in Section 4.9, we find a strain in the PMMA films 
of ε = –0.19 ± 0.07% and a doping increase of Δn = (1.59 ± 0.03) × 1013 cm-2. The n-type 
character results from graphene encapsulation of water decorated silanol groups [55, 56]. We 
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Figure 4.10. Raman spectra maps for graphene transferred by different polymer scaffolds. Distributions 
of G band position (a), G band full-width at half maximum (FWHM) (b), 2D band position (c), and 2D 
band FWHM for graphene transferred with PMMA. The upshifted G band position, stiffened G band 
FWHM, downshifted 2D band position, and bipartite 2D band FWHM distribution highlight doping from 
PMMA contamination. Mean and standard deviations listed, and strain-based contributions to the 
distribution are fit with pink Gaussians. Distributions of G band position (e), G band FWHM (f), 2D band 
position (g), and 2D band FWHM (h) for graphene transferred with PMMA/PC (PC contacting 
graphene). Compared to PMMA, doping has marginally improved. However, the difference is not 
statistically significant at a 99% confidence level. Distributions of the G band position (i), G band 
FWHM (j), 2D band position (k), and 2D band FWHM (l) for graphene transferred with PC. Doping is 
lowest with PC, and the PC and PMMA populations are statistically different at 99% confidence level. 
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have morphological evidence of this trapped water on graphene on SiO2, which is noteworthy as 
graphene trapped water was only seen on ultraflat substrates like mica [25] and diamond (see 
Section 4.8, Fig. 4.11, and Fig. 4.12) [57]. Figures 4.10e-h show the Raman metrics for graphene 
transferred with a PMMA/PC bilayer. Following the previous discussion, we find a strain of ε = 
–0.18 ± 0.06% and doping of Δn = (1.40 ± 0.03) × 1013 cm-2, again n-type (see Section 4.8). The 
PMMA/PC-transferred and the PMMA-transferred graphene differ in doping by (1.90 ± 0.44) × 
10
12
 cm
-2
, a small difference in cleanliness. Nevertheless, by hypothesis testing, we cannot 
conclude at that this difference is statistically significant (99% confidence).  
 Finally, Figs. 4.10i-l give the PC-transferred graphene film’s Raman metrics. The strain 
in the PC-transferred films (magenta, 2D) is ε = –0.27 ± 0.07% with doping of Δn = (2.00 ± 
Figure 4.11. Graphene doping from trapped water under graphene on SiO2/Si. (a) AFM image of 
PMMA-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si with no anneal. Note that this region is reasonably free of 
PMMA contamination, but regions like this were rare. Tendril-like features (see Chapter 5) between the 
graphene wrinkles are evident, showing trapped water at the graphene-SiO2/Si interface. (b) AFM image 
of PC-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si with no anneal. Tendrils are also present, but the sample possess 
more point-like water features. Close-up AFM images of the PMMA (c) and the PC (d) samples in (a) 
and (b), respectively. Aforementioned water features are more obvious in (c) and (d). (e) Point Raman 
spectra for all of the transfer scaffolds: PPA (with a PMMA support), PLA, PMMA/PC, PMMA, and PC. 
The upshifted G band position (ωG > 1590 cm
-1) and downshifted 2D band position (ω2D < 2655 cm
-1
 at 
λexc = 633 nm) reveal common n-type doping for all the non-annealed, transferred films. Additional 
upshifts in the G band result from p-type doping caused by polymer contamination. PC transferred films 
possess the lowest amount of doping, supporting the conclusion that they dissolve off the graphene top-
side cleanly. Compressive strain is present in the PMMA/PC film, and tensile strain is evident in the PLA 
film. 
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0.04) × 10
13
 cm
-2
. Despite the heightened strain, the PC-transferred films have a higher n-type 
doping (i.e., lowered co-doping) than the PMMA- and PMMA/PC-transferred graphene films. 
This results in a doping difference of (4.10 ± 0.52) × 10
12
 cm
-2
 between the films. At a 99% 
confidence level, these two populations are statistically different, caused by the inherent p-type 
doping in the PMMA-transferred graphene films. Previous reports gave a p-type doping due to 
the PMMA of p ~ 10
12
 cm
-2 
(electrical) [13, 17] and ~1.6×10
12
 cm
-2
 (for 495K molecular weight) 
[58], both consistent with the ~4×10
12
 cm
-2
 change we are seeing here between PC- and PMMA-
transferred graphene. Hence, these Raman data show the PMMA-induced p-doping occurring in 
transferred films. [59] 
 Directly observing the polymer residues at relevant length scales is important for 
assessing how severe the contamination is for electronic devices, encapsulation layers, and other 
graphene applications. First, in Fig. 4.13a we show an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image for 
PMMA-transferred graphene on SiO2 after a 2 hr Ar/H2 forming gas anneal at 400 °C. The 
Figure 4.12. Mechanism of water-induced n-type doping in graphene. As shown in the schematic, the 
SiO2/Si surface can expose silanol (Si–OH) functionals, which tend to be negatively charged. Water has 
an innate dipole moment p which will electrostatically align the hydrogens to the charged Si–OH-. This 
places the electronegative (δ-) oxygen into alignment with the graphene overlayer. Hole transfer to the 
electronegative oxygen leaves an accumulation of electrons within the graphene, thereby n-type doping 
the layer. The density of Si–OH groups in dry oxidized SiO2/Si (90 nm) is nimp = 8×10
18
 cm
-3
 [55]. Within 
a 1 nm RMS roughness (Δrms) exposed layer, the estimated surface density of Si–OH groups is ns =  
8×10
11
 cm
-2
. Assuming that multiple water molecules could be electrostatically attracted to a single Si–
OH moiety, an electron concentration of n ~ 10
12
 cm
-2
 could be induced. This is in qualitative agreement 
(nRaman ≈ 4×10
12
 cm
-2
) with the G band upshift and 2D band downshift observed in Fig. 4.11. 
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surface of Fig. 4.13a is smooth post anneal, with a 0.33 nm root-mean-square (RMS) roughness 
in the blue box. Note that we give RMS roughness values for the subsequent images in the 
relevant figure captions (Fig. 4.13, etc.). Despite the clean surface of Fig. 4.13a, the 
depolymerization of PMMA by thermal degradation and bond scission [60] is inherently 
inhomogeneous. To demonstrate this, we show an AFM image of a different area of the same 
annealed sample in Fig. 4.13b. The surface is quite rough from incompletely removed PMMA 
strands. This inhomogeneity, coupled with the deleterious chemical [16, 40] and electrical effects 
Figure 4.13. Changes in graphene surface morphology caused by the transfer polymers. AFM images 
(a,b) of PMMA-transferred graphene after a 90 min, 400 °C Ar/H2 anneal. While the region in (a) is 
clean, considerable, partially depolymerized PMMA remains on the graphene in (b). RMS roughness 
values: 0.33 nm (box, a), 1.72 nm (image, a), 2.8 nm (box, b), and 3.58 nm (image, b). AFM images of 
PMMA-transferred (c) and PC-transferred (d) graphene (same growth) without a forming gas anneal. The 
PC graphene surface is markedly smoother. Morphologies of PMMA-transferred (e), PMMA/PC-
transferred (f), and PC-transferred (g) graphene films, all transferred from the same growth material. 
Both PMMA/PC and PC films are cleaner than PMMA films, with PMMA/PC films having fewer 
transfer-induced wrinkles. The overlaid gray lines correspond to the line profiles below each respective 
image. RMS roughness values: 1.21 nm (yellow, e), 1.05 nm (blue, e), 3.58 nm (image, e), 0.57 nm 
(yellow, f), 0.62 nm (blue, f), 0.71 nm (image, f), 0.71 nm (yellow, g), 1.07 nm (blue, g), and 1.76 nm 
(image, g).  
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[61] that happen after Ar/H2 annealing, illustrates the need for a room temperature polymer 
removal method.  
 Figure 4.13c demonstrates the level of surface contamination that occurs without 
annealing PMMA-transferred graphene in forming gas. PMMA strands thoroughly decorate the 
graphene/SiO2/Si surface, and the tip’s image convolves with larger PMMA debris. 
Comparatively, the PC-transferred graphene in Fig. 4.13d is remarkably cleaner without a 
thermal anneal. Both films in Figs. 4.13c and 4.13d come from the same graphene growth. 
Outside of growth-related morphological features [10-12], Fig. 4.13d is featureless, suggesting 
Figure 4.14. Electrical characteristics of graphene field-effect transistors (GFETs) in vacuum. Graphene 
films transferred using PMMA and PC based scaffolds without undergoing any thermal annealing. (a) 
Schematic of back-gated GFETs used in this work. Transfer characteristics for PMMA (b) and PC (c) 
based FETs respectively. Back gate voltage (VBG) is swept consecutively in forward (FWD) and reverse 
(REV) directions. A shift in Dirac voltage (ΔV0) as FWD and REV sweeps are completed is observed in 
both cases. This n-type hysteresis suggests the presence of charge trapping mechanisms at the 
graphene/SiO2 interface, possibly from left over polymer (PMMA or PC) residues. (d) ION/IOFF ratios for 
PMMA (red) and PC (orange) based FETs devices. Note that from histograms and distributions that 
GFETs from PC transferred films exhibit higher ION/IOFF and reduced device variability. (e) R-VBG 
measured (circles) and fitted (solid lines) data from Fig. 4.14b-c. Fitted electron and hole contact 
resistances (RC) (dashed lines) also shown. Fitting model described in [64]. (f) Measured minimum 
conductivity (σmin) as a function of minimum carrier density (n0) extracted from transport model [64]. 
Ballistic and 4e/h
2
 limits also shown with dashed and dotted lines, respectively.  
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that the room temperature dissolution of PC off graphene in chloroform is effective. Figures 
4.13e-g show AFM images for PMMA-, PMMA/PC-, and PC-transferred graphene films on 
SiO2, all from the same growth with the polymers dissolved in chloroform simultaneously. We 
give line profiles given below the images, all taken along the inset gray, dotted lines. The sample 
in Fig. 4.13e is less rough compared to Fig. 4.13c, as chloroform solvates polymers better than 
dichloromethane and acetone (see Fig. 4.2). Nevertheless, there is a still a sizable amount of 
PMMA residue on the sample, as demonstrated by a higher RMS roughness and the jagged line 
profile. Nevertheless, the PMMA/PC bilayer and PC scaffolds in Figs. 4.13f-g have lower RMS 
roughness values and smoother line profiles than the PMMA scaffold in Fig. 4.13e. This gives 
additional evidence that scaffolds with PC layers in contact to the graphene are sufficiently 
removed at room temperature. We note that the wrinkle density in the PC-transferred film of Fig. 
4.13g is high, caused by the thin (~70 nm, Table 4.1) PC scaffold used. These wrinkles are 
mitigated with the stronger PMMA/PC bilayer in Fig. 4.13f. 
4.4. Electrical Measurements and Nanomaterial Layering 
 We then turn to examine the improved cleanliness of non-annealed PMMA- and PC-
transferred graphene on SiO2 in field-effect transistor (FET) measurements. Figure 4.14a shows a 
schematic of back gated devices used (Section 4.7 for fabrication details). The measured (in 
vacuum) transfer characteristics (VD = 0.1 V) for PMMA (red) and PC (orange) based FETs are 
shown in Figs. 4.14b and 4.14c. Both sets of device data are primarily n-type and exhibit a 
noticeable Dirac voltage shift (hysteresis) ΔV0 as VBG is swept in forward (FWD) and reverse 
(REV) directions. Trapped water (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12) [55] as well as leftover polymer residues 
are possible sources of this hysteretic behavior. Overall, PC-transferred devices exhibit higher 
ION/IOFF ratios (Fig. 4.14d), higher maximum resistance values (or lower minimum conductivity) 
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and smaller ΔV0 compared with PMMA-transferred FETs. These three factors suggest a lower 
impurity density (n0) that comes from improved cleanliness of graphene surface in PC-
Figure 4.15. PC-enabled layering of low dimensional nanomaterials and atomic cleanliness of PC 
removal. One layer (a) and two layer (b) PMMA-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. The graphene layers 
are separated by trapped water, which does not layer from PMMA contamination. RMS roughness 
values: 1.4 nm (box, a), 1.87 nm (image, a), 1.65 nm (box, b), and 2.51 nm (image, b). One layer (c) and 
two layer (d) PC-transferred graphene on SiO2/Si. In (d), water forms layers and tendrils between the 
graphene layers due to a PC-enabled, clean surface. RMS roughness values: 0.94 nm (box, c), 1.99 nm 
(image, c), 1.10 nm (box, d), and 11.5 nm (image, d). (e) Water trapped between two PC-transferred 
graphene (G) layers. (f) Water trapped between PC-transferred graphene on a fluorinated, PC-transferred 
graphene (FG) layer. There is water layering in the G/H2O/G stack, compared to point-like, trapped water 
in G/H2O/FG stack. RMS roughness values: 0.9 nm (box, e), 4.7 nm (image, e), 1.1 nm (box, f), and 5.4 
nm (image, f). One layer (g) and two layers (h) of PC-transferred, CVD hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). 
Like the G/H2O/FG stack, point-like water accumulates between the layers in (h). RMS roughness values: 
0.93 nm (box, g), 1.7 nm (image, g), 2.4 nm (box, h), and 3.2 nm (image, h). (i) RMS roughness 
histogram for different transfer scaffolds, revealing that PC-transferred graphene is as smooth as Ar/H2 
annealed graphene. (j) Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) derivative image of a PC-transferred 
graphene film on SiO2/Si. Sample was degassed in situ at 54 °C, and the image shows atomic resolution. 
STM topograph image (k) and current image (l) for PC-transferred graphene on mica. Sample was 
degassed in situ at ~130 °C, and both images reveal the atomic-level, honeycomb structure of the 
graphene. These low degas temperatures would not remove PMMA-based contamination on the 
graphene, thereby obscuring lattice resolution.   
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transferred samples.  
 To help quantify residual doping in our devices [62, 63], we take PMMA R–VBG data and 
Lorentzian fit about the Dirac point. In Fig. 4.14b, we determine a broadening of ΓPMMA ≈ 17 V, 
remarkably similar to published results for non-annealed graphene FETs transferred in water 
(ΓPMMA,H2O ≈ 17 V) [17] and in isopropanol (ΓPMMA,IPA ≈ 16.8 V) [13]. Since the H2O and IPA are 
similarly broadened, we conclude that the topside residuals, namely, the PMMA contaminants, 
have a dominant effect in the R–VBG measurement. Conversely, the PC devices have a 
broadening of ΓPC ≈ 15 V, thereby suggesting a cleaner topside. 
 Figure 4.14e shows representative measured (circles) and fitted (solid lines) data (FWD 
sweep) for PMMA and PC transferred FETs. We use the fitting model previously described in 
reference [64] to extract values for impurity carrier density (n0) and contact resistance (RCON) 
(dashed lines) for all data. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.14f we calculated minimum conductivity (σmin) 
(from Figs. 4.14b and 4.14c) as a function of n0 (obtained from model) for each device. We note 
that for PMMA based devices n0 ((5.7 ± 0.8)×10
11
 cm
-2
) is higher compared to PC transferred 
FETs ((4.8 ± 0.4)×10
11 
cm
-2
), and the minimum conductivity is slightly higher. Both of these 
factors suggest that presence of lower PC residue [63], since we observe a lower contribution 
from impurity charges (n0) [62]. 
 We also make use of our PC transfer process in the heterogeneous layering of graphene, 
fluorinated graphene (FG), and CVD hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). In Figs. 4.15a and 4.15b, 
respectively, we show AFM images for one layer (Fig. 4.15a) and two layers (Fig. 4.15b) of 
PMMA-transferred graphene. The surface of Fig. 6a is akin in morphology to Figs. 4.13e and 
4.13h. In Fig. 4.15b, when we wet-transfer [25] a second PMMA-based graphene layer, water is 
trapped at the graphene-graphene interface. We do not see intercalated chloroform in our 
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samples (Fig. 4.16), contrasting a recent study [65]. The water gives a rough morphology 
affected by the remnant hydrophobic PMMA strands, resulting in pinholes and no obvious water 
layering [25]. On the contrary, PC-transferred graphene results in a smoother morphology, as 
shown for one PC-transferred layer (Fig. 4.15c) and for two PC-transferred layers (Fig. 4.15d). 
Water is again trapped at the graphene-graphene interface of Fig. 4.15d, forming filaments and 
layers [25, 66] and not an amorphous film. Water layering is only possible if graphene’s wetting 
properties are preserved, whereby the SiO2/Si substrate templates the water through the graphene 
[67]. Hence, the PC-transferred graphene films leave insufficient residue to affect those wetting 
properties and disrupt water layering.  
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Figure 4.16. Lack of chloroform intercalation under graphene. Point Raman spectra (λexc = 532 nm, ~10 
mW power, 100X, 60 s acquisition) of two different graphene growths on SiO2/Si and a bare SiO2/Si 
control. Chloroform has been shown to intercalate under graphene [65], giving the Raman signature seen 
in orange above. Since the polymer scaffold in our samples is often removed by chloroform, we consider 
the possibility that chloroform could intercalate under our graphene films. We only see signatures of the 
SiO2/Si in the region where intercalated chloroform modes are expected. Therefore, we conclude the 
amount of intercalated chloroform under the graphene is minimal. 
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 To examine these wetting phenomena in more detail, we layer different low-dimensional 
nanomaterials with PC. Figure 4.15e gives an AFM image a PC-transferred (no annealing) 
graphene/water/graphene stack. In Fig. 4.15f, we show an AFM section of a PC-transferred CVD 
graphene layer on top of a FG layer (for fluorination details, see Section 4.7) [11]. Here, the 
superhydrophobic FG layer disrupts the graphene wetting transparency [67] and brings about 
point-like water accumulation. Without PC, these hydration characteristics would be obscured. h-
BN is also hydrophobic, and we PC-transfer one layer (Fig. 4.15g) and two layers (Fig. 4.15h) of 
CVD h-BN. Like the graphene/H2O/FG stack, the entrapped water is point-like, from the 
hydrophobic h-BN. We also note that h-BN transfer must take place with PC, as a forming gas 
Ar/H2 “clean” attacks h-BN (see Chapter 7 and reference [68]). 
 Both Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.15i summarize the RMS roughness values from several AFM 
measurements of PMMA-, PC-, annealed PMMA-, and photoresist-transferred graphene films. 
While the Ar/H2 annealed PMMA-transferred films have the lowest RMS roughness (Δ = 2.9 ± 
0.4 Å), PC-transferred films are also fairly smooth (Δ = 5.1 ± 0.8 Å). Nevertheless, the 
inhomogeneous PMMA removal, more pronounced graphene-substrate interaction [61], and 
covalent PMMA re-hybridization  [16] introduced by annealing make it less desirable. Moreover, 
graphene’s temperature sensitive applications, like those involving biomolecule encapsulation or 
flexible substrates, prohibit the anneal. Non-annealed PMMA transfers have a fourfold higher 
RMS roughness (Δ = 23.4 ± 4.1 Å) than non-annealed PC transfers, and AZ5214-transferred 
films are marginally smoother (Δ = 8.6 ± 1.4 Å) yet brittle (see Section 4.8, Fig. 4.4). 
 Finally, we give atomic-level evidence of the cleanliness of PC-transferred graphene. In 
Figs. 4.15j-l, we show atomic resolution ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy 
(UHV-STM) images of PC-transferred graphene at two different degas [25, 26] temperatures. 
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Figure 4.15j reveals a STM derivative image of non-annealed, PC-transferred graphene on 90 nm 
SiO2/Si, degassed at ~54 °C. Atomic structure of the graphene is present, albeit noisy. We note 
that the PMMA bond scission is not possible at this temperature [60]. As determined from the 
previous AFM images, equivalently prepared, PMMA-transferred samples have autocorrelation 
lengths of ~10 nm (25 µm
2
). Comparatively, PC-transferred samples have autocorrelation 
lengths greater than ~100 nm (25 µm
2
). The PMMA autocorrelation length is well within the 
AFM tip’s radius of curvature and does not necessarily imply clean graphene regions between 
PMMA strands. Thus, the probability of serendipitously encountering an atomically clean 
graphene region for PMMA-transferred samples via STM is low. Figures 4.15k and 4.15l show a 
STM topograph and derivative image, respectively, for PC-transferred graphene on mica, 
degassed at ~130 °C. The scan shows improved resolution and graphene’s atomic lattice is 
evident. The higher temperature degas likely removes adsorbed water, thereby improving the 
surface resolution. Regardless, PMMA bond scission [60] or sublimation [17] do not occur at 
~130 °C, further confirming the atomic-level cleanliness of the PC transfer. Table 4.3 
summarizes all of our metrics describing the relative levels of contamination for the different 
polymers. 
4.5. Discussion 
 We now comment on the mechanism of PC removal compared over and against PMMA, 
PLA, PPA, and other transfer scaffolds. An atomically clean graphene surface depends on the 
graphene-polymer interfacial adsorption and charge transfer, as well as the polymer’s molecular 
weight and reactivity. For aromatic polymers like PC and PANI, the presence of electron 
withdrawing groups (EWGs) or electron donating groups (EDGs) [69] within the polymer’s 
repeat unit will affect the interfacial graphene-polymer adsorption and charge transfer. Despite 
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its nature as a conductive polymer, PANI-based scaffolds show strong doping in graphene (Fig. 
4.5). This occurs from the nitrogen moiety functioning as a strong EDG, donating its electron 
pair into the aromatic ring by resonance. Such charge transfer increases the polymer’s adsorption 
energy on graphene at room temperature, like perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride 
(PTCDA) [70].  
 Conversely, the ester linkage within PC functions as a weak EDG in the repeat unit’s 
aromatic rings via competing resonance and induction. Thus, this slight charge transfer in the 
aromatic rings of PC should drive adsorption by a “medium-range π–π*” electrostatic attraction 
with graphene, similar to benzoic acid on graphite [71]. The ordered interface allows for more 
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Figure 4.17. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) of PC before and after dissolution. GPC of our 
commercial PMMA (495K in anisole solvent, 2% by wt.), PC in CF (1.5% by wt.), PC in DCE (3% by 
wt.), and the dissolved PC after graphene transfer (from a PC dispersed in DCE scaffold). From analysis 
of the calibrated intensity versus the retained volume, we determine that the PMMA has a molecular 
weight (MW) of 470 kDa (polydispersity PDI of 2.7), the PC-CF has a MW of 46 kDa (PDI = 2.1), the 
PC-DCE has a MW of 51 kDa (PDI = 1.8), and the PC post transfer has a possible MW of 1-2 kDa. In the 
dissolved PC case, the GPC shows a shoulder which likely corresponds to dissolved PC oligomers (MW 
of 1-2 kDa). We note that the signal-to-noise ratio here is low from the small (~µg) amount of PC mass 
dissolved during transfer. Thus, this shoulder could occur from instrument noise and/or impurities in the 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent. Void volume peak is at a retention volume of 34.8 mL for all polymers. 
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effective polymer dissolution mechanically. PPA, which has an aliphatic backbone with pendant 
aromatic rings, is weaker in its EDG compared to PC. Compared against PANI and PC, PPA 
exhibits a smaller π–π electrostatic interaction with graphene, but it can share charge by its 
secondary ether linkage. Lacking an aromatic core, non-conjugated, aliphatic PLA and PMMA 
do not interface with graphene via π–π interactions and theoretically more weakly adsorb. In 
turn, they should be easier to dissolve. 
 In addition to the graphene-polymer interfacial chemistry, the bulk polymer’s molecular 
weight (MW) has a critical effect on its ultimate removal off graphene. To first order, high MW 
polymers have a larger area footprint on graphene, increasing the interaction probability with 
graphene features having high adsorption energy (i.e., grain boundaries) [26]. Dissolving high 
MW polymers off graphene requires permeation through a gelling layer and disentanglement 
Figure 4.18. Clean graphene transfer with low molecular weight PMMA. (a) Large-area AFM image of 
graphene transferred with a 4 K molecular weight (MW) PMMA layer supported by a 495 K overlayer. 
RMS roughness is 0.35 nm in the box, 5.11 nm in the image. Both layers were spun at 3000 RPM for 30 s 
and baked out at 200 °C for 2 min. A PMMA overlayer was necessary, as unsupported 4 K PMMA 
scaffolds broke apart mechanically in the water rinses. Low MW polymers have a smaller footprint on 
the graphene. This smaller footprint circumvents possible interaction with graphene morphologies like 
wrinkles and grain boundaries. Consequently, this promotes effective polymer dissolution if the polymer 
does not electrostatically interact with the graphene, as is the case with aliphatic PMMA. (b) Small-area 
AFM image of graphene transferred with 4 K PMMA, showing again a smooth film with trapped water at 
the large protrusions. RMS roughness is 0.31 nm in the box, 3.77 nm in the image. 
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[49]. This process is inversely proportional to the MW [49], provided there are no strong 
adsorption sites. Our high MW PMMA (~495 K) has a large footprint (~2×10
-8
 cm
2
) and, as 
aliphatic addition polymer, is invariant to possible depolymerization without thermal bond 
scission [16, 60]. Recent reports [33, 72] also discovered that PMMA exposure to FeCl3, a 
common Cu etchant, made the PMMA harder to remove, as Fe
+3
 in acidic media potentially 
promotes PMMA cross-link [73]. Our PMMA’s high MW and acid exposure explain its difficult 
removal off graphene (Table 4.3) [13, 17, 40]. 
 Furthermore, our aliphatic PLA films, despite being lower in MW (55.4 K) and having a 
lower footprint (~6×10
-10
 cm
2
), do not fully remove off graphene, even when heated past the 
gasification temperature [38]. PLA cannot readily depolymerize, likely as a result of increased 
graphene-polymer charge transfer from the proximity of its ester group. Both factors make 
PLA’s removal off graphene challenging. Conversely, as a condensation polymer, PC can 
partially depolymerize via acid-induced hydrolysis, lowing the MW and promoting effective 
dissolution. This raises the question of how the acid would reach the PC films during transfer. 
Since PPA is an acid-sensitive polymer [69], its depolymerization during the FeCl3 Cu etching 
step can serve as an indicator of present, permeable acid vapor. In a supporting movie (not 
shown), we show rapid dissolution of a PPA/graphene sample, with PC/graphene and 
PMMA/graphene controls left intact. Thus, there is substantial acid vapor, enough to appear to 
lower the MW of PC from its starting 45 K to 1-2 K (see Fig. 4.17). PC’s lowered MW, 
combined with the quasi-ordered, “medium-range π–π*” interaction for PC-graphene, makes its 
removal more effective than the aliphatic polymers like PLA and PMMA.  
 We will note we transferred graphene with PMMA at 4 K, a low MW similar to partially 
depolymerized PC oligomers (see Figs. 4.17 and 4.18). Interestingly, low MW PMMA comes off 
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graphene cleanly, as observed by AFM (Fig. 4.18). Since PMMA does not interact with graphene 
via π–π interactions (i.e., no strong adsorption), the requisite condition for effective PMMA 
dissolution is a low enough MW to avoid entanglement and adsorption on graphene morphology. 
For medium to weakly interacting polymers, it appears that MW values less 10 K are required 
for clean transfer. However, graphene supported by lower MW scaffolds suffers mechanical 
failure during transfer; the scaffolds must have a high MW overlayer (e.g. 495 K PMMA). 
Conveniently, PC scaffolds partially depolymerize from the polymer’s reactive character as a 
condensation polymer, obviating the need for an overlayer support, though one could be used. 
4.6. Conclusions 
 In summary, we show atomically clean graphene transfer onto SiO2 and mica using PC as 
a transfer scaffold. We remove the PC scaffold at room temperature with chloroform, and no 
aggressive forming gas annealing is necessary to eliminate PC-based residues. PC transfers are 
significantly cleaner than the typical PMMA support and alternative scaffolds using PLA, PPA, 
PANI, TRT, and AZ5214 photoresist. We confirm the cleanliness of our PC transfer method 
against the alternative polymers by a thorough number of multi-scale characterization methods. 
PC-transferred films enable the heterogeneous layering of CVD graphene, FG, and CVD h-BN. 
Compared next to PMMA-transferred films, PC-transferred films preserve atomic interfaces and 
allow for the homogeneous layering of trapped water. We find that effective, room temperature 
removal of the scaffold off graphene requires a low molecular weight polymer with “medium-
range” graphene-polymer interfacial interactions. PC fulfills all of these criteria, whereas the 
other polymers do not. PC-transferred films will also enable nanomaterial applications that are 
inherently more sensitive, such as graphene on flexible substrates, graphene as a biomaterial 
encapsulatory membrane, or CVD h-BN on arbitrary surfaces. 
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4.7. Materials and Methods 
4.7.1. Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) of Graphene on Cu 
 To remove an anti-oxidation surface layer and reduce spurious nucleation sites [74], we 
pre-cleaned our Alfa Aesar Cu foils in 10:1 H2O:HCl for at least 3 min. We then rinsed excess 
HCl off the Cu and dried the foils in N2. We mounted the foils onto a cleaned quartz boat and 
annealed them at 1000°C in an Atomate CVD furnace using a 1:1 Ar:H2 flow for 30 min. We 
only used Cu growth tubes that underwent a minimal number of growth runs, as backflowing Cu 
vapor from previous growths affected the growth. We then grew graphene for 25 min at 1000 °C 
with 75 to 100 sccm of CH4 and 50 sccm H2. Samples were cooled under Ar, CH4, and H2, 
following established procedures [12, 25, 26]. These growths gave 90-95% monolayer coverage 
on the Cu surface with an approximate grain size of ~1 µm, as estimated by AFM, SEM, and 
Raman spectroscopy. Foils were stored under N2 until used to mitigate Cu oxidation through 
graphene grain boundaries [75]. 
4.7.2. CVD of Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) on Cu 
 We also used 99.8% Alfa Aesar foils for the CVD of h-BN. The foils underwent the same 
pre-cleaning procedure. We grew h-BN by heated sublimation of ammonia borane (NH3–BH3, 
Sigma Aldrich) in a stainless steel ampoule. The Cu substrate was annealed for 2 hrs under 
Ar/H2 at 1000 °C. After annealing, we grew h-BN in an Ar/H2 background for 25 min, subliming 
the precursor at ~95 °C. See Chapter 7 for additional details surrounding our CVD h-BN growth 
conditions and setup.  
4.7.3. Fluorination of Graphene 
 We fluorinated graphene with a Xactix silicon etcher at 1 T XeF2 vapor pressure with a 35 
torr N2 overpressure in normal (no pulse) mode. We fluorinated for 10 cycles at 60 s / cycle, 
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consistent with previous work [11] and Chapter 3. These fluorination conditions are known to 
give highly fluorinated graphene (~CxF, where x < 4). 
4.7.4. Poly(Methyl Methacrylate) (PMMA) Transfer 
 As detailed above, we used a 495 K A2 and 950 K A4 PMMA bilayer (Anisole base 
solvent, 2% by wt. and 4% by wt., MicroChem) for PMMA-based transfer and overlayer 
support. Graphene on Cu (G/Cu) was cut to proper size and flattened by piranha cleaned glass 
slides. We coated each PMMA layer on G/Cu at 3000 RPM for 30 s, and then we cured each 
layer at 200 °C for 2 min. More subtle details regarding the etching, cleaning, and ultimate 
graphene substrate transfer are given in Section 4.7.5. After the PMMA/graphene film was on 
the substrate of choice, the PMMA was dissolved by chloroform solvation for at least 1 hr. Most 
polymer dissolution took place overnight, covered by a glass beaker. The samples were removed 
from the solvent and degreased with methanol, acetone, and IPA. Any optically obvious residues 
on the graphene chips were removed by further chloroform dissolution. 
4.7.5. Poly(Bisphenol A Carbonate) (PC) Transfer 
 We purchased poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC) from Sigma Aldrich (#181625, 
molecular weight of ~45 K). We used the polymer as received. We dispersed PC in a chloroform 
(CF) solution at 1.5 wt. percent by volume, a more dilute weight percent than previous reports 
[16, 32]. We note that lower weight percents are imperative, because more concentrated PC 
solutions can gel during storage [76]. Amber-tinted bottles were used for solvent storage, as clear 
bottles lead to UV photodegradation of CF to phosgene. We also utilized dichloroethane as a 
solvent for PC, wherein we dissolved 3 wt. percent PC by volume in solution. DCE-based 
dispersions worked as well as CF-based ones, save the higher weight percent. For CF-based 
dispersions, very low weight percents (< 0.8 wt. percent) made the solutions less viscous, made 
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the transfer scaffolds thinner (< 50 nm), and caused poor graphene transfer; therefore, we 
avoided solutions at lower weight percents. We added PC to a piranha cleaned amber bottle with 
chloroform and agitated the solution until no visible PC solid remained. Occasionally, we 
employed an additional 30 min sonication to more fully disperse the PC. The PC with 
chloroform solution was sealed with paraffin wax to avoid chloroform evaporative loss and 
concentration modification.   
 The G/Cu was placed on a spin coater with no additional support, and the PC films were 
spun onto the G/Cu at 3000 RPM for 30 s. We also spun PC at higher rates (5000 RPM and 7000 
RPM for 30 s, each), giving a thinner polymer support. However, PC dissolution in solvent was 
not improved for these thinner PC films, and the structural support of these films was 
compromised. We performed no bake out of the solvent for PC samples, which is normally 200 
°C for 2 min for our PMMA-based transfers. For thicker PC scaffolds, we repeated the 3000 
RPM for 30 s spin-coating process three times more (see Table 4.1). 
 We removed the backside graphene on the Cu by 90 W O2 plasma operated at a throttle 
pressure of 100 mTorr for ~30 s. We optically assessed the topside of the film to ensure that the 
plasma did not degrade the polymer scaffold. We etched the Cu substrate overnight in a FeCl3 
etchant (Transene Co., CE-100), covered at room temperature. Occasionally, we etched the Cu 
with ammonium persulfate (Transene Co., APS-100), which etched more cleanly but produced 
bubbles on the PC/graphene film underside. These bubbles prevented further Cu etching and 
gave circular depressions within the transferred film (Fig. 4.3). 
 After overnight etching, we raised the FeCl3 etchant fluid level by careful DI water 
dilution. The raised fluid level made PC/graphene removal from the solution easier. With piranha 
cleaned glass slides, we wicked the graphene out of the solution and onto the slides. We then 
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cleaned residual etchant off the PC/graphene films by placing them on DI water for ~15 min. 
After this bath, we transferred (with glass slides) the PC/graphene films into a series of modified 
RCA cleaning baths [19]. The modified RCA cleaning baths were made up of SC-2 and SC-1, 
respectively, with the SC-2 composed of 20:1:1 H2O:H2O2:HCl and the SC-1 composed of 
20:1:1 H2O:H2O2:NH4OH. We cleaned PC/graphene in SC-2 for ~15 min. In early experiments, 
we transferred the films into a SC-1 bath for ~15 min. In later experiments, we determined that 
the NH4OH from the SC-1 gave adsorbed nitrogen on the underside of the graphene films. After 
identifying this, we eliminated the SC-1 cleaning step. We manipulated the PC/graphene films 
into a final DI water bath. From this bath, we transferred the films to the substrates of interest, 
usually piranha cleaned 90 nm SiO2/Si. We also performed the RCA clean and an O2 plasma 
descum (90 W for 15 min) on the SiO2/Si substrates. Compared with the piranha clean, these 
procedures did not improve the residual doping in the graphene or assist in the transfer. 
 After the PC/graphene films were on the substrate, we spun off excess water from the 
graphene-substrate interface at 7000 RPM for 60 s. The competing capillary and centripetal 
forces prevented the PC/graphene films from delaminating from the substrate. We found that the 
spinning step was imperative for more hydrophobic substrates like H-passivated Si(100) or 
graphene already on SiO2/Si. We then drove off additional water by placing the samples on a hot 
plate at 60 °C for ~5 min. After that heating step, we ramped the hot plate [19] to 150 °C and, 
when the 150 °C temperature was reached, we held the samples there for ~5 min. We dissolved 
the PC scaffold in chloroform overnight. We then degreased the chips with methanol, acetone, 
and IPA, and we dried the chips with house N2.  
 We note that our samples were incidentally exposed to UV light by ambient exposure 
before polymer dissolution. Thus, it is possible that UV-catalyzed chloroform, in a phosgene 
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derivative, could proceed through transesterification with PC to produce additional phosgene and 
bisphenol A (BPA). While in the main text we argue for partial PC depolymerization by acid-
based hydrolysis, the UV exposure during polymer liftoff could also partially depolymerize the 
PC. This would assist in the polymer removal, as it results in a lower molecular weight.  
4.7.6. PMMA/PC Bilayer Transfer 
 PC layers were spun onto G/Cu first and not cured at elevated temperature. 
Approximately ~1 min after spinning, the PMMA bilayer was spun onto the PC/G/Cu structure. 
Curing and transfer then proceeded per the practice outlined above. 
4.7.7. Poly(Lactic Acid) (PLA) Transfer 
 For the sample shown in Figs. 4.9a-c, we transferred the graphene using ~1 g of 55.4 K 
MW poly(lactic acid) [38] dissolved in ~25 mL of chloroform, giving a solution with a 2.7 wt. 
percent. For the sample in Fig. 4.9d, this solution was diluted 3:1 in chloroform. G/Cu samples 
were placed on a spin coater with no additional support, and the PLA films were spun onto the 
G/Cu at 3000 RPM for 30 s, regardless of the dilution. No sample bake out was performed, and 
the subsequent steps followed those detailed in Section 4.7.5. 
4.7.8. Poly(Phthalaldehyde) (PPA) Transfer 
 We purified O-phthalaldehyde (OPA, purchased from Alfa-Aesar) according to a 
literature procedure [77], and we dried the sample under high vacuum for 24 hours. OPA (1.00 g, 
7.5 mmol) is weighed into a Schlenck flask and dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane (10 
mL). The solution is cooled to –78 °C and boron trifluoride etherate is added (purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich, 8 µL, 60 µmol). The reaction is left stirring at –78 °C for 2 hours, then acetic 
anhydride (purchased from Fisher, 0.25 mL, 2.6 mmol) and pyridine (purchased from Alfa-
Aesar, 0.22 mL, 2.7 mmol) are added. The mixture is left stirring 2 hours at –78 °C, then the 
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polymer precipitated by pouring into methanol (100 mL). The product is collected by filtration, 
then re-precipitated from dichloromethane and washed in methanol and diethyl ether (0.84 g, 
84%). 
1
H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 7.85-7.00 ppm (br, 4H, aromatic), 7.00-6.20 ppm (br, 
2H, acetal). 
13
C{
1
H} NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 138.8 ppm, 130.2 ppm, 123.5 ppm, 105.0-101.8 
ppm. We subsequently refer to this product as PPA [39, 69, 78, 79]. GPC on PPA revealed a 
molecular weight (MW) of 27.1 kDa (polydispersity PDI = 2.09). 
 We mixed 0.16 g and 0.24 g of 27.1 K PPA in ~15 mL and ~18 mL of chloroform, 
respectively. We refer to the 0.16 g solution as M1 and the 0.24 g solution as M2.  The mixture 
was allowed to sit overnight, and it was sealed with wax. Three samples were made with PPA 
overlayers only (SA1, SB1, SC1). Samples SA1 and SB1 had M1 solution spun onto G/Cu 
substrates at 3000 RPM for 30 s. SA1 was etched using ammonical Cu (Transene Co., BTP) 
etchant, and SA1 contained undesirable intercalated contaminants from the etch. Sample SC1 
had M2 solution spun onto G/Cu at 6000 RPM for 30 s. SB1 and SC1 were etched in ammonium 
persulfate (Transene Co., APS-100), and both samples structurally decomposed (not shown).  
 All other PPA samples had M1 solution spun onto G/Cu at 3000 RPM for 30 s. These 
samples were coated with PMMA (495 K and 950 K) following our aforementioned procedure. 
4.7.9. Poly(Aniline) (PANI) Transfer 
 We purchased emeraldine salt poly(aniline) (PC) from Sigma Aldrich (#556386, 
molecular weight of ~50 K). We dissolved 0.193 g of poly(aniline) (PANI) in 10 mL of 
chloroform. This solution was agitated until the PANI was fully dissolved. All PANI samples 
were spun with this solution at 3000 RPM for 30 s with no solvent bakeout. PANI samples with 
a PMMA overlayer support had the PANI layer spun first, followed by a 495 K and 950 K 
PMMA layer. Solvent bakeout at 200 °C was performed on the PMMA layers. 
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4.7.10. Annealing 
 We performed anneals on PMMA-based CVD graphene chips in 400 sccm Ar with 400 
sccm H2 for 90 min at 400 °C. Both gases were of ultra-high purity (99.999% pure or better), 
minimizing graphene-based etching from gas contaminants [80]. If deemed necessary, we 
annealed PC-based CVD graphene chips in Ar/H2 for 90 min at 450 °C. To examine how water 
leaves the CVD graphene-CVD graphene and the CVD graphene-SiO2/Si interface (Figs. 4.11 
and 4.12), we annealed PMMA- and PC-based chips in Ar only for 60 min at 200 °C. All anneals 
took place in an Atomate CVD furnace at atmospheric pressure with a throttled roughing pump 
configuration. 
4.7.11. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 We used a FEI environmental SEM at 5 kV on graphene. All images were taken using a 
ultra high-definition mode, which increases the dwell time and the beam current. We maintained 
similar brightness and contrast values, so that the images in Fig. 4.8 can be adequately compared. 
4.7.12. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
 A Kratos ULTRA XPS with a monochromatic Kα-Al X-ray line was used to collect data. 
We fitted all sub-peaks with Shirley backgrounds and Gaussian-Lorentzian (GL) mixing. The 
amount of GL character was optimized (i.e., not fixed) in our fits, so as to lower the chi-squared 
value and be representative of the true chemical state of the sub-peak in question. All other 
procedures follow the details given in Chapter 3. For the C 1s photoelectron, we employed the 
asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic (D-S) lineshape for the sp
2
 carbon sub-peak [81].  
4.7.13. Raman Spectroscopy 
 We took most Raman spectra using a Renishaw Raman spectrometer at 633 nm 
excitation (~1-10 mW, ~2 µm spot) and inVia software. The acquisition time was 30 s, and the 
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grating was 1800 lines/mm. During mapping, a 50X objective (~0.7 NA) was used, and the 
pixel-to-pixel distance was much larger than the spot size (~5 µm). To correctly identify the 
position of the D, G, and 2D bands from the mapping data, a Lorentzian fitting procedure was 
used, as detailed elsewhere [12]. For the graphene point Raman spectra shown in this document, 
we subtracted a polynomial background from the data, thereby lowering fluorescence. We then 
fitted the resultant data with Lorentzians using a Levenburg-Marquardt fitting procedure in 
Fityk. Occasionally, a Horiba Raman spectrometer was used (specifically, the PPA data in this 
document). The laser line was again 633 nm, and the power was below 10 mW. The acquisition 
time was 30 s, using a 300 lines/mm grating and a 100X (~0.8 NA) backscattering objective. 
4.7.14. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 We performed atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements in tapping mode with 
~300 kHz Si cantilevers on a Bruker AFM with a Dimension IV controller. Scan rates were 
slower than 2 Hz, and sampling is at least 512 samples per line by 512 lines. Most images were 
sampled at 1024 samples per line by 1024 lines. Images without substantial noise and stable 
phase imaging were selected for analysis. Images were de-streaked, plane fit, and analyzed using 
Gwyddion. RMS roughness values were determined by Gwyddion and through an algorithm 
written in MATLAB. Autocorrelation values were also determined and fit in Gwyddion. The 
AFM images shown in this document for graphene transferred with 4 K molecular weight 
PMMA were taken on an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM. On that system, tapping mode AFM 
was done using ~300 kHz resonant frequency Si cantilevers (NSG30 AFM tips from NT-MDT).   
4.7.15. Device Transport 
 Graphene was transferred onto 90 nm SiO2/Si as previously described, using PMMA and 
PC based scaffolds. No annealing was performed. Source/drain electrodes (Ti/Au) and graphene 
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channels were defined using a PMGI/PR stack and UV lithography. PMGI (MicroChem) was 
spun at 3500 RPM for 30 s and cured at 165 °C for 5 min. Shipley 1813 PR (MicroChem) was 
spun on top of the cured PMGI at 5000 RPM for 30 s. The PR was soft baked at 110 °C for 70 s, 
exposed to UV for 4 s on a Karl-Suss aligner (i-line) and developed for 50 s in MF-319 
(MicroChem). In the case of electrodes, Ti (0.7 nm) and Au (40 nm) were e-beam evaporated 
followed by lift-off in hot n-methyl pyrrolidone (Remover PG, MicroChem). Channels were 
defined using an O2 plasma RIE. Channel length (L) and width (W) ranged from 2 to 3 µm and 5 
to 10 µm respectively. All measurements were performed in vacuum at room temperature with a 
Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterization System (SCS). 
4.7.16. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
 Our experiments employed a homebuilt, room temperature ultrahigh vacuum scanning 
tunneling microscope (UHV-STM) with a base pressure of ~3×10
-11
 Torr [82] and 
electrochemically etched W and PtIr tips [83]. We scanned the samples in constant-current mode 
to get topographic data. In this procedure, the tip height was feedback-controlled, maintaining a 
current set point while rastering the tip across the surface. We grounded the STM tip through a 
current amplifier, and we applied the tunneling bias to the sample. For the mica substrate in Figs. 
4.15k-l, we mounted a Si backing through which we could resistively heat the sample. 
Regardless, sample degasses occurred using a hot filament to heat the samples to ~54 °C 
(thermocouple readout) and ~130 °C. 
4.7.17. Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) 
 Analytical gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analyses were performed on a system 
composed of a Waters 515 HPLC pump, a Thermoseparations Trace series AS100 autosampler, 
a series of three Waters HR Styragel columns (7.8’ 300 mm, HR3, HR4, and HR5), and a 
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Viscotek TDA Model 300 triple detector array, in HPLC grade THF (flow rate = 0.9 mL/min) at 
25 °C. The GPC was calibrated using a series of monodisperse polystyrene standards. 
4.8. Transfer with Thermal Release Tape (TRT) and AZ5214 Photoresist 
TRT-based transfers were previously reported for epitaxial graphene on C-face SiC [29] 
and for graphene on Cu [28, 30]. In these reports, the TRT-transferred graphene films often had 
transfer-induced holes in them from adhesion issues with the TRT, the graphene, and the 
substrate. We also see holes in our TRT transfers (Fig. 4.3), corroborating the adhesion concern. 
Some of these holes can be mitigated by hot press transferring [30]. Regardless, we observe 
significant sample-to-sample variability in the TRT transfers, resulting from inhomogeneities in 
the Cu growth substrate and from the TRT losing adhesive strength. Moreover, the TRT 
introduces contamination on the topside of the graphene. Proper solvent treatment [29] can lower 
this doping but not eliminate it entirely. The adhesion and contamination issues make the TRT-
based transfers less appealing. 
 AZ5214-based transfers are equally as holey as TRT transfers, and the scaffolds are more 
susceptible to mechanical breakage during transfer. In this transfer process, we coat and develop 
the AZ5214 PR onto the graphene on Cu following the procedures given in this document. 
Despite the PR development, we observe substantial contamination on the graphene caused by 
the PR (Fig. 4.4). This contamination, combined with the scaffold’s poor structural integrity, 
make the AZ5214-based transfers intractable. 
4.9. Strain and Doping Model for Raman Spectra Populations 
In graphene-based Raman spectroscopy, the energy-dispersive D band originates from 
defects [54], grain boundaries [25, 26, 84], and edges [22, 54] within the graphene, and this band 
is centered about ~1335 cm
-1
 (EL = 1.96 eV) [51, 52, 54, 85]. Doubly-degenerate, Γ point iTO 
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phonons give rise to the G band at 1588 cm
-1
 for intrinsic, monolayer graphene [45]. The energy-
dispersive, two iTO phonon 2D band at 2645 cm
-1
 (CVD, EL = 1.96 eV [25]) comes from a 
double resonance process between the K and K’ valleys [51, 52, 54, 85]. Both the G and 2D 
bands are strongly affected by charge-transfer doping [45] and strain [53] in the graphene.  
 From previously published in-plane strain data on CVD graphene films [50], we 
determine an expression for the 2D FWHM for compressive strains (ε < 0): Γ2D(ε) = (26.1 ± 0.3) 
+ (–33.2 ± 1.4)·ε. This expression accounts for the standard error in the fit. Using this expression 
with the data in Fig. 4.10d, we find a strain in the PMMA films of ε = –0.19 ± 0.07%. With this 
strain, we can estimate the graphene band shifts using proper Grüneisen parameters [50], where 
the G band and 2D band shifts are 41.1 cm
-1
/% and –72.3 cm-1/%, respectively. Starting from 
~1588 cm
-1
 for the G band (typical of graphene on SiO2/Si [45]) and ~2645 cm
-1
 for the 2D band 
(at excitation EL = 1.96 eV), our strain-shifted band positions are ωG = 1580.0 ± 2.8 cm
-1
 and 
ω2D = 2659.0 ± 4.8 cm
-1
, respectively. To arrive at the PMMA G band position at 1599.9 cm
-1
 
(Fig. 4.10a), we must upshift the G band by ΔωG = 19.9 ± 3.0 cm
-1
.  
 We also can determine an empirical model that accounts for the strain-based increase 
[50] in the G band FWHM: ΔΓG(ε) = (–12.7 ± 1.0)·ε. For the PMMA-based films, ΔΓG = 2.5 ± 
0.9 cm
-1
. The doping contribution appears high (|n| > 5×10
12
 cm
-2
) in all of the samples in Fig. 
4.10, prohibiting G band electron-hole pairs for EF > ħωG/2 and making the doping contribution 
negligible [86]. Therefore, the G band FWHM reduces to non-electronic and strain-based 
contributions. Ubiquitous in our Raman spectra is an inhomogeneous G band broadening of 
approximately ~8 cm
-1
, as previously noted [45, 86]. Combining the broadening with the strain 
increase, we arrive at a G band FWHM for the PMMA-transferred graphene films of ΓG = 10.5 ± 
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0.9 cm
-1
, close to our measured value of 9.4 ± 2.0 cm
-1
. This bolsters our proposed descriptions 
thus far regarding strain and doping in the PMMA-transferred film. 
 To reconcile the G band’s position, we assign the aforementioned 19.9 ± 3.0 cm-1 upshift 
required to doping in the PMMA-transferred graphene film. The upshift corresponds to a doping 
increase of Δn = (1.59 ± 0.03) × 1013 cm-2 [54]. Herein, we have assigned the carrier type as n-
type, for reasons that momentarily become evident. Analyzing the 2D band position allows us to 
assign the carrier type. Using the strain-shifted 2D band position of 2659.0 ± 4.8 cm
-1
, we must 
downshift the band by 6.4 ± 5.0 cm
-1
. The presence of a downshift implies n-type doping in the 
graphene [51]. Moreover, the approximate twofold doping shift increase for the G band relative 
to the 2D band agrees well with the discrepancy in electron-phonon coupling for iTO phonons at 
the Γ and K points [34]. Thus, it appears that our room temperature and 200 °C annealed 
graphene films on 90 nm SiO2/Si have trapped water under them, despite being rough [25, 57]. 
Earlier in this chapter, we claimed that this trapped water n-type dopes the graphene from the 
electrostatic interaction between the Si–OH groups and the encapsulated water (Figs. 4.11 and 
4.12). 
 We apply our model to the PMMA/PC bilayer of Figs. 4.10e-h. From the model, we 
ascertain a compressive strain of strain of ε = –0.18 ± 0.06%, along with doping shifts of ΔωG = 
18.6 ± 2.7 cm
-1
 and Δω2D = –5.0 ± 4.6 cm
-1
, respectively. The G band upshift gives a doping in 
the graphene film of Δn = (1.40 ± 0.03) × 1013 cm-2, again n-type due to the entrapped water. 
Nonetheless, the lower doping concentration could result from p-type co-doping, resulting from 
co-mixed PMMA [87] in the PC interfacial layer. The PMMA/PC bilayer transferred graphene 
and the PMMA-transferred graphene of Figs. 4.10a-d differ in doping by (1.90 ± 0.44) × 10
12
 
cm
-2
, as discussed in the main text. Indeed, when we test the difference between the two G band 
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datasets (i.e., Figs. 4.10a and 4.10e, respectively), we cannot conclude at that they come from 
different populations at 99% statistical significance. Even though the PC contacts the graphene, 
it is possible that the PMMA partially co-mixes [87] during the 200 °C bakeout (Section 4.7 and 
following). 
 Finally, we calculate the strain in doping present in our PC-based Raman data (Figs. 
4.10i-l) using the aforementioned model. We find a strain of ε = –0.27 ± 0.07% with doping of 
Δn = (2.00 ± 0.04) × 1013 cm-2 occurring from G and 2D band shifts of ΔωG = 22.3 ± 3.4 cm
-1
 
and Δω2D = –10.0 ± 5.3 cm
-1
, respectively. Water doping is again present, and the higher n-type 
behavior seen results from a lack of co-doping due to a cleaner graphene surface. Further 
comparisons between the PC, PMMA, and PMMA/PC films are made in the main text and in 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
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4.10. Tables 
Table 4.1. Thickness of different polymer scaffolds. All polymers are placed on 90 nm SiO2/Si witnesses, 
and the thicknesses are determined by profilometry. 
 
Polymer (on SiO2/Si) Thickness (nm) Spin Conditions Bakeout Conditions 
495K PMMA, then 950K PMMA 290 ± 10 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s for 495K; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 950K 
200°C for 2 min for each 
PMMA layer 
495K PMMA, then 950K PMMA 235 ± 15 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s for 495K; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 950K 
None 
4K PMMA (2% wt. in anisole) 23 ± 2 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s 200°C for 2 min 
4K PMMA 24 ± 2 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s None 
4K PMMA, then 495K PMMA 59 ± 4 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s 200°C for 2 min for each 
PMMA layer 
PC dispersed in  
chloroform (CF) 
70 ± 20 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s None 
PC dispersed in CF 80 ± 20 nm 3000 RPM, 60 s None 
PC dispersed in CF 60 ± 15 nm 5000 RPM, 30 s None 
PC dispersed in CF 60 ± 15 nm 7000 RPM, 30 s None 
PC dispersed in CF, then 495K PMMA, 
then 950K PMMA 
240 ± 20 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s for PC; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 495K; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 950K 
None for PC layer; 
200°C for 2 min for each 
PMMA layer 
PC dispersed in CF, then 495K PMMA, 
then 950K PMMA 
295 ± 10 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s for PC; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 495K; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 950K 
None 
PC dispersed in dichloroethane (DCE) 40 ± 3 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s None 
4K PMMA, then PC dispersed in DCE  45 ± 5 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s None 
0.24 g PPA dispersed in 18 mL CF 60 ± 5 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s None 
0.24 g PPA solution < 10 nm – not reliable 3000 RPM, 30 s 200°C for 2 min 
0.16 g PPA dispersed in 15 mL CF, then 
495K PMMA, then 950K PMMA 
230 ± 10 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s for PPA; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 495K; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 950K 
None 
0.16 g PPA solution, then 495K PMMA, 
then 950K PMMA 
280 ± 10 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s for PPA; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 495K; 
3000 RPM, 30 s for 950K 
None for PPA layer; 
200°C for 2 min for each 
PMMA layer 
60K phenyl methacrylate in CF < 20 nm 
ca. 10 ± 5 nm 
3000 RPM, 30 s 200°C for 2 min 
60K phenyl methacrylate in CF < 20 nm 
ca. 10 ± 5 nm 
3000 RPM, 30 s None  
Poly(aniline) (PANI) in CF < 10 nm – not reliable 3000 RPM, 30 s 200°C for 2 min 
PANI in CF, then 495K PMMA  36 ± 6 nm 3000 RPM, 30 s 200°C for 2 min for each 
layer 
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Table 4.2. Graphene Raman mapping statistics for different transfer scaffolds.  
 
Polymer 
ωD  
(cm-1) 
ΓD  
(cm-1) 
ωG  
(cm-1) 
ΓG  
(cm-1) 
ω2D  
(cm-1) 
Γ2D  
(cm-1) 
I(2D)/ 
I(G) 
I(D)/ 
I(G) 
PMMA 1333.2±13.1 15.6±21.4 1599.9±2.5 9.1±3.3 2652.3±3.3 29.6±6.4 1.29±0.39 0.12±0.11 
PMMA/PC 1333.2±5.3 23.4±17.0 1600.3±1.9 13.0±2.8 2657.9±3.3 32.5±2.5 1.96±0.32 0.07±0.03 
PC 1329.1±4.9 16.6±14.6 1599.3±3.5 10.6±2.3 2653.9±4.2 31.9±1.8 1.60±0.18 0.11±0.04 
PLA 1327.6±8.5 15.0±1.9 1592.5±3.2 18.1±2.1 2633.2±7.7 46.2±2.3 2.06±0.20 0.08±0.06 
PMMA/PANI 1333.3±2.1 17.3±2.9 1603.6±1.7 18.6±4.7 2660.3±1.9 29.9±1.6 1.09±0.11 0.17±0.08 
 
Table 4.3. Overall polymer cleanliness metrics. 
 
Polymer 
RMS 
Roughness 
(nm) 
Defect 
Separation LD 
(nm) 
Autocorrelation 
at 1 µm2 (nm) 
XPS Residue 
Percentage 
(relative to 
sp2 carbon) 
Estimated 
Raman  
Doping 
Compared to 
PC  
(1012 cm-2) 
Minimum 
Electrical 
Carrier 
Concentration n0  
(1012 cm-2) 
PMMA 1.41±0.53 19.8±5.7 17.5±2.1 11.2% 4.10 ± 0.52 0.57 ± 0.08 
PMMA/PC 0.66±0.15 26.2±5.6 18.0±8.2 – 6.00 ± 0.50 – 
PC 0.57±0.15 20.8±3.1 19.3±7.4 2.1% 0 0.48 ± 0.04 
PLA (200°C anneal) 0.96±0.09 24.4±6.1 29.5±4.8 28.4% 3.20 ± 0.70 – 
PLA (no anneal) 1.05±0.17 – 14.6±0.7 – – – 
PMMA/PPA 1.32±0.40 41.0 (point) 19.9±4.6 – 2.33 (point) – 
PMMA/PANI – 16.6±3.1 – – 3.33 ± 0.57 – 
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CHAPTER 5. GRAPHENE-BASED WATER ENTRAPMENT ON 
MICA AND OTHER SUBSTRATES 
 
5.1. Introduction to Water Entrapment1  
The interface between water and different surfaces [1-3] at room temperature has been of 
great interest to scientists due to its relevance in geology [4], biology [5], and most recently, 
electronics [6, 7]. It has been demonstrated that water behaves very differently at an interface 
than it does in the bulk state, forming semi-ordered “hydration layers” close to the solid surface 
[8-11]. However, the properties of these hydration layers are not well understood and remain 
controversial [12]. Recent studies using AFM and other methods have made progress toward 
putting some of these controversies to rest [7, 12-15], but atomic-resolution imaging of the 
interface had not yet been achieved. 
  Graphene [7, 16-20] has already been extensively characterized by surface imaging 
techniques on a variety of substrates [21-26], but only recently has it started to see use as a 
template for studying other molecules [15, 27, 28]. Graphene is ideal for coating and trapping 
volatile molecules for both scanning probe microscopy [15, 27, 29] and electron microscopy [28] 
studies in that it is conductive, chemically inert, impermeable [30], and atomically conforms to 
most substrates [31]. In this letter, we build upon the work performed by Xu et al. [15] and use 
the atomic resolution and cleanliness of the ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscope 
(UHV-STM) to characterize water confined between monolayer graphene and the mica surface 
at room temperature. Unlike previous studies of graphene on mica [7, 14, 15, 27, 31, 32], we use 
graphene grown on copper via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [33-35] rather than graphene 
mechanically exfoliated from graphite [20]. While CVD graphene is inferior to exfoliated 
                                                          
*
Material presented in this chapter is modified and reproduced with permission from K. T. He, J. D. Wood, G. P. 
Doidge, E. Pop, and J. W. Lyding, “Scanning tunneling microscopy study and nanomanipulation of graphene-coated 
water on mica,” Nano Letters 12, no. 6, pp. 2665-2672, 2012. Copyright American Chemical Society, 2012.  
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graphene in terms of carrier mobility, this drawback is offset by the ability to manufacture large, 
monolayer sheets and transfer them onto arbitrary substrates [33, 34]. 
5.2. Trapped Water Evidence 
Our CVD process uses a methane-to-hydrogen partial pressure ratio of 2:1, as lower 
ratios give higher monolayer coverage [36, 37]. Previous work [35], Chapter 2, Chapter 4, and 
Section 5.7.1 give more details on our growth procedure. We transfer graphene to mica with 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and use successive deionized (DI) water baths to clean the 
graphene films from etchant contamination. The final transfer occurs on a freshly cleaved mica 
surface within a DI bath in contrast to previous graphene-water-mica studies [15, 27, 29]. In this 
Figure 5.1. Optical characterization and spectroscopy of graphene-coated water on mica. (a) Optical 
image of the contacted sample used in STM experiments, showing monolayer graphene, folds in the CVD 
film, and the bare mica through a tear in the graphene. (b) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of 
graphene transferred to mica in final baths composed of H2O and D2O showing a doubly-peaked signal 
for trapped D2O under graphene. This is contrasts with the trapped H2O signal, which is simply noise. 
Both peaks correspond to stretch modes for the O-D bond, confirming the heavy water trapped by 
graphene. (c) Point Raman spectra (λexc = 633 nm) of dry transferred monolayer graphene (intensity ratio 
I2D/IG > 2 from peak fitting) on mica and H2O-transferred graphene before (black) and after (red) a high 
temperature degas. The dry transferred graphene’s G band position is upshifted to ~1595 cm-1, whereas 
the degas introduces some defects and downshifts the G band to ~1586 cm
-1
 for trapped few-layer water. 
Histogram of G band position from Raman mapping before (d) and after (e) the ~ 650 °C degas. After the 
degas, the G band’s mean position is close to what is expected for graphene-coated, few-layer water on 
mica. 
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total water immersion, we expect there to be a high amount of water initially trapped under the 
graphene film. We subject the samples to 60 °C heating for 5 min in air to bring the PMMA-
graphene system into intimate contact with the mica, driving out most of the excess water and 
achieving strong graphene adhesion [38]. Wet transfers had larger area coverage than dry 
transfers, thereby allowing STM experiments to be conducted. Thus, the water plays a critical 
role in bringing the graphene and mica into contact, similar to CNT film transfer [39]. After we 
transfer graphene onto water-coated mica, we confirm its presence by optical imaging and 
spectroscopy. After loading into UHV, we degas the samples at ~650-700 °C for several hours to 
remove surface adsorbates and contaminants. 
Figure 5.1a gives an optical image of the STM sample with a tear in the monolayer film. 
Monolayer graphene on transparent mica gives ~2.3% white light absorbance per layer [40], 
assisting in identifying graphene coverage. To determine whether we have trapped water under 
the graphene, we show high wavenumber Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra on samples 
transferred in a final bath of H2O and D2O (99.9% purity) in Fig. 5.1b. We subtract a reference 
mica signal from both the D2O and H2O transmission spectra, and then we renormalize the 
spectra to get absorbance information. The H2O signal is noisy, as there is no H2O IR active peak 
in this range. However, the D2O signal peaks around 2340 and 2360 cm
-1
, corresponding to the 
symmetric and asymmetric stretch modes of the O–D bond [41]. There is a negligible amount of 
D2O adsorbed on the graphene from ambient exposure, and thus we conclude that the graphene 
must be trapping the D2O, as seen in CNTs [41]. 
It is possible that the –OD group within D2O could exchange with the interlayer –OH 
groups in mica. Still, we believe that this exchange is minimal in our graphene transfer, as 
previous work showed that this exchange within muscovite required many hours of 600 °C 
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exposure to pressurized D2O vapor [42]. These conditions are quite different than our transfer 
conditions. The sensitivity of IR measurements to D2O monolayers under graphene is also worth 
noting. Sum-frequency generation (SFG) IR spectroscopy measurements of sub-monolayer, 
adsorbed D2O on mica gave a O–D stretch mode at ~2375 cm
-1
, demonstrating the sensitivity of 
IR measurements to small amounts of D2O (i.e., sub-monolayer to few-layer) [43]. Thus, the 
spectrum given in Fig. 5.1b most likely originates from graphene coated, adsorbed few-layer 
D2O on mica. Additional experimental [44] and theoretical [45] work of D2O adsorbed on 
graphene show similar qualitative trends (e.g. a doubly-peaked IR spectrum around 2500 cm
-1
) to 
our observed FTIR spectra, albeit at higher wavenumbers. We attribute this shift due to graphene 
induced D2O confinement [46]. 
Within Fig. 5.1c, we show point Raman spectra (λexc = 633 nm) of graphene on mica. We 
transferred graphene in water and using a modified dry transfer [47] process (see Section 5.7.1). 
For the graphene-coated water on mica, we show Raman spectra before and after a UHV high 
temperature degas at ~650 °C. We also give Raman spectra of the bare mica for reference. All 
graphene spectra are monolayer, as determined by the peak height I(2D)/I(G) ratio [48], the 2D 
band position, and the 2D full width at half maximum (FWHM) [49]. The dry transferred 
graphene possesses a G band at ωG,d ~ 1595 cm
-1
. Comparing the 2D band of the dry and wet 
(before degas) Raman spectra, one notes a redshift of the 2D band to ω2D,d ~ 2647 cm
-1
 (wet 
transferred graphene at ω2D,b ~ 2652 cm
-1
). Strain, either uniaxial, biaxial, or inhomogeneous, can 
cause a peak position shift in the G and 2D bands and increase the G band FWHM [50, 51]. 
Thus, our Raman measurements on the wet, degassed, and dry transferred graphene films could 
reveal a combination of doping and strain. From the dry transferred graphene 2D band position 
and its FWHM (~44.8 cm
-1
), we determine a tensile strain ε ~ 0.25%, downshifting both the 2D 
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and G bands. Applying this shift to the G band (averaging the contributions from the G
–
 and G
+
 
bands) gives a ωGd,no-strain ~ 1597 cm
-1
, consistent with graphene on bare mica [7]. Still, graphene 
on bare mica has a G band FWHM of ~8 cm
-1, a factor of two lower than this band’s FWHM of 
16.3 cm
-1
. The anomalously high FWHM originates from the tensile strain as well as some 
inhomogeneous broadening caused by wrinkles in the dry transfer process. Hence, the dry 
transferred graphene shows the effects of missing interfacial water on graphene on mica.  
In the case of wet transfer, the PMMA/graphene stacks underwent a modified RCA clean 
[52] (SC-2 followed by SC-1) to eliminate adsorbed metal and organic contaminants that might 
dope the graphene from underneath. Both spectra are of monolayer graphene [7, 48], though the 
onset of the D and D’ bands indicates that the degassing process induced some defects (see 
Section 5.7.3). Notably, the G band downshifts after the degas (from ωG,b = 1597 cm
-1
 to ωG,a = 
1586 cm
-1
), showing a change in doping [53, 54]. Furthermore, its full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) increases, implying that electron-phonon coupling is lessened by decreased doping 
[53]. The 2D band, however, shifts from ω2D,b = 2651 cm
-1
 to ω2D,a = 2666 cm
-1
 after the degas, 
the opposite direction of what is expected for the elimination of a p-type dopant [53]. Our 
analysis shows that the compressive strain required to satisfy the 2D band upshift post degas 
would subsequently upshift the G band, the opposite of what we observe. We give further 
discussion in Section 5.7.3.  
We hold that our 2D band upshift is due to local graphene band structure modification by 
strongly adsorbed PMMA at defects, similar to a previous report of annealed PMMA on 
graphene [55]. These effects are not seen in our STM measurements but are observed in the 
Raman measurements, as each method has different fundamental length scales. As discussed in 
Section 5.7.3, the quasi-parabolic band structure of the PMMA/graphene decreases the Fermi 
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velocity, thereby blue-shifting the 2D band strongly and barely modifying the G band [56]. 
Furthermore, the invariance of the peak height I(2D)/I(G) ratio before and after the degas 
suggests that we have not introduced additional dopants in our processing [53]. Thus, the post-
degas Raman point spectrum is characteristic of CVD graphene on water on mica. Still, we 
provide spatial mapping to strengthen this conclusion further. 
Figure 5.1d gives a histogram of the G band position before the degas, a Gaussian 
distribution centered at 1596 cm
-1
 (population mean of ωG,b = 1595.0 ± 8.9 cm
-1
, n = 89). A 
previous report [7] showed that the G band for graphene on bare mica is around ωG ~ 1595 cm
-1
. 
Despite the similarity in G band position, we hold that many layers of water are encapsulated by 
the graphene during water-based transfer, as shown in Fig. 5.1b. The introduction of this water, 
combined with its stability on mica [57], makes it unlikely that we have graphene on bare mica 
during our Raman measurement. Before the degas in UHV, we find that STM imaging of the 
surface is unstable, which we attribute to adsorbed contaminants. Therefore, the high value of the 
G band position likely originates from remaining p-type PMMA residue [58] from the graphene 
transfer. It is also possible that the many layers of water possess more residual dopants, shifting 
the G band. Doping effects are also present in other Raman metrics (Section 5.7.3). 
After the ~650 °C degas, the G band’s position shifts to ωG ~ 1586 cm
-1
 (population mean 
of ωG,a = 1585.9 ± 4.4 cm
-1
, n = 129), as shown in the histogram of Fig. 5.1e. The band’s position 
is close to previous Raman measurements [7] for graphene on single-layer water on mica (ωG  ~ 
1583 cm
-1
). Based on earlier reports for annealed CVD graphene (in UHV [58] and in air [55]), it 
appears that the high temperature degas removed most of the adsorbed PMMA residue from the 
graphene, downshifting the G band. The ΔωG ~ 3 cm
-1
 upshift between our mean G band position 
and the previously published work could be a sampling effect or could be attributed to p-type 
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atmospheric adsorbates [53] and some remaining PMMA [52] within the Raman spot. Only a 
few points within the Raman map composing Fig. 5.1e (see Section 5.7.3 for the map) are near 
what is expected for graphene on bare mica, ωG,m ~ 1595 cm
-1
, supporting the conclusion that the 
graphene is covering a full, multi-layered water film. The G band’s lower position is due to the 
water screening interfacial charge transfer [7] between the graphene and heavily p-type mica. If 
graphene were p-type doped by the bare mica, we would expect a strong shift in the graphene 
Fermi level in scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements. We do not see this (Section 
5.7.7) 
Scrutinizing the G band FWHM carefully raises the concern of inhomogeneous 
broadening [50] in the Raman spot. The large spatial sampling over which the data in Figs. 5.1c 
and 5.1d is collected makes it unlikely that the downshift in the G band and its broadened 
FWHM result from inhomogeneous broadening. However, if the thermal degas introduces 
wrinkles into the graphene, on a scale larger than the STM images but smaller than the Raman 
spot, inhomogeneous broadening could occur, thereby increasing the G band FWHM. Thermally 
induced wrinkles in graphene and their effects on Raman were previously studied [59], making 
this outcome feasible. However, we believe that doping is the dominant effect for the trends 
observed, but we cannot rule out inhomogeneous broadening entirely. 
In Fig. 5.2, we show a 30 nm by 30 nm STM topographic image of a typical sample 
surface (Fig. 5.2a), and a spatial derivative (Fig. 5.2b) illustrating the honeycomb lattice of the 
monolayer graphene covering. We present a larger 100 nm by 100 nm false-colored STM 
topograph in Fig. 5.2c, which shows the relative heights of the different graphene and water 
related features. There are three distinct water layers visible, as well as a graphene grain 
boundary (GB) and some taller protrusions extending from the top water layer. The presence of 
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the GB is not surprising, as CVD graphene is known to be polycrystalline [60, 61], but it is 
interesting to note that the water does not appear to preferentially congregate along the boundary. 
In light of recent AFM data suggesting that adsorbed water prefers to form droplets instead of 
layers centered on defects on hydrophobic surfaces [29], we can conclude that the 
hydrophobicity of the CVD graphene covering has little effect on the underlying water structure.  
It is possible that our high temperature degas in UHV induces strain in the graphene as 
the water escapes, which could deform the graphene [62, 63] and influence the water structure 
Figure 5.2. STM topographs of few-layered water confined between graphene and mica. (a) 30 nm by 30 
nm image showing the first two water layers on the mica surface. (b) Zoomed-in spatial derivative of the 
boxed region in (a) showing the honeycomb lattice of the monolayer graphene coating. (c) 100 nm by 100 
nm false-colored topographic image of graphene-water-mica system. Three layers of water are visible, as 
well as a graphene grain boundary, which is labeled by the dotted white line. The protrusions coming out 
of the third water layer could be due to either contaminants trapped under the graphene, or to the water 
displaying increasing bulk-like properties as it gets further from the mica surface. Scanning conditions are 
–0.35 V sample bias and 1 nA tunneling current. 
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that we observe. However, a recent AFM study demonstrated that water easily escapes from the 
edges of the graphene-mica interface. Therefore, some of the excess water can escape during the 
low-vacuum (0% relative humidity) process before degassing. Also, the presence of intact low-
angle grain boundaries [61, 64] suggests that the remaining water does not exert enough pressure 
(see Chapter 6) when heated to seriously damage the graphene. We do not notice any major 
changes in the surface structure for degas times ranging from 5 hours to 30 hours. Temperature-
induced stress deformities are generally large-scale wrinkles and should not affect the small 
surface features that we observe, such as the protrusions out of the top water layer. The 
protrusions range from several angstroms to over ~1 nm tall, only appearing on the second or 
third water layer. This implies that their formation is dependent on the underlying water structure 
rather than on the graphene coating. A more likely explanation for these protrusions would be 
that they are water-surrounded contaminants or perhaps nanodroplets that have nucleated out of 
Figure 5.3. (a) 43 nm by 43 nm topographic STM image of a single-walled carbon nanotube embedded in 
the confined water layers between the graphene and mica. The first and second water layers are clearly 
defined, while the sporadic clusters appear to be the beginnings of a third water layer. (b) Height profile 
taken at the dotted red line in (a). Here, the second water layer appears to be approximately 3 Å tall, while 
the SWNT juts 6 Å above the first water layer. (c) Cartoon showing how we determine the heights of each 
of the water layers in this image. The dotted blue arrows are the values that we measured in (b): 3 Å for 
the second water layer and 6 Å for the part of the SWNT above the first water layer. The black arrows are 
the heights that we know from external references: ~3 Å in height for monolayer graphene and ~1 nm for 
our HiPco SWNTs. The red arrows represent the heights that we derived from our known quantities. 
Knowing the total height (~1 nm) of our SWNT and how much it juts out of the first water layer (~0.6 Å), 
we can subtract and determine that there is indeed only one layer of water between the graphene and 
mica, and that the height of this layer is ~4 Å. Scanning conditions were -0.35 V sample bias and 1 nA 
tunneling current. 
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defects in the mica. They could also be additional layers of water which have started to exhibit 
bulk-like behavior due to their increasing distance from the mica surface. Molecular dynamics 
simulations and X-ray reflectivity data have indicated that water layers on mica cease to be 
easily distinguishable starting at around 1 nm away from the mica surface [57, 65]. The water 
structures are also extremely stable over the course of our experimental observation (several days 
for some areas), regardless of the water layer or protrusion size. 
5.3. Water Layering 
We measure the exact number of trapped water layers by using single-walled carbon 
nanotubes (SWNTs) as a “depth gauge” between the graphene and mica. The SWNTs are 
deposited onto the mica via ex-situ dry contact transfer [66] (DCT) before the graphene covering 
is applied. The mica is heated (> 100 °C) during DCT to prevent water adsorption and promote 
direct contact between the SWNTs and the reactive mica surface. We use HiPco SWNTs with 
narrow diameter distribution centered on 1 nm [67], which means that we can use the measured 
height of these nanotubes to extract the number of water layers. A STM topograph of a water-
immersed SWNT sandwiched between graphene and mica is shown in Fig. 5.3a. Only part of the 
SWNT is shown in the 43 nm by 43 nm scan; the total length of the nanotube is approximately 
100 nm. There is a monolayer of water trapped between the SWNT and the graphene coating, 
and this layer is removed using the STM tip before the height measurements are taken. More 
detail on this process can be found elsewhere [3]. Figure 5.3b shows a height profile taken at the 
dashed red line marked in Fig. 5.3a. The height of the second water layer is measured to be ~3 Å 
and the difference in height between the SWNT and the first water layer is ~6 Å. Due to 
convolution with the tip geometry, the measured width of the SWNT appears much broader than 
it actually is, but the height is unaffected by tip convolution and is a good gauge of the actual 
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nanotube dimensions. Figure 5.3c shows a cartoon illustrating the different layer dimensions. 
The dotted blue arrows represent measured dimensions (second water layer height, difference in 
CNT height), the solid black arrows represent known dimensions (graphene height, total CNT 
height), and the dashed red arrows represent the calculated dimensions (first water layer height). 
Taking the difference between the measured height of the SWNT (~6 Å) and the known height 
of the SWNT (~10 Å), we can calculate the height of the water layer, which turns out to be ~4 Å. 
This means that there is only 4 Å of water between the bottom layer of the image that we show in 
Fig. 5.4a and the mica surface. This corresponds to approximately one layer of water and 
matches well with previous AFM data [7, 15]. 
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Figure 5.4. (a) Histogram of the height distribution of the second water layer. The data for this histogram 
was collected from four different samples, though each sample was prepared in a similar fashion. The 
average height is 3.5 Å, though the spread is quite large, and there is no clear trend. (b) Histogram of the 
roughness distribution for the three water layers that we have observed. This data was collected from the 
same four samples as the height measurements. We see that the roughness distribution of the first water 
layer is fairly narrow and centered at approximately 15 pm, similar to AFM measurements reported 
previously. The roughness distribution for the second and third water layers, however, similar to the 
height distribution of the second water layer, is very spread out without a clear trend. This suggests that 
while the first layer may have a more well-defined structure, the second and third layers are amorphous.  
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 In Fig. 5.4, we present some statistics on the height and roughness of the water layers that 
we have sampled. These histograms include data from different regions on the same sample as 
well as data from several different samples. Figure 5.4a shows the height distribution of the 
second water layer. The heights are spread over a wide range (average of 3.5 Å), suggesting that 
this layer does not have a definite crystal structure. This observation is further corroborated in 
Fig. 5.4b, which shows the roughness distribution of the water layers. The roughness of the 
second water layer again has a very wide range, suggestive of an amorphous structure. In 
contrast, the roughness of the first water layer is narrowly distributed and centered around 15 
pm, similar to previous AFM measurements [15]. Further, if the water were crystallized, there 
would be moiré superstructures caused by it and the graphene. We do not observe this in the first 
or second water layers, further supporting the conclusion that the water is amorphous. We also 
perform nanomanipulation of the second water layers, which is discussed in more detail 
elsewhere [3]. 
5.4. Water in Graphene Layers on SiO2 
We can also perform STM on transferred graphene on SiO2/Si [61]. We transfer the films 
using techniques described in Section 5.7.1 and in Chapter 4. Our STM topographs reveal an 
amorphous SiO2 surface with a conformal graphene overlayer, like previous results [61, 68, 69]. 
However, we do not observe trapped water under the first graphene layer, despite SiO2 being 
relatively hydrophilic (contact angle θ ~ 20° [52]) and moderate STM degas temperatures 
(Chapter 4). This potentially occurs because of the porous nature of amorphous SiO2 [70], as 
opposed to well-packed mica lamellae. To the end of observing water on graphene/SiO2 systems, 
we transfer a second graphene layer on top of the first graphene layer on SiO2. Via graphene’s 
wetting transparency [71], we end up with a graphene/H2O/graphene (G/H2O/G) 
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“nanosandwich” on SiO2/Si. We show a schematic of these samples in Fig. 5.5a, with 
corresponding STM current images in Figs. 5.5b and 5.5c. Compared to STM of typical G/SiO2 
samples, the G/H2O/G sample appears rougher (Fig. 5.5b), and there are regions that are unstable 
(Fig. 5.5c). Figures 5.5b and 5.5c lack moiré electronic superstructures which normally occur if 
the two graphene layers electronically interact [72]. Furthermore, we do not notice the twisted 
bilayer optical absorbance enhancement or the Raman G band enhancement expected for typical 
bilayer samples [73]. All of these factors imply that there are trapped species within the 
G/H2O/G nanosandwich (Chapter 4).  
We calculate the height distribution and root-mean-square (RMS) roughness values for 
the G/H2O/G on SiO2 and G on SiO2 systems in Fig. 5.6. Figure 5.6a shows a STM topograph for 
G/H2O/G on SiO2/Si, and Fig. 5.6b reveals the corresponding G on SiO2/Si STM topograph. The 
RMS roughness for Fig. 5.6a (0.268 nm) is about threefold higher than Fig. 5.6b (0.096 nm). 
This higher roughness suggests that there are unidentified, trapped species between the graphene 
layers. Further, in Fig. 5.6c, the broadened height distribution for G/H2O/G on SiO2 versus G on 
SiO2 bolsters the notion of graphene-encapsulated species. Still, our discussion up to this point 
Figure 5.5. (a) Schematic of graphene/H2O/graphene nanosandwich on SiO2/Si. (b) STM current image 
of the structure in (a). Graphene’s atomic structure is apparent. The “bumpiness” of the image does not 
correspond to the SiO2 [59, 68] but rather the water stuck between the two layers. (c) A second STM 
current image showing instability in the lower half, which likely originates from trapped liquid water.   
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has arbitrarily assigned the trapped species as H2O. The transfer process (Section 5.7.1) 
introduces varied solvents and contaminants, any of which could be entrapped by conformal [14] 
graphene. Still, the graphene films have the highest exposure to H2O during the transfer process, 
making its entrapment most probable. Further, the stability of the first water layer under 
graphene on mica suggests that water will readily template on graphene. Additionally, 
graphene’s partial wetting transparency—for the bottom graphene layer on SiO2—will present a 
20-60° contact angle [52, 74]  surface to water introduced from the second graphene transfer. All 
of these variables imply that the trapped species is H2O. Regardless, we will provide chemical 
evidence to back this more rigorously in Chapter 6.     
5.5. Discussion 
A possible explanation for the structure of the first water layer on mica is that while it 
does not have a well-defined, periodic crystal structure, it is strongly bound to the mica surface. 
The hydration layer on mica has been the subject of many theoretical [65, 75] and experimental 
studies [9, 11, 57], though its exact thickness and behavior are still contested [10, 12]. From our 
data, as well as previous research [7, 13, 15, 57, 65], we argue that the thickness of the hydration 
layer on mica is ~1 nm, and is split into three distinct water layers. The first water layer is 
strongly bound to the mica surface, with a thickness of ~4 Å. This layer cannot be manipulated, 
Figure 5.6. (a) STM topograph of a graphene/H2O/graphene (G/H2O/G) nanosandwich on SiO2/Si, 
showing a high degree of height variation. (b) STM topograph of G/SiO2 from [59] showing lower height 
variation. (c) Height histograms for (a) and (b). The larger variation and increased RMS roughness for 
G/H2O/G versus G/SiO2 comes from inhomogeneous trapped water and not oxide roughness.  
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and exhibits properties similar to a crystalline solid. The second and third water layers, on the 
other hand, while still more viscous than bulk water, are much more amenable to manipulation 
than the first layer. They are stable in equilibrium at room temperature, but high tunneling 
conditions can break bonds and cause them to rearrange. Beyond layer three, the water begins to 
exhibit bulk-like behavior as the layers start to blend together.  
5.6. Conclusions 
 In summary, we performed UHV-STM at room temperature on few-layered water 
trapped between monolayer graphene and mica. The graphene coating keeps the water stable on 
the surface and protects it from high temperature processing in vacuum, but does not otherwise 
perturb or alter the water bonding structure, even at the higher defect-density grain boundaries. 
We observe up to three layers of water trapped between the graphene and mica, with the first 
layer being strongly bound while the second and third layers are amorphous. We also 
demonstrate the ability to manipulate the amorphous water layers using the STM tip. This work 
demonstrates the feasibility of using CVD graphene coatings for nano-templating in high-
resolution STM studies, as well as furthering our understanding of water behavior near the mica 
surface. Graphene-coated water will allow further STM-based research of other aqueous 
suspended structures, like the biomolecules in water discussed in Chapter 6. 
5.7. Materials and Methods 
5.7.1. Graphene Growth and Transfer 
 For samples not employing carbon nanotubes (CNT) as a height reference, we used 1.4 
mil copper foil (Basic Copper, Carbondale, IL USA) in a hot-wall Atomate CVD system. These 
Cu foils were pre-annealed at ~1000 °C under Ar/H2 flow for 45 min, and we grew graphene at 
~1000 °C with 100 sccm of CH4, 50 sccm of H2, and 1000 sccm of Ar for 30 min following a 
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previously published procedure [35]. The operating pressure during growth was ~0.5 torr. The 
resulting substrates were cooled to room temperature at ~20 °C/min under the same gas flow. We 
cleaned mica (SPI Inc., V-1 grade muscovite) and a razor blade with acetone, isopropanol, and 
DI water rinses. Using the razor blade, we cleaved the freshly cleaned mica. We coated the 
graphene/Cu surface with a 495 K A2 and 950 K A4 PMMA bilayer (MicroChem). Each PMMA 
layer was spin coated at 3000 RPM for 30 s and cured at 200 °C for 2 min. The graphene on Cu 
backside was removed by an O2 plasma in a reactive ion etcher (RIE). An additional protective 
layer of 950 K A4 PMMA was spun on and cured using the same parameters to protect the 
graphene film. The Cu foil was then etched by 1M FeCl3 etchant overnight. Using a cleaned 
glass slide, the remaining graphene film was transferred to a DI water bath for ~5 min followed 
by a second DI bath to further clean the graphene from etchant residues. We transferred the film 
to the cleaned mica surface in the second DI bath. The PMMA was stripped with a 1:1 methylene 
chloride to methanol bath for 20 min, followed by annealing at 400 °C in Ar/H2 for 1 hr.  
 For samples employing CNTs as a height reference, we deposited HiPco CNTs (Unidym, 
Inc. lot #R0223) by ex-situ dry contact transfer (DCT) [24, 57, 76] at elevated temperature (> 
100 °C) to prevent water adsorption on the mica. The mica (SPI Inc.) was cleaved three times 
with scotch tape rather than a razor blade, giving a flatter overall mica surface with larger crystal 
planes. We confirmed the presence of CNTs by atomic force microscopy (AFM). For graphene 
growth, we used 1 mil copper foil (Alfa Aesar, 99.8% purity) in the same hot-wall Atomate CVD 
system. The pre-anneal and growth flow rates were the same as the previous samples, except for 
a decrease in CH4 flow rate to 75 sccm to increase the percentage of monolayer graphene. 
Similarly, we coated the graphene/Cu surface with the same PMMA bilayer (MicroChem). Each 
PMMA layer was spin coated at 3000 RPM for 30 s and cured at 200 °C for 2 min. The graphene 
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on Cu backside was removed by an O2 plasma in a RIE. The Cu foil was then etched by 
commercial Cu etchant, CE-100 (FeCl3 base, Transene Co.) overnight. Using a cleaned glass 
slide, the remaining graphene film was transferred to a DI water bath for ~15 min. The 
PMMA/graphene film was cleaned in a room-temperature, modified RCA clean. In this clean, 
SC-2 (20:1:1 H2O:H2O2:HCl, concentrated) was followed by SC-1 (20:1:1 H2O:H2O2:NH4OH, 
concentrated) for 15 min each to eliminate metal and organic contaminants underneath the 
graphene. We transferred the film to another DI bath, in which we transferred the film to the 
mica surface with CNTs on it. The PMMA was stripped with an acetone bath for 20 min, 
followed by annealing at 400 °C in Ar/H2 for 1.5 hr.  
 Dry transferred samples were made by growing graphene on 1 mil Cu (Alfa Aesar, 99.8% 
purity) using 75 sccm of CH4 and 50 sccm of H2 at 1000 °C for 25 min. The operating pressure 
during growth was ~0.5 torr. The resulting substrates were cooled to room temperature at ~20 
°C/min under the same gas flow. PMMA was coated on the graphene on Cu and the backside 
and Cu were etched following the above procedure. The PMMA film was cleaned with 3 DI 
water baths, ~15 min each. A piece of cured PDMS was cleaned using methanol, acetone, and 
IPA, and it was dried with N2. This PMMA-fluid meniscus was inverted onto the PDMS so that 
the PMMA was flipped onto the PDMS. Thus, the stack had the following order from the top: 
graphene, PMMA, and PDMS. The exposed graphene top side was carefully dried with N2 and 
placed in a Fluoroware container. It was then placed on top of hot (~150 °C), freshly cleaved 
mica (on a hot plate), and a heavy weight forced the PDMS/PMMA/graphene stack into contact 
with the mica. The system was kept at that temperature for ~18 hrs to make the PMMA glassy 
and bring about good graphene adhesion. The PDMS stamp was then removed rapidly, leaving 
some PMMA residue on the dry transferred graphene on mica.  
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5.7.2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
 A 270 nm gold contact was sputtered onto the samples using a shadow mask. We used a 
homebuilt, room-temperature UHV system with a base pressure of ~5×10
-11
 torr for scanning 
tunneling microscopy measurements. The sample was degassed in the UHV-STM system by 
direct-current heating through a n+ Si backing at a temperature of ~650-700 °C for several hours. 
We acquired STS data using standard lock-in techniques. Our STM tips are made of etched 
tungsten wire and sharpened using field directed sputtering [77]. 
5.7.3. Raman Spectroscopy 
 Raman spectroscopy was taken using a Renishaw Raman microsope (inVia and WiRE 
3.2 software) with 20x and 50x objectives, 1800 lines/mm grating, 30 s acquisition time, ~1.8-9 
mW power, and 633 nm laser excitation, unless otherwise noted. Raman maps were analyzed by 
fitting single Lorentzians around the 2D (also called G’), G, and D bands, centered at 2690 cm-1, 
1580 cm
-1
, and 1350 cm
-1
, respectively. A six-point polynomial background was subtracted 
before Lorentzian fitting. G peak position data values were considered physical if they were 
Figure 5.7. Spatial Raman mapping at λexc = 633 nm and 20X objective for RCA cleaned graphene 
transferred to mica in water. (a) Monolayer peak height I2D/IG map, showing evidence of monolayer or 
turbostratic graphene. (b) G band position map of the same area in (a), giving a high value for the G band 
position due to adsorbed PMMA and residual dopants. The histogram in Fig. 1d is derived from this 
figure. (c) Defect density ID/IG (peak intensity from fitted Lorentzians) map of the same area in (a). There 
are minor defects induced by the transfer as well as contributions from residual PMMA. 
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greater than 1570 cm
-1
 and less than 1630 cm
-1
. 2D band full width at half maxima (FWHM) 
were considered physical if their values were greater than 0 cm
-1
 and less than 60 cm
-1
.  
 To assess both graphene and trapped water coverage, we used Raman spectroscopy. In 
Figs. 5.7a and 5.7b, we give spatial Raman spectra maps for transferred CVD graphene on mica. 
These maps are overlaid on the optical image in which they were taken. We then took a ratio of 
the Lorentzian peak intensity under the 2D (G’) and G Lorentzian curves for Fig. 5.7a and the 
Lorentzian G band position for Fig. 5.7b. Most of the points in Fig. 5.7a are above 2 (peak 
height), indicative of monolayer graphene [48] or turbostratically stacked graphene. The G band 
positions within Fig. 5.7b are greater than 1590 cm
-1
 (see Fig. 5.1d), showing that there is doping 
on the graphene film from residual PMMA. We note that there is probably remaining PMMA 
after the acetone liftoff, as these samples did not undergo an Ar/H2 anneal to remove PMMA. 
Within Fig. 5.7c, we show a spatial map of I(D)/I(G) (peak not area ratio), giving graphene 
defect density and sp
3
 character. Raman spectra taken on the Cu foil after growth did not show 
an appreciable D band, so we attribute its presence in the map to the graphene transfer. 
Figure 5.8. Evidence of monolayer CVD graphene on mica. (a) Histogram of the 2D band’s full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) for the region mapped in Fig. 5.7. Distribution is centered around ~32 cm
-1
, 
consistent with monolayer CVD graphene. (b) Histogram of the 2D band’s position (Lorentzian fitted), 
centered at ~2650 cm
-1
. This is also representative of monolayer graphene. 
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Furthermore, residual PMMA has been shown to contribute to the D band’s intensity by 
increasing the amount of sp
3
 carbon present [78].  
 To determine whether the graphene is not turbostratically stacked from growth, one must 
look at the 2D band’s FWHM. For Raman taken with λexc = 633 nm, it is known that 
turbostratically stacked CVD graphene increases the 2D FWHM from its expected value of ~30-
35 cm
-1
 to ~45-55 cm
-1
 [49]. Further, turbostratically stacked graphite has been shown to blue-
shift the 2D band from its known position at ~2655 cm
-1
 for λexc = 633 nm to ~2663 cm
-1
. Within 
Fig. 5.8a, we see that the 2D FWHM is γ2D = 31.4 ± 9.5 cm
-1
 (n = 100), close to the value 
expected for monolayer and not turbostratic graphene. In Fig. 5.8b, the 2D peak position is ω2D = 
2650.6 ± 7.2 cm
-1
 (n = 74), red-shifted from its known position. Within the error, there is not an 
appreciable up-shift expected for a turbostratic sample. This discussion, combined with the fact 
that the peak height (from Lorentzian fits) I(2D)/I(G) is greater than 2 for most of the sample 
within Fig. 5.7 (and Fig. 5.1d), makes us conclude that our samples are predominantly 
monolayer graphene. 
 During the 650 °C degas, the mica should expand and the graphene should contract, 
possibly becoming a source of uniaxial, biaxial, or inhomogeneous strain [50, 51]. This strain 
can consequently cause the positions of the 2D and G band to shift. Moreover, the strain softens 
the G phonons, increasing the G band FWHM; this could lead to the doping shifts (G band 
downshift) and the increase in G band FWHM that we observe in our Raman data after the 
degas. Figure 5.9 gives a schematic diagram of the shifts that would occur for the simultaneous 
removal of doping and addition of strain for the 2D and G bands. Within Fig. 5.9a, we estimate 
the sample’s doping shift due to the evaporation of PMMA, using recent reports for annealed 
CVD graphene [79]. Starting from <ω2D> = 2651 cm
-1
 (n = 99), this loss of PMMA (Δp ~ 1012 
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cm
-2
) should downshift the 2D band by 3 cm
-1, giving ω2D,PMMA = 2648 cm
-1
. The final position 
of the band is at <ω2D,degas> = 2666 cm
-1
 (n = 73). To arrive at this final band position, one must 
Figure 5.9. Elucidating the 2D and G band position shifts for the graphene on mica system before and 
after the degas. (a) 2D band position diagram, showing how the loss of PMMA (decreased doping) and 
onset of compressive strain from the degas gives the final band position. (b) G band position diagram, 
which also highlighting the combination of doping and strain within the CVD graphene. The final G band 
position observed – at ~1588 cm-1 – cannot be achieved by using doping and strain working in concert, as 
is the case in (a). Thus, the band’s shift and increase in FWHM must be due to doping and another factor. 
We hold that it is doping and band structure modification [54].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10. (a) Optical microscope image of DI water transferred graphene on mica. Folds, tears, and 
PMMA residue apparent in the image. (b) Optical microscope image of D2O transferred graphene on 
mica. Similar tears and PMMA residue are present. 
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uniaxially apply a compressive shift [51] to the graphene of ε = 0.9 ± 0.2%. We then use this 
compressive shift when analyzing the G band in Fig. 5.9b, initially at <ωG> = 1597 cm
-1
 (n = 
71). The compressive strain will upshift the G band after removing the contribution due to 
PMMA doping (a downshift). Strain will also split the G band into separate G
–
 and G
+
 (with 
respect to energy) bands, whose splitting is best observed by polarized Raman spectroscopy; the 
value of strain from Fig. 5.9a will give upshifts of 4.8 cm
-1
 and 2.1 cm
-1
, respectively. Averaging 
these shifts gives an overall upshift of 3.5 cm
-1
 for the unsplit G band. This is the incorrect 
direction for the observed final G band position at <ωG> = 1588 cm
-1
 (n = 20). Thus, we must 
conclude that data cannot be explained by a compressive shift and decreased doping.  
 An alternative approach to explaining the data considers the effect of the degas on the 
residual PMMA. Lin et al. [55] showed that PMMA which is adsorbed at defects (i.e., wrinkles 
and grain boundaries) is difficult to remove with temperature processing. Their work also argued 
that temperature processed PMMA can modulate the linear band structure of graphene. All of 
their Raman data—both on SiO2 and suspended—showed an anomalous blue-shift for the 2D 
band; they claimed that these blue-shifts were not attributable to strain and that they originated 
from an approximately parabolic PMMA/graphene dispersion under the Raman spot. For a 
parabolic dispersion (E = ħ2k2/(2m*)) the Fermi velocity vF scales as k (vF ~ k), which at low 
energy gives velocities two orders of magnitude less than the Fermi velocity in pristine graphene 
(vF = 1 × 10
6
 m/s). The 2D band shift can be approximated at double-resonance as Δω2D ≈ [EL – 
ħω2DD2D/2]ΔvF/(ħvF
2
) , where EL is the laser energy (eV), and D2D is the electron-phonon 
coupling at the K (K’) point (eV·Å) [56]. Though most of the PMMA is removed by the degas, it 
is likely that some PMMA still exists at grain boundaries and defects in our CVD films. Our 
STM images do not show strongly adsorbed PMMA on graphene, but the large size of the 
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Raman spot relative to the area sampled by STM makes observing these larger-scale effects 
possible. This annealed PMMA/graphene, with its quasi-parabolic dispersion, should lower the 
Fermi velocity and blue-shift the 2D band relative to the pre-degas 2D band position. We also 
note that the blue-shift in the 2D band from this PMMA interaction (Δω2D = 18 cm
-1
) is close to 
previously observed value for annealed PMMA on suspended graphene (Δω2D = 13±6 cm
-1
) [55]. 
It was formerly noted that the G band’s position did not substantially change with a modification 
of the Fermi velocity [56, 80]. Thus, we attribute the G band downshift and broadened FWHM in 
our data to decreased PMMA doping, and the 2D band upshift to band structure modification. 
5.7.4. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy  
 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed with a Thermo Scientific 
Nicolet 6700 FTIR. Data was spaced with two wavenumber resolution, and 64 scans were taken 
for both the background mica and the graphene-water-mica samples. 
5.7.5. Optical Microscopy 
 We determined the amount of CVD graphene coverage on our transparent mica substrates 
using optical microscopy, shown in Fig. 5.10. For Fig. 5.10, we transferred PMMA-coated 
graphene into a final DI H2O bath. Figure 5.10a shows tears and folds in the film, which can give 
Figure 5.11. AFM (5 µm x 5 µm) image of graphene wet transferred to mica. The image shows wrinkles, 
holes, and PMMA residues from the transfer. The high roughness of these features makes observing fine 
water features difficult, even at smaller length scales (less than 5 µm).  
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some the turbostratic bilayer regions seen by STM. Moreover, the film has noticeable PMMA 
residue from the transfer. In Fig. 5.10b, we transferred PMMA-coated graphene into a final D2O 
(99.9% pure) water bath. Films were in both baths for ~1 min before transfer onto the final mica 
substrate. The film of Fig. 5.10a looks similar to the DI water transferred film in Fig. 5.10b. 
5.7.6. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 With a Bruker Dimension IV AFM, we performed tapping mode AFM using 300 kHz 
resonant frequency Si cantilevers on our wet transferred graphene on mica. We show a 
representative AFM image in Fig. 5.11. The image has considerable PMMA residue present, and 
there are wrinkles and tears in the graphene film. With these large features, we cannot use AFM 
to discern the finer water features that were visible in STM. Additionally, our tips had large radii 
of curvature (we estimate ~40 nm or more), making these fine water features hard to see, even in 
clean regions. 
5.7.7. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) 
In Fig. 5.12, STS shows that there is little difference in the location of the Dirac point 
when comparing graphene on one layer of water and graphene on two layers of water. It also 
Figure 5.12. STS characterization of graphene on mica. (a) STM topograph with spectroscopy taken 
along the red line. (b) Averaged dI/dV data from the colored boxes in (a), showing a surface state at ~0.25 
V at the edge of the transition between the first and second water layers. The Dirac points are all centered 
at zero bias, indicating the lack of graphene doping. The spectra were taken with standard lock-in 
techniques and 1 nA setpoint current. STM image taken at –0.35 V sample bias, 1 nA tunneling current. 
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shows that there is no p-doping of the graphene (indicated by the lack of a Dirac point offset 
from zero bias), which has been demonstrated to occur for graphene on bare mica [7]. This is 
consistent with previous Raman and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy measurements 
Figure 5.13. Large area STM topographic scan of two SWNTs encased in few-layered water between a 
graphene coating and mica substrate. The SWNTs are marked with the dotted orange boxes. All the other 
linear strand-like features are water structures. Scanning conditions are –0.35 V sample bias at 1 nA 
tunneling current. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14. A STM topographic image of a linear water structure (a) before and (b) after manipulation 
using the STM tip. The water structure is clearly damaged and no longer holds its shape. A SWNT (c) 
before and (d) after manipulation. The structure holds its shape, despite the surrounding water being 
moved. Scanning conditions are –0.35 V sample bias and 1 nA tunneling current. 
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demonstrating that few-layered water screens graphene from the doping effects of the mica 
substrate [7].  
5.7.8. Differentiating SWNTs from Water Structures 
Along with SWNTs, there are also many water structures that populate our surface, as 
shown in Fig. 5.13. In order to differentiate the SWNTs from the water structures, we perturb 
them with the STM tip [3]. The non-SWNT water structures are easily damaged by the STM tip, 
but the SWNTs maintain their shape. This can be seen in Fig. 5.13.  
 In Figs. 5.14c and 5.14d, we notice that although the shape of the SWNT does not 
change, there appears to be a reduction in the CNT height after manipulation. The manipulated 
region is ~2.5 Ǻ shorter than the non-manipulated region. We believe that this height change is 
due to a monolayer layer of water trapped between the SWNT and graphene coating being 
removed, as a water monolayer is approximately 2.5 Ǻ tall. All of our SWNT height 
measurements are performed with the water layer removed. 
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CHAPTER 6. HYDRATION AND INTERACTIONS IN 
GRAPHENE-BIOMOLECULE NANOSANDWICHES 
 
6.1. Introduction to Biomolecule Hydration 
The water around proteins, DNA, viruses, and other biomolecules ultimately determines 
their mobility [1]. This bound interfacial—or vicinal [2]—water has been shown to template 
protein surfaces [3] or even enter their hydrophobic cores [4, 5]. To date, researchers have 
examined vicinal water at protein surfaces by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [5] and 
neutron and X-ray crystallography [6, 7]. NMR-based methods of vicinal water detection around 
proteins require small proteins, bulk solutions, and are inherently transient [4]. Conversely, X-
ray crystallography measurements insist that the proteins to be non-perturbatively fixed. Further, 
those measurements need the H2O to be well bound to the protein and thereby appear in electron 
density maps. H2O positions in these maps often are smeared [8], making vicinal water 
identification challenging.  
When confined between two hydrophilic surfaces, vicinal water can have orders of 
magnitude higher viscosity [9], but this phenomenon can change dramatically if the surfaces 
differ in hydrophobic character [10-13]. This suggests that confined vicinal water is still an area 
of hot debate [2]. Graphene, an atomically thin, two-dimensional sheet of carbon atoms [14], is 
allegedly hydrophobic [15] like graphite [16]. However, there have been recent reports that claim 
that graphene possesses wetting transparency, where the substrate’s wetting character shows 
through the graphene [17, 18]. The controversy surrounding water and graphene makes studying 
that system worthwhile. 
Additionally, graphene is a perfectly conformal membrane [19-21], allowing it to “shrink 
wrap” water [22] and encapsulate biomolecules. These shrink wrapped structures make 
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previously inaccessible ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) techniques like scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) straightforward. Compared to NMR and X-
ray crystallography, STM and TEM are direct ways to view vicinal water around and next to 
biomolecules. Further, STM opens the possibility of performing spectroscopy on the 
biomolecules and learn about their electronic band structures. Throughout the rest of this chapter, 
we transfer graphene under and on top of biomolecules. Our goal is to image vicinal water at the 
nanoscale with STM. We note that the experimental data and conclusions outlined in this chapter 
are still preliminary. Further clarifying experiments are currently underway. 
6.2. Confirming Biomolecule Deposition and Water Entrapment 
We first grow graphene using previous procedures (see Chapter 2 and references [22-26]) 
and transfer it with PMMA or PC (Chapter 4) on to SiO2/Si and mica. It is imperative to get 
extremely clean graphene surfaces (see Chapter 4) to decouple the effects of growth- and 
transfer-related contaminants within our encapsulated structures. All of our transfers are wet, 
employing H2O as a cleaning solvent and an adhesion promoter [27]. Through the remaining 
discussion, we use the term “nanosandwiches” in the following cases: for graphene on top of a 
biomolecule; for graphene on top a liquid on top of graphene; or, for graphene on top of a liquid 
with biomolecules on top of graphene. The liquid introduced in the nanosandwiches is 
predominantly H2O, as will be evident shortly. 
Figure 6.1 provides a general physical and chemical characterization of our graphene-
biomolecule nanosandwiches. We employ viruses, proteins, and DNA in our nanosandwiches. In 
Fig. 6.1a, we show a schematic of the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) [25], a rod-shaped virion that 
is 18 nm in diameter and 300 nm long [28, 29]. Our TMV samples have a rigid protein capsid 
and are filled with a single strand of viral RNA. Figures 6.1b and 6.1c reveal cartoons for the two 
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proteins we use in our experiments, the methyl-binded domain (MBD) protein [30, 31] and the 
NeutrAvidin (NA) protein [32], respectively. In their default folded states, both proteins are 
about 5 nm in diameter. The MBD protein can be covalently attached by CpG methylation [31] 
to 827 bp double-stranded DNA (see Section 6.6.3), giving us a MBD-DNA complex. Herein, 
we work with bare MBD (i.e., no DNA attachment) proteins, MBD-DNA complexes, and bare 
NA proteins. 
We use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to confirm our biomolecule deposition on 
graphene, as shown for MBD-DNA complexes on graphene in Fig. 6.1d. The MBD-DNA 
complexes are ~4 nm in height on graphene (Figs. 6.1e and 6.1f), close to expected dimensions 
(ca. 4.2 nm × 4.3 nm × 5.2 nm). Further, the MBD-DNA deposition area on graphene is easily 
Figure 6.1. Biomolecule deposition on graphene. Cartoon schematics of the (a) 18 x 300 nm tobacco 
mosaic virus (TMV), the (b) 5 nm diameter methyl-binding domain (MBD1) protein complex methylated 
to CpG sites on 827 bp double-stranded DNA (MBD-DNA), and the (c) 5 nm diameter NeutrAvidin (NA) 
protein. (d) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) height image of 30:1 MBD-DNA deposited on monolayer 
graphene. (e) Height profile for a ~4 nm tall, individual MBD-DNA complex on graphene. (f) Height 
distribution for an array of MBD-DNA complexes on graphene. (g) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
image of the MBD-DNA deposition dry-down area. (h) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) N 1s 
core level spectrum for the MBD-DNA area in (g), revealing N–C and N–H+ bonding characteristic of the 
residues within MBD-DNA. 
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discerned from bare graphene, as seen in the higher contrast region of the scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) image of Fig. 6.1g. Figure 6.1h gives an N 1s X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) core level spectrum for the as-deposited MBD-DNA complex in Fig. 6.1g. 
These N–C and N–H+ subpeaks at 400.3 eV and 401.6 eV, respectively, confirm the presence of 
amino acids and ionized buffer on the graphene [33, 34].  
Our wet transfers introduce water under the graphene surface (see Chapter 5). Before we 
consider the effects of a wet-transferred graphene overlayer on TMV, MBD-DNA, and NA, we 
must look at graphene nanosandwiches with only H2O in them. Figure 6.2 gives AFM images of 
graphene/H2O/graphene (G/H2O/G) nanosandwiches at a variety of length scales. There are 
filamentary and smooth morphologies apparent in Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b, respectively. The small-
area scans of Figs. 6.2c and 6.2d make these morphologies more obvious. The “dark” regions in 
Figure 6.2. AFM images of graphene/H2O/graphene (G/H2O/G) nanosandwiches on SiO2/Si. (a) Height 
image of a G/H2O/G nanosandwich, showing smooth dark regions and filamentary structures. (b) Phase 
image for (a). The smooth (dark brown) and filamentary (lighter brown) structures are either different 
materials or in different states. (c) Zoom-in height image, demonstrating the difference between the 
smooth and filamentary areas. RMS roughnesses are 0.54 nm for the dark brown area (blue box) and 0.92 
nm for the filamentary area (green box). (d) Phase image for (b). (e) Height image of another G/H2O/G 
area, with obvious H2O filaments and trapped, bulk H2O (large protrusions). (f) Amplitude image for (e). 
Protrusions do not have sharp edges in the image, implying graphene encapsulation. (g) Height profiles 
for the lines in (f). The filaments and the transition regions to the smooth, dark brown areas share same 
height.   
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Figs. 6.2a and 6.2c possess a lower RMS roughness than the filamentary regions, suggesting a 
different trapped material there. Phase contrast (Figs. 6.2b and 6.2d) in AFM is indicative of 
different materials or phases [35, 36]. The images are clearly split into a dichotomy of filaments 
and smooth areas with no correlation to surface features. If there were two different trapped 
materials, we would expect point-like defects and not homogeneous layering as seen in Figs. 
6.2a-d. Thus, it is likely that a single compound of differing phases is trapped in the G/H2O/G 
nanosandwich. Figures 6.2e-f give a close-up height and amplitude image of the filaments in the 
G/H2O/G nanosandwich. As made clear by the amplitude image, the filaments are trapped under 
the graphene, but they are unstructured and amorphous. The height profiles in Fig. 6.2g show 
that the structures are ~1.3 nm tall, corresponding to more than four ice Ih monolayers [36]. If 
the filaments are H2O, then their tall, amorphous character is well-described by liquid H2O [22]. 
 On the other hand, ice Ih forms ordered, layered structures that are ~0.4 nm tall [22, 36]. 
In Figs. 6.3a, we show layered structures on a mica sample previously impregnated with 827 bp 
dsDNA. Dendritic depressions appear in these monolayers around the dsDNA macromolecules, 
Figure 6.3. (a) AFM image of water templated by 827 bp, dsDNA. 20 μL of 2 nM dsDNA was adsorbed 
onto mica immediately after cleaving the mica thrice. Water forms ice Ih monolayers, and depressions in 
the ice monolayers originate near DNA strands. Multiple mica cleaves make the sample mechanically 
unstable. (b) Step height of the depression (black) in (a), showing the characteristic 4 Å height [36].  
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and their heights (Fig. 6.3b) agree well with previous results [22, 36] for ice Ih monolayers. 
Therefore, it is possible that the dsDNA strands crystallize ice formation on mica. Our deposition 
process for Fig. 6.3 only introduces DNA with a buffer solution and water to the mica surface. 
Those types of solvents further support the conclusion that Fig. 6.3 reveals solid H2O.   
Nevertheless, we have not provided rigorous chemical or vibrational grounds to 
demonstrate that the G/H2O/G nanosandwiches contain trapped H2O. Figure 6.4 shows optical 
and Raman spectroscopy data on G/G nanosandwiches made with two different SiO2 substrates 
Figure 6.4. Twisted graphene bilayer nanosandwiches on SiO2/Si. (a) Optical image of a G/G 
nanosandwich on 100 nm SiO2/Si. Optical enhancement via van Hove singularities occurs in the dotted 
gray region. (b) Optical image of same sample as (a), except in a region without optical enhancement. (c) 
Point Raman spectra for the center of (a) (blue) and the center of (b) (purple). Raman G band is higher 
for (a) compared to (b) from an on-resonance bilayer electronic interaction. (d-e) Optical images of 
G/H2O/G nanosandwiches on 90 nm SiO2/Si. No optical enhancement evident. (f) Point Raman spectra 
for (d) and (e), following the procedure in (c). No increases in the G band occur for either spectrum. 
Thus, the G/G electronic interaction is suppressed by a mediating agent (H2O). 
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and growth recipes. For the samples in Figs. 6.4a-c, we grow the graphene by an enclosure 
method [37, 38], resulting in large grains (~50 to ~100 μm in dimension). Further, we use an 100 
nm SiO2/Si substrate. We use our medium grain growth recipes (Chapters 2, 4, and elsewhere 
[22, 23, 26]) and more hydrophilic 90 nm SiO2/Si for the samples in Fig. 6.4d-f. Figure 6.4a 
shows increased optical absorbance in the region indicated by the dotted line. This increase in 
absorbance does not occur from a thicker graphene region (e.g. trilayer graphene) but rather by 
electronic interaction between the two graphene layers [38, 39]. However, a different twist angle 
[38, 39] between the two graphene layers in Fig. 6.4b does not produce the correct electronic 
interaction to result in optical absorbance enhancement. These electronic enhancements affect 
the Raman spectra of Fig. 6.4c, whereby the region of Fig. 6.4a shows a pronounced increase in 
G band [40] versus the region of Fig. 6.4b. Such enhancements are only possible if the bilayer’s 
twist angle gives an optical enhancement [38] and if the bilayer interfaces are van der Waals 
bonded and uncontaminated [39, 41]. An additional R peak occurs in the spectrum from the 
twisted graphene superlattice [42].  
Conversely, no such optical enhancements are prominent in Figs. 6.4d-e. Furthermore, 
the Raman spectra of Fig. 6.4f appear like turbostratic graphene [43-45], with no electronic 
structure enhancements [40]. Combined with the AFM data of Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, Figs. 6.4d-f 
imply that there is a trapped interfacial layer [41] that is preventing electronic interaction 
between the graphene layers. To isolate grain size as a contributing factor, we transfer large grain 
graphene grown in the same way [37, 38] as Figs. 6.4a-c on to our 90 nm SiO2/Si wafers. We 
discover no optical or Raman enhancement, despite clean transfers (see Chapter 4). Hence, the 
only remaining variable is the 90 nm SiO2/Si substrate versus the 100 nm SiO2/Si used in Figs. 
6.4a-c. We hold that our 90 nm SiO2/Si substrate is more hydrophilic than the 100 nm SiO2/Si, 
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but we have yet to produce a contact angle measurement to bear that out. A more hydrophilic 
SiO2/Si surface will give trapped, interfacial H2O in the G/H2O/G nanosandwich via graphene 
wetting transparency [17, 18, 46]. 
We confirm the chemical identity of the trapped H2O in Figure 6.5 by Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. H2O strongly absorbs in the IR, having fundamental OH stretching 
(~3400 cm
-1
) [47-51], OH bending (~1640 cm
-1
) [49, 50], librational (~700 cm
-1
) [49], and 
Figure 6.5. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy data on G/MBD+H2O/G and G/MBD-
DNA+H2O/G nanosandwiches on Ge. (a) OH stretching (νOH) spectrum for MBD proteins with H2O 
encapsulated by two G sheets. Excess H2O removed from the nanosandwich at 3000 RPM for 30 s. (b) 
νOH spectrum for MBD-DNA complexes with H2O nanosandwiched by two G sheets. Excess H2O 
removed at 5000 RPM for 60 s. (c) In-plane OH bending (δOH) spectrum for the sample of (a). (d) δOH 
spectrum for the sample of (d). All samples show both trapped water and amide-based vibrational 
modes. 
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OH…O connectivity (~100 cm-1) [49] modes. We fit all of our spectra in Fig. 6.5 with Voigt 
functions under a linear baseline, following a previous report [52]; these Voigt lineshapes give 
lower residuals than merely Gaussian or Lorentzian subpeaks. The OH stretching band (νOH) 
about ~3400 cm
-1
 can be decomposed into four Voigt subbands. The two high wavenumber 
subbands at ~3650 cm
-1
 and ~3580 cm
-1
, respectively, correspond to unassociated H2O 
monomers (e.g. liquid H2O) and poorly connected, H-bonded H2O networks [47, 49, 50]. 
Conversely, the two low wavenumber subbands at ~3400 cm
-1
 and ~3200 cm
-1
, respectively, 
correspond to more strongly H-bonded H2O networks, with the ~3200 cm
-1
 band having the 
highest degree of H-bonding coordination, like ice [47, 49, 50]. The OH in-plane bending band 
(δOH) can similarly be decomposed into subbands based on phase. For δOH, ice has a band at 
~1655 cm
-1
, whereas liquid and vapor H2O are at ~1630 cm
-1
 and ~1595 cm
-1
 [53].  
With the preceding information, we can analyze the H2O structures assessed in Fig. 6.5. 
Both Figs. 6.5a and 6.5b show liquid H2O, with strong unassociated H2O subbands at ~3621 cm
-1
 
and 3691 cm
-1
, respectively. The separation between these subbands could be caused by 
graphene-induced confinement [54] or a by a superposition of the OH and protein-based N–H 
stretching bands [55, 56]. IR measurements of G/H2O/G nanosandwiches without biomolecules 
will clarify this point. Regardless, further analysis of the remaining subbands in Figs. 6.5a and 
6.5b prove that the biomolecule nanosandwiches have co-existing domains of liquid and strongly 
H-bonded H2O [50]. We then examine the H2O association band at ~2125 cm
-1
 [57] for the 
G/MBD-DNA+H2O/G and G/MBD+H2O/G nanosandwiches. This band is characteristic of only 
liquid H2O and does not overlap with protein vibrational signatures [56]. We take a ratio of the 
H2O association band’s area to adjacent CO2-related bands to get a quantitative estimate of the 
amount of liquid H2O present in each nanosandwich. From this, we find that the G/MBD+H2O/G 
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nanosandwich has 3.6× more liquid H2O than the G/MBD-DNA+H2O/G nanosandwich. Thus, 
the increased H-bonding in the G/MBD-DNA+H2O/G nanosandwich is consistent with DNA-
induced water crystallization (Fig. 6.3). 
 In Figs. 6.5a and 6.5b, all of the subbands below 3100 cm
-1
 are related to the amide bands 
[56] from the trapped MBD or MBD-DNA biomolecules. Figures 6.5c and 6.5d give the in-plane 
bending mode δOH for the samples in Figs. 6.5a and 6.5b. Both figures have a band about ~1720 
cm
-1
 that is related to carbonyl (C=O) stretching [50]. Figure 6.5c has a weak liquid H2O band at 
~1620 cm
-1
, but this band is superimposed by protein vibrations in Fig. 6.5d. Neither spectrum 
shows a band for other H2O phases [53]. The subband at ~1546 cm
-1
 in Fig. 6.5d is 
unequivocally a protein-based amide II vibration [56]. Also, the absorptions at 1661 cm
-1
 and 
1690 cm
-1
 in Fig. 6.5d are likely amide I MBD1 vibrations, but it is challenging to decouple them 
Figure 6.6. AFM imaging of G/MBD-DNA/G nanosandwiches on 90 nm SiO2/Si. Large-area (a) and 
small-area (b) height images of 30:1 MBD-DNA complexes deposited between two graphene sheets.  
Liquid H2O is present, and H2O depressions (“craters”) exist with bumps in them. (c) Height profiles 
corresponding to the lines in (b). The 5 nm height of the bumps in the craters suggest that they are MBD 
proteins. Large-area (d) and small-area (e) height image of 5:1 MBD-DNA complexes deposited within  
two graphene sheets. H2O depressions are not present, implying that there is critical DNA concentration  
to achieve them.  
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from the ubiquitous H2O [56]. That notwithstanding, Fig. 6.5 makes evident the graphene 
encapsulation of both H2O and biomolecules. 
6.3. Biomolecule Hydration and Pressure Denaturation 
Figure 6.6 gives AFM height information on our G/MBD-DNA/G nanosandwiches on 
SiO2/Si, using a 30:1 (see Section 6.6.3) and a 5:1 MBD-DNA solution for deposition. These 
nanosandwiches also have trapped H2O in them (Fig. 6.5). In Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b, there are 
regions where the trapped H2O is screened by the presence of the 30:1 MBD-DNA complex. 
This results in H2O “craters,” each of which has a central protrusion. The central protrusion is ~5 
nm in height, as apparent in Fig. 6.6c; the MBD1 protein is ~4 to ~5 nm in diameter, so we 
identify this protrusion as a MBD1 protein methylated to dsDNA. Across the entire image of Fig. 
6.6b, we find MBD heights of <h> = 3.9 ± 0.8 nm. In addition, the accompanying dsDNA and 
liquid H2O regions in Fig. 6.6c are in agreement with their expected heights. The phase images 
for Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b show that the depressions are qualitatively similar to Figs. 6.2b and 6.2d, 
respectively. Thus, it is possible that the H2O craters are G/ice/G or G/G nanosandwiches. By 
finding a moiré superstructure within the H2O craters by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 
one could conclude whether there was trapped ice or not.  
Based on the CpG methylation process [31], a 30:1 MBD-DNA complex can have up to 
22 MBD1 proteins attached to 827 bp dsDNA. A 5:1 MBD-DNA complex, on the other hand, 
can have up to 3 MBD1 proteins on 827 bp dsDNA. The MBD1 protein (PDB ID: 1IG4) has an 
estimated adsorption energy of ~0.56 eV/molecule on graphene [58], large enough to promote 
good MBD1 adhesion (Fig. 6.1). Still, to get the H2O craters, the DNA strands need to be 
present, as they crystallize the local water (Figs. 6.3 and 6.5). Thus, one must successfully attach 
the MBD to the DNA to produce water depressions, and this process is quite sensitive to the 
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starting MBD to DNA concentrations. Therefore, an entrapped 5:1 MBD-DNA complex will 
likely give fewer H2O depressions in a G/MBD-DNA/G nanosandwich. This is indeed the case, 
Figure 6.7. Pressure denaturation in G/MBD/G nanosandwiches. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation 
of a G/MBD/G nanosandwich at (a) t = 3.3 ps, (b) t = 13.3 ps, and (c) t = 26.7 ps. The MBD protein 
undergoes extreme hydrostatic pressure as the top graphene sheet collapses. (d) Root-mean-square 
displacement (RMSD) for bare MBD proteins and G/MBD/G nanosandwiches. 300 K and 500 K 
simulated for both systems. Graphene encapsulation causes partial, pressure-induced denaturation, and 
both systems denature at 500 K. AFM height images of the same G/MBD-DNA/G area at (e) room-
temperature, (f) 45 °C, and (g) 50 °C. The feature in question does not change, suggesting that it had 
already denatured prior to measurement. (h) A similar G/MBD-DNA/G region after 200 °C annealing, 
with the protein-related protrusions still evident.   
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as made evident in Figs. 6.6d and 6.6e, respectively; no water depressions are obvious, and the 
MBD1 proteins tend to agglomerate (~8 nm in height).  
 Figures 6.7a-d reveal molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the MBD1 protein 
nanosandwiched between two graphene sheets. In the simulations, we fix the bottom graphene 
sheet, let the top sheet be free to move (see Section 6.6.6 and following), and apply periodic 
boundary conditions elsewhere. As the simulation advances (Figs. 6.7a-c), the graphene 
overlayer collapses on the MBD1 protein, applying a ~2 GPa hydrostatic pressure (Section 6.6.8) 
to the protein. Such pressures were recently reported in a synthetic graphene-diamond cell [59]. 
Moreover, this hydrostatic pressure is far in excess of any other reported pressure applied to 
proteins [60-62]. Thus, the proteins likely undergo pressure denaturation [61], whereby the water 
in Figs. 6.7a-c is forced into the MBD1 hydrophobic core. Figure 6.7d bears this conclusion out; 
we plot the root-mean-squared-displacement (RMSD) as a function of time for both the bare 
MBD protein and for the G/MBD/G nanosandwich. A protein with a RMSD value exceeding 10 
Å is considered denatured (either by temperature or by pressure) [63]. From Fig. 6.7d, the MBD 
proteins within the G/MBD/G nanosandwich are almost completely pressure denatured at room 
temperature (300 K). Not surprisingly, both the bare and nanosandwiched MBD denature when 
the temperature is elevated to 500 K.  
 If the proteins were already denatured by the graphene-induced, 2 GPa hydrostatic 
pressure, then we would not expect them to morphologically change as we approached their 
melting temperature [64]. In Figs. 6.7e-g, we give temperature-dependent AFM height data for a 
single MBD-DNA complex nanosandwiched between two graphene layers. The images show no 
change in the MBD-DNA protrusion as the temperature goes from 45 °C to 80 °C (80 °C data 
not shown), supporting the idea that the complexes are already denatured. The protein 
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protrusions remain even after high temperature treatment. Figure 6.7h shows a height image for a 
different region in the sample of Figs. 6.7e-g after 200 °C annealing. Therefore, the MBD-DNA 
complexes are pressure denatured by the graphene overlayer. 
 To further our understanding of pressure denaturation in the graphene-biomolecule 
nanosandwiches, we encapsulate the TMV under and between graphene layers. Figure 6.8a 
shows a height image of TMV virions encapsulated by a graphene sheet on mica. Unlike MBD-
DNA, no unusual hydration patterns are present for the encapsulated TMV. Figures 6.8b and 
6.8c give images of TMV on graphene/SiO2/Si before and after graphene nanosandwiching, 
respectively. The TMV are ~14 nm (Fig. 6.8d) before graphene nanosandwiching, shorter than 
the expected ~18 nm (Fig. 6.1a) from strong graphene adsorption forces. Still, all of the graphene 
encapsulated TMV (Figs. 6.8a and 6.8c) have heights about ~3.5 nm (Fig. 6.8d), a fourfold 
height decrease. Using the discussion of Arkhipov et al. [28], we find that a fourfold decrease in 
Figure 6.8. AFM imaging of TMV-based nanosandwiches on mica and 90 nm SiO2/Si. (a) Graphene-
encapsulated TMV on mica. (b) TMV on top of a graphene sheet on SiO2/Si. (c) G/TMV/G 
nanosandwich on SiO2/Si. (d) Height profiles for the features in (a-c). Note that the TMV height is the 
same whether the underlying substrate is graphene or mica. (e) Height distribution for the virions in (c), 
with an average encapsulated TMV height of ~3.5 nm.  
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TMV height corresponds to a hydrostatic pressure of ~0.8 GPa. Such a large pressure would 
certainly denature the TMV. Thus, the TMV deformation is consistent with our pressure 
denaturation predictions for MBD-DNA under a graphene sheet (Fig. 6.7). Using Raman 
spectroscopy (not shown), we can also calculate the hydrostatic pressure in our G/MBD/G 
nanosandwiches. Hydrostatic pressure induces strain splitting [65] in the nanosandwich’s two 
graphene layers. From the separation of each graphene sheet’s G band, we find a hydrostatic 
pressure of P = 1.4 ± 0.6 GPa. This is also consistent with our theoretical and experimental 
findings surrounding pressure denaturation. 
6.4. Nanoscale Vicinal Water 
We also use another protein, NA, to examine hydration within graphene-biomolecule 
nanosandwiches. Figure 6.9 shows our deposition process for putting NA on mica samples. The 
NA deposition makes the surface more hydrophobic (Fig. 6.9c). The NA proteins strongly adsorb 
on the charged mica surface [66], lowering their expected height to 2.5 ± 0.3 nm (Figs. 6.9d and 
Figure 6.9. Characteristics of NA protein deposition on mica. (a) Photograph of a water droplet on 
freshly cleaved mica surface. Contact angle θ is 22° based on the best fit of the image. (b) Photograph of 
the sample in (a) after NA deposition (wetting). (c) Photograph of water on the NA-deposited sample in 
(b). The NA is incubated for 5 min, N2 dried, and then rinsed in DI H2O five times. Contact angle θ is 
44°, and thus the sample is more hydrophobic than (a). (d) AFM height image of NA on mica, giving a 
height of 2.5 ± 0.3 nm from strong NA adsorption. (e) Height profiles for (d). 
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6.9e). The NA/mica surface contact angle of ~44° is markedly similar to graphene on Cu [17]. 
This suggests that graphene encapsulation of NA will potentially have similar wetting 
characteristics to the G/MBD-DNA/G nanosandwiches. 
 We briefly examine G/NA/G nanosandwiches on SiO2/Si in Fig. 6.10. Figures 6.10a,d,e 
all show a high degree of NA adsorption on a graphene sheet on SiO2. NA (PDB ID: 1VYO) also 
has an estimated adsorption energy of 0.56 eV per molecule [58]. The NA proteins on graphene 
are not as strongly adsorbed as on mica (Fig. 6.9d), resulting in an overall ~4.5 nm height (Figs. 
6.10b,c) closer to the expected, as-folded dimensions (Fig. 6.1c). Figure 6.10f reveals a G/NA/G 
nanosandwich. The graphene overlayer is perfectly conformal and, for the most part, there are no 
H2O “craters” are present. This implies that a majority of the sample has entrapped liquid H2O, 
Figure 6.10. Graphene/NA/graphene nanosandwiches on 90 nm SiO2/Si. (a) AFM height image of NA as 
as deposited on G/SiO2/Si. Surface is rough by nearly complete NA coverage. (b) Height profile of an 
individual NA protein, with secondary structure shown inset. (c) Height distribution for NA proteins, 
centered about 4.5 ± 1.2 nm. Dimensions are similar to MBD. Large-area (d) and small-area (e) AFM 
images of NA on G/SiO2 before nanosandwiching. Both surfaces are fully impregnated by NA proteins, 
as confirmed by the high RMS roughness values. (f) G/NA/G nanosandwich, showing predominantly 
liquid H2O some small H2O craters. 
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but we will need to do FTIR measurements to confirm this. We will note that NA samples with 
DNA (not shown) do exhibit H2O craters, again supporting the notion the local DNA strands 
crystallize H2O (Figs. 6.3 and 6.5) in the graphene-biomolecule nanosandwiches. 
 We then return to the quasi-hydrophobic NA/graphene surface on mica (Fig. 6.9). We 
deposit ~1 μM of NA proteins (see Section 6.6.4) on freshly cleaved mica, giving a densely 
populated (Fig. 6.10) mica surface. Avidin and streptavidin have previously formed tetramers on 
ultraflat graphite [67], and the concentrated deposition conditions used here likely give isolated 
NA tetramers or even a complete NA monolayer [68]. We will also note that tetrameric proteins 
can produce dewetting, hydrophobic exclusion regions [69] for vicinal water. After 
encapsulating with a graphene overlayer, we produce G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwiches, and we 
Figure 6.11. STM montage of graphene-encapsulated water on NA proteins on mica. (a-d) Current 
images showing the protein-induced hydration patterns. Images correspond to their actual spatial 
locations. Inset, (d): FFT of (d), showing the hexagonal reciprocal lattice for graphene. (e-h) Additional 
montage images, horizontally continued from (d). Graphene wrinkles evident in (e) and (h). Inset, (h): 
FFT of (h), again showing the graphene reciprocal lattice. Images (d) and (h) have the same FFT pattern, 
implying that the graphene is monocrystalline over those regions. 
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then image them with UHV-STM after an in situ 130 °C degas. NA proteins have a melting 
temperature well above 100 °C [70], making temperature denaturation by the degas less likely.  
 Figure 6.11 shows a series of STM current images for the G/NA+H2O/mica 
nanosandwich, all collected at 0.5 nA and –0.5 V (391.41 Å × 391.41 Å image size). Figures 
6.11a-h are all taken in spatial succession, that is, each image is spatially located to the next. We 
give a fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the insets on Figs. 6.11d,h; we observe graphene’s 
hexagonal reciprocal lattice in those FFT images. We do not show FFT images for every subplot 
in Fig. 6.11, but they all show graphene’s reciprocal lattice. Two distinct wetting patterns are 
present in Fig. 6.11; STM topograph images show that they differ in height by 4 Å, consistent 
with water layers on mica (Chapter 5 and reference [22]). Nevertheless, these patterns are not as 
continuous as the water patterns seen for graphene on water on mica [22], implying that the NA 
Figure 6.12. Second STM montage of graphene-encapsulated water on NA proteins on mica. (a-d) 
Current images showing the hydration patterns induced by the NA proteins. Images correspond to their 
actual spatial locations. Inset, (d): FFT of (d), showing the hexagonal reciprocal lattice for graphene. (e-h) 
Additional montage images, horizontally continued from (d). Wrinkles and protein-related bumps 
apparent. Inset, (h): FFT of (h), again showing the graphene reciprocal lattice. 
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proteins are mediating the nanoscale hydration. In fact, the patterns are well described as two 
phases separated via spinodal dewetting [71]. By using the step height for a H2O monolayer (4 
Å), we can fit the nanoscale water heights through the established Cahn-Hilliard equation [72], 
corroborating the conclusion that spinodal dewetting is occurring in the G/NA+H2O/mica 
nanosandwich. We also find that the surface tension of the H2O is 9× that of the bulk [71] . 
Further, the patterns are stable, not changing after nanomanipulation or successive scans 
[22]. We also do not observe any moiré superstructures between the graphene and H2O layers, 
implying that the H2O layers are not hydrogen-bonded. If the layers had any crystalline 
character, then moiré patterns would be obvious in the graphene. The observed phenomena can 
Figure 6.13. STM evidence of NA-templated, nanoscale vicinal water. (a) STM current image of the 
G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwich, showing complex water patterns. Root-mean-square roughness is 0.33 Å 
and 0.27 Å for the second (blue box) and first (red box) H2O layers. Inset: FFT of the image, showing the 
hexagonal reciprocal lattice for graphene. (b) Height profiles for the red and blue lines in (a), showing the 
expected ~4 Å for H2O. (c) STM height image of the same sample, revealing hydration patterns mediated 
by the NA proteins (blue circles). (d) STM current image of (c), confirming the conformal nature of the 
graphene shrink wrap. Inset: FFT of the image, again giving graphene structure. 
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be explained if the H2O is liquid but highly viscous [9] from the hydrostatically pressured 
environment. For spinodal dewetting [71], the pattern’s growth rate RM is inversely proportional 
to the viscosity, which is 0.001 Pa·s for bulk, liquid H2O at 20 °C. Thus, the only way the growth 
rate would be near zero (i.e., stable) is if the vicinal water’s viscosity was orders of magnitude 
higher [9] than bulk H2O. Figure 6.12 shows a different area in the G/NA+H2O/mica 
nanosandwich; the montage shows similar vicinal water dewetting. 
 We give evidence of the NA proteins templating the vicinal water in Fig. 6.13. Figure 
6.13a reveals an atomic-resolution current image of the G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwich (0.5 nA, 
–0.5 V, 391.41 Å × 391.41 Å image size). The atomic-scale H2O patterns are again similar to the 
larger area scans of Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, and the step heights of the H2O layers are ~3.7 Å (Fig. 
6.13b). In the STM topograph of Fig. 6.13c, we can see that the second H2O layer is templated 
Figure 6.14. Nanoscale roughness measurements for G/NA+H2O/mica and G/H2O/mica nanosandwiches. 
(a) STM topograph of the G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwich in Figs. 6.11-13, showing NA-templated, 
vicinal water. (b) STM topograph of the nanosandwich in (a) after a 650 °C in situ degas. H2O islands 
have predominantly disappeared. (c) STM topograph of a G/H2O/mica nanosandwich from reference [22]. 
(d-f) Nearest neighbor root-mean-square (RMS) roughness measurements for the topographs in (a-c), 
respectively. H2O water layers are smoother on the G/H2O/mica nanosandwiches versus the 
G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwiches. 
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by 17 bright protrusions (blue circles). Additional protrusions also occur in the first H2O layer, as 
evident in the topograph of Fig. 6.12b. If a ~5 nm diameter NA protein (Fig. 6.1c) were to be 
fully pressure denatured by graphene-induced hydrostatic pressure, a ~12 nm
2
 NA residue 
“sheet” would result. Since avidin proteins are known to be tetrameric [67], one would expect 
the surface area of a denatured set of tetrameric NA proteins to be between ~12 and ~48 nm
2
. 
Notably, the surface area of the second water layer in Fig. 6.13c is ~792 nm
2
, which gives 47 
nm
2
 per circular protrusion (17 total). This area of influence is in good agreement with what we 
expect for denatured, tetrameric NA proteins. The STM current image of Fig. 6.13d confirms 
successful graphene encapsulation. 
 Figure 6.14 reveals nanoscale roughness calculations for G/NA+H2O/mica and 
G/H2O/mica (from reference [22]) nanosandwiches. Figures 6.14a-c give STM topographs for 
the different nanosandwiches and in situ degas conditions. We calculate the root-mean-squared 
(RMS) roughness from the STM topographs using two nearest-neighbor height pixels. The 
number of H2O layers decreases considerably from the 130 °C (Fig. 6.14a) to the 650 °C degas 
case (Fig. 6.14b). During the 650 °C degas, the extra nanosandwiched H2O likely escapes 
through the edges [73] or through the mica bulk by supercriticality [59]. All of H2O layers in the 
G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwiches are rougher (Figs. 6.14d,e) than entrapped H2O in the water-
only nanosandwiches (Fig. 6.14f). We collected the data for Figs. 6.14a and 6.14b on different 
STM systems and with different tips [74], thereby ruling out spurious system and tip effects in 
the data collection. Figures 6.14b and 6.14c were degassed under similar conditions, but they 
have distinctly different RMS roughnesses (Fig. 6.15). Therefore, we conclude that the larger 
RMS roughness in the G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwiches results from a trapped, interfacial 
protein layer. 
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6.5. Conclusions 
Nanoscale vicinal water is critical for DNA sequencing [75], water desalination [76], and 
protein folding [3], but its characterization has been the source of great controversy [2]. We 
examined these controversies by imaging vicinal water between two seemingly hydrophobic [17, 
18, 46] graphene layers. We shrink-wrapped water and TMV, MBD-DNA complexes, and NA 
proteins under a cleanly transferred (Chapter 4) graphene overlayer, producing vicinal, highly 
viscous [9] water at graphene-biomolecule interfaces. FTIR data revealed coexisting domains of 
liquid and clustered, hydrogen-bonded water in the graphene-biomolecule nanosandwiches. The 
graphene shrink wrap exerted up to 2 GPa hydrostatic pressures at these interfaces, as evident 
from detailed MD simulations deformations in the TMV capsid [28]. Such hydrostatic pressures 
denature the biomolecules [61, 62], inserting water into their hydrophobic cores. With AFM and 
UHV-STM, we produced observation of vicinal water in graphene-biomolecule nanosandwiches. 
This highly viscous water is stable and cannot be manipulated with the STM probe, unlike 
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Figure 6.15. RMS roughness distribution for the 130 °C degassed G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwich (blue), 
the 650 °C degassed G/NA+H2O/mica nanosandwich (orange), and the 600 °C degassed G/H2O/mica 
nanosandwich (red) from reference [22]. The bipartite distributions result from the two entrapped H2O 
layers. NA nanosandwiches have higher RMS roughness, and both degas conditions converge on the 
same RMS roughness value for layer 1 H2O (σ = 1.0 ± 0.4 Å). 
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graphene-encapsulated water on mica [22]. The water crystallizes near MBD-DNA complexes 
and spinodally dewets [71] around pressure-denatured NA proteins. Our platform allowed us to 
explore fundamental aspects of the hydrophobic effect around the biomolecules and elucidated 
protein hydration at the atomic level. Using graphene as a conformal, shrink wrapping membrane 
for biomolecules had not been examined previously. Therefore, this study will have broad 
implications in both the graphene and biophysical communities. 
6.6. Materials and Methods 
6.6.1. Graphene Growth and Transfer 
Graphene was grown using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) following previously 
established procedures and the details outlined in Chapters 2, 4, and 5. We transferred most of 
our graphene layers using poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC), which gives atomically clean 
graphene surfaces. When we used poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) for graphene transfer, we 
made sure to anneal the samples in Ar/H2 forming gas for 90 min at 400 °C (Chapter 4). 
6.6.2. Tobacco Mosaic Viruses (TMV) 
Tobacco mosaic viruses (TMV) were kindly provided by Sadia Bekal in the Department 
of Agricultural and Biological Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
Briefly, the TMV were extracted from infected tobacco leaves via centrifugation. The murky 
white supernatant was drawn out after centrifugation. We deposited 10 to 40 μL of this 
concentrated TMV solution on to our graphene sheets on SiO2/Si or on freshly cleaved, bare 
mica. The droplets of TMV solution were incubated for 5 min before being blown off by dry N2. 
Then, we rinsed the sample five times in DI water. We then either imaged the sample or 
transferred a graphene layer over the deposited TMV. 
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6.6.3. Methyl-Binded Domain Protein with DNA (MBD-DNA) 
We used the MBD1 protein (PDB ID: 1IG4, 75 residue sequence: M-A-E-D-W-L-D-C-P-
A-L-G-P-G-W-K-R-R-E-V-F-R-K-S-G-A-T-C-G-R-S-D-T-Y-Y-Q-S-P-T-G-D-R-I-R-S-K-V-E-
L-T-R-Y-L-G-P-A-C-D-L-T-L-F-D-F-K-Q-G-I-L-C-Y-P-A-P-K) in the methyl-binded domain 
(MBD) protein family for all the MBD experiments (ca. 4.2 nm × 4.3 nm × 5.2 nm, total weight 
17 kDa). We employed ds-DNA that was 827 base pairs (bp) long (ca. 280 nm, total weight 
511.586 kDa). We stabilized our pre-methylated MBD complexes in glycerol until they were 
diluted and mixed with DNA. We prepared MBD-DNA complexes in two different 
concentrations, 5:1 and 30:1 MBD:DNA. The base DNA concentration was 1 nM, giving 5 nM 
and 30 nM MBD concentrations for the 5:1 and 30:1 MBD-DNA solutions, respectively. The 
DNA solution buffer was 10 mM Tris–HCl with 1 mM EDTA at pH = 7.4 (the TE solution). For 
the 30:1 and 5:1 solutions, 15 µL was deposited on cleaned graphene and incubated for 10 min. 
Then, we blew the excess fluid off with dry N2 and rinsed the sample five times in DI water.  
6.6.4. NeutrAvidin (NA) Proteins 
We also used the NeutrAvidin (NA) protein (Thermo Scientific, Inc.), which is a 
deglycosylated version of avidin (PDB ID: 1VYO, 128 residue sequence: A-R-K-C-S-L-T-G-K-
W-T-N-D-L-G-S-N-M-T-I-G-A-V-N-S-R-G-E-F-T-G-T-Y-I-T-A-V-T-A-T-S-N-E-I-K-E-S-P-
L-H-G-T-Q-N-T-I-N-K-R-T-Q-P-T-F-G-F-T-V-N-W-K-F-S-E-S-T-T-V-F-T-G-Q-C-F-I-D-R-
N-G-K-E-V-L-K-T-M-W-L-L-R-S-S-V-N-D-I-G-D-D-W-K-A-T-R-V-G-I-N-I-F-T-R-L-R-T-Q-
K-E) with a nearly neutral isoelectric point (pH ~ 6.3). The NA protein possessed similar 
dimensions (ca. 5.5 nm × 5.5 nm × 4.8 nm, total weight 60 kDa) to the MBD protein. The base 
NA concentration was 1 μM for the AFM and STM samples in Figs. 6.10 to 6.14. The NA 
solution buffer was 10 mM Tris–HCl at pH = 7.4 (the TE solution). For the sample in Fig. 6.9, 
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the NA concentration was 2 nM. All NA solutions were deposited on cleaned graphene on 
SiO2/Si or freshly cleaved, bare mica and incubated for 5 min. Then, the excess fluid was blown 
off with dry N2; any buffer residues were further removed by rinsing the samples five times in DI 
water.  
6.6.5. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
Au contacts were evaporated onto the samples using a shadow mask. We used a 
homebuilt, room-temperature UHV system with a base pressure of ~5×10
-11
 torr for STM 
measurements. Mica samples were degassed in the UHV-STM system by direct-current heating 
through a n
++
 Si backing at the temperatures previously listed for several hours. We acquired 
STS data with standard lock-in techniques and found only graphene-related electronic band 
structure. Our STM tips were made of etched W and PtIr wire and were sharpened [74]. 
6.6.6. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was performed using LAMMPS software [77]. 
Temperature was maintained at 300 K by using a Nose-Hoover thermostat with a time constant 
of 0.1 ps. Periodic boundary condition were applied in all three directions. A TIP3P model [78] 
was used for H2O. Lennard-Jones parameters for C atoms were σ = 0.339 nm and ε = 0.2897 
kJ/mol [79]. The CHARMM (charmm27) force field was used to describe the protein [80]. The 
total number of atoms was from 21002 to 24218 atoms, depending on whether or not the 
graphene sheets were included. C atoms were frozen to their lattice position to prevent out-of-
plane displacement. The simulation was ran with NVT ensemble for 1 ns to attain equilibrium. 
The equilibrium density of bulk water reservoir was around 1 g/cm
3
. After equilibration, the 
simulation was run for an additional 30-40 ns. 
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6.6.7. Root-Mean-Squared-Displacement (RMSD) Calculations 
One of the ways used to determine whether or not a protein is denatured is by measuring 
the root-mean-squared-displacement (RMSD) of the alpha-carbon atoms of the protein. Usually, 
an RMSD value of about 2 Å or fewer is indicative of a protein that is stable and has not 
denatured. A value of 10 Å or more is indicative of a protein that has denatured [63].  
The first case we ran was of the protein placed in a water bath at room temperature (300 
K). The RMSD was then measured and, as shown earlier, the value was about 2 Å, which is 
expected of the protein at room temperature. The second case we tried was trapping the protein 
between two graphene sheets at 300 K. We determined that the RMSD was much higher than 2 
Å, almost reaching the 10 Å cut-off point. This implies that the MBD protein was almost fully 
denatured just by being trapped between the graphene sheets.  
To further our study, we decided to make the top graphene sheet flexible/free by using 
the AIREBO potential [81]. This time, we calculated the pressure the protein was experiencing 
just due to the graphene and the highest recorded pressure we observed was about 1.97 GPa. 
Details about how the pressure was calculated are available in the next section. These pressures 
are well in excess of the highest pressures examined in prior pressure denaturation reports [60-
62]. Thus, the induced pressure denatures the MBD1 proteins. 
6.6.8. Pressure Calculation 
The pressure that we calculated in our MD simulations was the atomistic pressure, which 
we obtained by calculating the per-atom stress tensor and dividing its components by the volume 
of our protein. The stress tensor was calculated by: 
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where the first term is the kinetic energy contribution, the second term is the pairwise energy 
contribution, and the third term is a bond contribution. Further, there is a term for the KSpace 
contribution from long-range Coulombic interactions and a term for the internal constraint forces 
onto the atom [82]. 
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CHAPTER 7. PRESSURE AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC 
EFFECTS FOR HEXAGONAL BORON NITRIDE GROWTH  
 
7.1. Introduction to Hexagonal Boron Nitride Chemical Vapor Deposition on Cu 
Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is an insulating, two-dimensional equivalent of 
graphene. There has been recent interest in isolating h-BN layers for use as insulating spacers 
[1], as encapsulatory structures [2], or as high-performance substrates for graphene-based 
electronics [3, 4]. Regardless, most of these structures employ small-area (~100 µm
2
) exfoliated 
h-BN pieces from sintered h-BN crystals [5]. Just like graphene, groups have sought to overcome 
these area issues by growing h-BN by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [6-17]. Historical h-BN 
CVD growths used a borazine precursor (B3N3H6, isoelectronic with benzene). There are decades 
of work studying the pyrolysis and dehydrogenation of borazine [18-21], both necessary steps in 
the growth of h-BN by borazine [9, 15, 22]. Still, there are burgeoning results growing h-BN 
with diborane (B2H6) and ammonia (NH3) [10] and by ammonia–borane (H3N–BH3) [6, 11, 12, 
23]. While borazine can give controlled h-BN growths, it is expensive to isolate and difficult to 
work with in an ex-situ CVD system. Furthermore, growths using B2H6 with NH3, though also 
controlled [10], require dangerous amounts of toxic, pyrophoric diborane. By contrast, H3N–BH3 
is inexpensive, inert, and can be sublimed and controlled in a h-BN CVD growth furnace. 
 While ammonia–borane has advantages as a h-BN growth precursor, h-BN growths with 
it have proven inconsistent [7, 8, 11, 12, 14]. A careful understanding of the growth dynamics 
that affect h-BN growth with ammonia–borane remains elusive. We can establish a baseline 
understanding using comparisons between h-BN and graphene growth. For example, it is known 
that growth pressure [24] and hydrogen partial pressure [25, 26] both determine whether 
graphene is defective, multilayered, or both. Further, ammonia–borane CVD growths typically 
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occur on Cu or Ni substrates. Cu and Ni differ dramatically in their growth mechanisms for 
graphene (i.e., surface catalysis versus predominantly bulk dissolution and precipitation) [27]. It 
has been speculated that ammonia–borane h-BN growths on Cu proceeds by surface catalysis 
[11], but there has not been conclusive evidence to back that claim. Finally, no consideration has 
been given to the polycrystalline nature of the growth substrate itself, which is known to affect 
graphene [28]. 
 Herein, we study how the growth pressure, hydrogen partial pressure, and the 
polycrystalline Cu substrate affect h-BN growth via ammonia–borane. Furthermore, we grow 
heterostructured graphene on h-BN (G/h-BN) and determine that the h-BN film quality 
ultimately controls the graphene quality. We find that low pressure CVD (LPCVD) growths give 
high-quality, large grain h-BN films, as ascertained by optical microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 
Raman spectroscopy, device transport, and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and 
spectroscopy (STS). As the growths proceed toward atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD), the 
films become more sp
3
 like, having rough regions with a polymeric amino/iminoborane 
(PAB/PIB) chemical nature [23]. Also, these APCVD films are thicker and are more 
nanocrystalline. We note that nanocrystalline h-BN films have worsened electrical properties 
versus planar h-BN films. Finally, we observe that high-index Cu surfaces give lower-quality h-
BN and G/h-BN films, compared to the low-index Cu(100) surface.  
7.2. h-BN Film Morphology at Different Growth Pressures 
 Figure 7.1 manifests bright-field optical microscopy images of our transferred h-BN and 
heterostructured G/h-BN films grown at different pressure regimes. The growth in Fig. 7.1a is a 
LPCVD growth, with a total pressure of 2 torr and a hydrogen partial pressure (PH2) of 0.4 torr. 
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We contrast enhance this image, and even with this enhancement, the 0.4 torr h-BN film is 
difficult to visualize [12, 16], with an optical contrast of ~4.0% to the SiO2. In white light, h-BN 
monolayers show ~1.5% and ~2.5% contrast on 300 nm and 80 ± 10 nm SiO2, respectively [29]. 
Thus, the sample in Fig. 7.1a is likely 1 to 2 layers thin. Conversely, Fig. 1b shows an APCVD 
h-BN growth (PH2 = 152 torr) that has been lithographically patterned down to the SiO2. There 
are subtle changes in the film’s contrast (dark purple), suggesting differences in h-BN layer 
number or morphology. The sample exhibits a ~16.1% contrast to the substrate, implying that the 
APCVD film is fourfold thicker (8+ layers) than the LPCVD film. Nonetheless, this contrast 
argument assumes pristine h-BN layers, which is not the case for our APCVD films, as will be 
evident later.    
 Figures 7.1c-e give optical images for h-BN grown at a variety of pressure setpoints 
between LPCVD and APCVD. Figure 7.1c is a film grown at 200 torr (PH2 = 40 torr), which has 
a negative contrast of ~4.3%. Since all of the films share the same 90 nm SiO2 substrate, the 
negative contrast is at odds with the positive ~2.5% contrast argument per layer [29], implying 
Figure 7.1. Optical images of CVD hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and graphene/h-BN (G/h-BN) 
heterostructures grown at different pressure setpoints, transferred to 90 nm SiO2/Si. Transferred h-BN 
films grown at 2 torr (a), 760 torr (b), 200 torr (c), 40 torr (d), and 80 torr (e). Pressures listed inset are 
the H2 partial pressures, and (b) has been lithographically patterned after transfer. Higher pressures give 
thicker h-BN films with rougher morphology. Transferred G/h-BN heterostructures on SiO2/Si, for 
bottom h-BN layers grown at 2 torr (f), 760 torr (g), 200 torr (h), 2 torr with high H3N–BH3 flow rate (i), 
and 1 torr with lowered Ar carrier gas flow rate (j). Graphene quality degrades with worsened h-BN 
morphology. 
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that the 40 torr film has a different quality and morphology. We note that the stronger contrast 
shown in Figs. 7.1d-e has nothing to do with the growth pressure setpoints but is rather due to 
carbon contamination within our growth chamber; this contamination gives serendipitous 
graphene layers on top of the h-BN (Raman spectra confirmed, but not shown). Hence, caution 
must be taken within the growth chamber to eliminate possible carbon sources, otherwise h-BNC 
[6] or defective G/h-BN heterostructures will result. 
 We reveal purposefully heterostructured versions of some of the samples in Figs. 7.1a-e 
in Figs. 7.1f-j. By thermolysis of C2H4 (see Section 7.7) [11], we grow graphene on the same 
LPCVD h-BN growth of Fig. 7.1a, shown in Fig. 7.1f. It is of a uniform and increased contrast, 
denoting a homogeneous, layer-by-layer graphene growth. Comparatively, the higher pressure 
samples of Figs. 7.1g and 7.1h, respectively, show mottled contrast and linear features that 
resemble the former Cu morphology (e.g. grain boundaries and annealing twins) [28]. While 
graphene grows on both of these samples, the inhomogeneous contrast makes it evident that the 
films are of a different quality than Fig. 7.1f. Thus, the h-BN morphology, via the different 
growth pressure setpoints, appears to affect the graphene growth during heterostructure 
formation. Finally, Figs. 7.1i and 7.1j show optical images for two additional LPCVD h-BN 
growths with graphene grown on them. While these growths occurred at H2 pressures of 0.4 torr 
and 0.2 torr, respectively, the samples resemble Figs. 7.1g,h. The different h-BN morphology 
occurs from a higher H3N–BH3 flow rate for the 0.4 torr growth and from a lower H2 flow rate 
relative to the H3N–BH3 flow rate for the 0.2 torr growth. Therefore, the h-BN morphology can 
dramatically change with respect to the ratio of the H3N–BH3 flow rate to the H2 flow rate (or 
partial pressure). This was previously observed for the carbon feedstock in LPCVD surface 
catalysis for graphene growth [24, 26]. 
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 We now turn to observing the h-BN morphology directly on the growth surface by means 
of SEM. Figure 7.2a shows a large-area SEM image of high-quality, large grain (~5 µm) h-BN 
on Cu, grown at 0.4 torr H2 partial pressure. An h-BN grain boundary (GB) [13] is present, and it 
traverses the Cu step flow direction. The Cu is stepped and forms hillocks [30] from the 
coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch between h-BN and Cu. We note that these features 
will only result if the h-BN were planar and of high quality. Figure 7.2b is a small-area SEM 
image of another h-BN region on the 0.4 torr H2 grown sample. Here, we observe a h-BN GB 
crossing a Cu GB, similar to graphene [31], though we see that h-BN often nucleates at rough Cu 
morphologies like GBs [28, 32]. Traversing topographically large Cu GBs could only result if 
the growth proceeds by surface diffusion. Surface diffusion is intimately tied to surface catalysis 
[28, 31] and growth temperature, suggesting further variables for controlling the h-BN growth. 
Figure 7.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of h-BN on Cu at different pressure setpoints. 
Pressure setpoints shown inset. Low-pressure h-BN growth at a large-scale (a) and a small-scale (b), 
revealing a planar h-BN film that produces Cu hillocks and h-BN grain boundaries. (c) Higher pressure 
growth, showing a loss of the Cu hillock morphology and an increase in charging. (d) Medium-pressure 
growth, with similar morphology and charged nanoparticles as (c). Atmospheric pressure h-BN growth at 
a large-scale (e) and a small-scale (f), with polymeric features plainly evident. These features result from 
a breakdown in Cu-mediated catalysis. 
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 Figure 7.2c manifests a 4 torr (PH2) h-BN growth on Cu; this growth does not have 
obvious h-BN GBs and appears morphologically rough. There is also a high density of charged 
nanoparticles in the image. While the morphology of the Cu is obvious, the former hillocks and 
step flow features of Figs. 7.2a,b are absent, implying the loss of surface-mediated growth and 
potentially a thicker film. Note that all the other growth parameters—substrate temperature, 
precursor temperature, flow rates, surface preparation, etc.—have been held constant as we vary 
the pressure from LPCVD to APCVD. Figure 7.2d gives a SEM image of h-BN on Cu at a 
higher h-BN pressure setpoint, 40 torr (PH2). Similar to Fig. 7.2c, the image lacks Cu hillocks, 
possesses charged nanoparticles, and has a diverse morphology. The morphological features 
become more drastically apparent as we proceed to APCVD (PH2 = 152 torr) in Figs. 7.2e and 
7.2f. In both the large-area (Fig. 7.2e) and small-area (Fig. 7.2f) a non-planar h-BN film with 
dendritic, charged features is apparent. Again, there are no obvious h-BN GBs or Cu hillocks, a 
breakdown of surface-mediated growth. 
 The dendritic features evident in Figs. 7.2e and 7.2f can be explained in terms of Cu 
surface-mediated catalysis and the pyrolysis adducts resulting from ammonia–borane. 
Ammonia–borane produces polyaminoborane (–(H2N–BH2)n–, PAB), borazine, and H2 upon 
heating past ~110 °C [23, 33]. Further heating past ~110 °C to >130 °C decomposes PAB into 
polyiminoborane (–(HN=BH)n–, PIB) and evolves more H2, and temperatures >1170 °C are 
required to produce h-BN [23, 33]. Our growth temperatures are ~1000 °C, insufficient to 
completely breakdown PIB and give crystalline h-BN. However, the temperature requirement for 
ammonia–borane can be lessened in the presence of catalytic metals [34, 35], but this in turn 
necessitates surface-mediated catalysis for the h-BN growth. We note that the borazine 
byproduct could produce h-BN at these temperatures [9, 20, 21], but it is lower in concentration 
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than the main PIB pyrolysis byproduct, especially at the growth temperatures used. If the growth 
switched from surface dominated to mass-transport dominated [24], then the surface catalysis of 
PIB (and residual borazine) would be mitigated. Consequently, the PIB would not breakdown, 
giving a polymeric deposit, as confirmed in Figs. 7.2e and 7.2f, respectively. 
  In Fig. 7.3, we determine even more unequivocal evidence about the h-BN film 
morphologies by transferring the films to SiO2 and performing AFM. Figures 7.3a and 7.3b show 
LPCVD-grown h-BN films (PH2 = 0.4 torr) under a high ammonia–borane mass (HM, high 
mass) flow condition. From the high root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and the black line 
profiles, it is apparent that the films are morphologically rough, despite the low pressure used for 
growth. The roughness results from the HM condition; at LPCVD, the growth is especially 
Figure 7.3. Changes in h-BN film morphology due to precursor mass flow and growth pressure. (a,b) 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of transferred h-BN on SiO2 grown at low pressure but with a 
high mass (HM) flow of H3N–BH3 (PH2 = 0.4 torr). The HM condition gives a more nanocrystalline h-BN 
film, as seen in the overlaid black line profile. Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness in the white box is 
1.64 nm. (c) Low pressure h-BN growth with improved precursor mass flow control (PH2 = 0.4 torr). Film 
is smoother and approaches intrinsic h-BN. Sample was annealed in Ar/H2 at 400 °C, giving the 
depressions within the image. Those depressions were h-BN grain boundaries that were catalytically 
etched by H2. (d) Medium pressure h-BN growth showing heightened H3N–BH3 catalysis on a former Cu 
annealing twin (PH2 = 4 torr). AFM image (e) and height profile (f) for lithographically patterned (blue 
line) h-BN grown at medium pressure (PH2 = 40 torr). Film shows some small crystallites induced by the 
higher growth pressure. Patterned large-area (g) and small-area (h) AFM images for h-BN grown at 
atmospheric pressure (PH2 = 152 torr). Films are greatly inhomogeneous and rough, with polymeric 
depressions corresponding to the features seen in SEM. (i) Height profiles for all of the growths. Low 
pressure, mass-controlled h-BN films are the thinnest, with the thickness increasing as a function of 
growth pressure and sublimed precursor. 
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sensitive to the ratio between the H2 flow rate and the ammonia–borane feedstock [26]. For 
LPCVD graphene, it was shown that the ratio between the carbon feedstock and H2 needed to be 
JH2/JCH4 ~ 2 for high-quality, monolayer graphene growth [26]. By extension, the HM ammonia–
borane condition lowers JH2/JH3N–BH3 and thereby results in nanocrystalline, multilayered h-BN. 
 Controlling the HM condition to a more reasonable flow rate at LPCVD gives the h-BN 
film shown in Fig. 7.3c (PH2 = 0.4 torr). We annealed this LPCVD h-BN film in Ar/H2 (90 min, 
400 °C) before AFM imaging. The H2 in this annealing process catalytically etches [9] the h-BN 
GBs [13, 14], which are evidently more reactive than the surrounding h-BN (see Fig. 7.4). While 
destructive, we note that this could be a way to estimate h-BN grain size, like graphene [36]. 
These depressions conveniently allow us to measure the h-BN film’s thickness. Besides the 
topographic features, the high-quality h-BN surface is smooth and clean [37], as expected [3]. 
We increase the h-BN growth pressure to 20 torr (PH2 = 4 torr) in Fig. 3d. Large protrusions are 
scattered about the image, but they are unusually concentrated in a linear feature in the AFM 
image center. We deem this feature to be a reactive annealing twin (red lines) from the former 
0.4 T, 
high mass
Wrinkle
a
0.4 T, 
high mass
SiO2
h-BN
b
Figure 7.4. Etch pits in transferred h-BN on SiO2/Si (PH2 = 4 torr). (a) AFM height image of h-BN on 
SiO2 after Ar/H2 annealing at 400 °C for 4 hrs. (b) AFM phase image for (a), showing contrast between 
the h-BN film and the underlying SiO2 substrate. This shows that more reactive sites (grain boundaries) 
on the h-BN are prone to etching [9]. 
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Cu morphology (see Fig. 7.2). Such high-index Cu surfaces are known to affect graphene growth 
[28], so increased h-BN growth on a reactive high-index Cu twin is not especially surprising. 
 Figures 7.3e-h show AFM images for h-BN films at different pressure setpoints after 
lithographic patterning (see Section 7.7). The h-BN growth at 200 torr (PH2 = 4 torr) possesses a 
step height of ~10 nm (Fig. 7.3f) and is relatively smooth. Still, there are some topographic 
protrusions which look akin to Fig. 7.3d, suggesting a common chemical origin. Figures 7.3g-h 
give AFM large- and small-scale images for h-BN films grown at APCVD (PH2 = 152 torr). Both 
images possess high RMS roughness and have inhomogeneous depressions with contours that 
correspond to the features seen in Figs. 7.2e,f. Furthermore, the sample in Figs. 7.3g,h was 
lithographically processed and exposed to O2 plasma concurrently with the sample in Fig. 7.3e. 
Despite this, the step height (dividing blue line) is much lower on Figs. 7.3g,h than on Fig. 7.3e. 
This intimates that the APCVD h-BN growth is in a different, possibly polymeric, chemical state 
than the 4 torr h-BN growth. It also stands to reason that the depressions in the film were former 
PAB or PIB polymeric protrusions extricated by the transfer process. Figure 7.3i summarizes the 
step heights of the different h-BN films, with the h-BN thicknesses approximately increasing 
with respect to the growth pressure. LPCVD films under mass control appear to give one to two 
layer thick h-BN. 
7.3. Chemical and Vibrational Changes in the h-BN Growth Quality 
 Up to this point, we speculated on the chemical states of the h-BN films grown between 
LPCVD and APCVD. Figure 7.5 elucidates the chemical identity of our h-BN samples, as well 
as grown heterostructures of G/h-BN. Figures 7.5a and 7.5b give XPS photoelectron (PE) data 
for the B 1s and N 1s core levels for the differing h-BN growth pressures. We have additional PE 
and analysis shown in Figs. 7.6–7.8. In the B 1s PE data of Fig. 7.5a, all of the growths possess 
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the π plasmon loss [38] indicative of hexagonal (resonant) and not sp3 cubic ordering in the BN 
films. All of the films have one major sp
2
 B sub-peak about ~190 eV binding energy (BE). There 
are two LPCVD growths (PH2 = 0.4 torr) on Alfa Aesar and Basic Copper (BC) [28] Cu 
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Figure 7.5. Chemical information for different h-BN and G/h-BN growth pressure setpoints. X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) core level data with respect to growth pressure for the B 1s (a) and N 
1s (b) photoelectron (PE) lines. All growths give hexagonally structured BN, as confirmed by the main B 
sp
2
 peak (orange) and the π plasmon in the B 1s PE line. For B 1s, a secondary sp3 B peak (blue) appears 
and widens with increasing hydrogen partial pressure, indicative of polymerized iminoborane (PIB) 
species. The atmospheric pressure (PH2 = 152 torr) grown B 1s and N 1s PE data both are noisy and 
disordered. (c) N 1s, C 1s, and B 1s PE spectra for graphene grown on high-quality h-BN (PH2 = 0.4 torr), 
revealing pristine graphene via the asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic (D-S) lineshape. (d) h-BN (solid) and 
G/h-BN (hollow) core level FWHM and stoichiometry values versus the H2 pressure. Overall, the FWHM 
increase with pressure, revealing a more disordered h-BN film at APCVD. The stoichiometries of the h-
BN and G/h-BN films show a strong PIB contribution. (e) Time-of-flight secondary ion mass 
spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) depth profiling for low-pressure h-BN (PH2 = 0.4 torr), demonstrating sub-
surface B diffusion in the Cu. 
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substrates, and both growths are markedly similar in BE and lineshape (see Tables 7.1-7.3). In 
Fig. 7.5a, a secondary sub-peak occurs at ~191 eV BE past the 0.4 torr (PH2) setpoint. This sub-
peak was not typically considered in previous analyses of CVD h-BN data [6-8, 10, 32], but it is 
characteristic of sp
3
 B bonding, seen previously for sp
3
 c-BN [39] and for PAB (BE ~191.1 eV) 
[40]. The sp
3
 B sub-peak broadens with growth pressure (see Tables 7.4-7.6), and it is the largest 
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Figure 7.6. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) core level data for different h-BN growths. Cu 2p 
(a)¸ adventitious (adv.) C 1s (b), and O 1s (c) core level spectra for h-BN grown at 0.4 torr (hBN#11) 
hydrogen partial pressure (2 torr total). Oxidized copper and spurious oxygenated hydrocarbons are 
present, with no obvious Cu–B or oxygenated borides in the spectra. Cu 2p (d)¸ adventitious (adv.) C 1s 
(e), and O 1s (f) core level spectra for h-BN grown at 152 torr (hBN#12) hydrogen partial pressure (760 
torr total). Oxidized copper and SiO2 nanoparticles evident, with no obvious Cu–B or oxygenated 
borides in the spectra. Note that the Cu 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peak intensities are lower than (a) due to a thicker 
h-BN film. Further, broader O–C=O and sp3 C peaks suggest possible carbon doping and polymerization 
in the h-BN film. Cu 2p (g)¸ adventitious (adv.) C 1s (h), and O 1s (i) core level spectra for h-BN grown 
at 40 torr (hBN#13) hydrogen partial pressure (200 torr total). Oxidized copper and SiO2 nanoparticles 
apparent. Note that the Cu 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peak intensities are lower than (a) but greater than (d), 
implying an intermediary thickness for h-BN#13 (compared to the 2 torr and 760 torr growths).   
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for APCVD grown h-BN. Hence, as the growths proceed towards APCVD, they are 
heterogeneously mixed between h-BN domains and polymeric (e.g. PAB, PIB) domains. Also, 
the signal for the APCVD films is noisier, showing a lack of crystalline order and typical for a 
charged polymer. 
 Similarly, the main sp
2
 N peak for the N 1s core level in Fig. 7.5b broadens with growth 
pressure (see Tables 7.2–7.6). The APCVD data again is noisy, bolstering the notion that the 
APCVD h-BN film is more like PAB or PIB than like h-BN. Figure 7.5c gives N 1s, C 1s, and B 
1s PE spectra for a G/h-BN heterostructure, grown on LPCVD (PH2 = 0.4 torr) h-BN on Cu (see 
Section 7.7). The h-BN maintains its π plasmon loss peak [38], though here it appears under the 
N 1s core level from graphene-based intensity attenuation of the B 1s signal. The C 1s PE 
spectrum is fit remarkably well by a single asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic (D-S) lineshape [41, 42], 
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Figure 7.7. Additional XPS core level data for different h-BN growths. Cu 2p (a)¸ adventitious (adv.) C 
1s (b), and O 1s (c) core level spectra for h-BN grown at 0.4 torr (hBN#14) hydrogen partial pressure (2 
torr total) on a Cu substrate from a different Cu vendor [28]. Oxidized copper and spurious oxygenated 
hydrocarbons are present, with no obvious oxygenated borides or Cu–B evident in the spectra. Cu 2p (d) 
adventitious (adv.) C 1s (e), and O 1s (f) core level spectra for h-BN grown at 4 torr (hBN#17) hydrogen 
partial pressure (20 torr total). Spectra look similar to (a-c), with the exception that the oxygenated 
hydrocarbon contribution is larger. This suggests that some amorphous carbons and/or graphene grew on 
top of the h-BN during growth. 
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showing a pristine graphene surface. The lack of B 1s or N 1s full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM) broadening also point to minimal h-BN etching during the graphene growth, despite H2 
being present [9]. We then include such extracted h-BN (solid points) and G/h-BN 
heterostructure (hollow points, same color) FWHM sub-peak data with respect to H2 partial 
pressure in Fig. 7.5d. Generally, the sub-peak FWHM increase with the growth pressure, 
revealing the switch from crystalline h-BN at LPCVD to polymeric, amorphous h-BN at 
APCVD. The films’ stoichiometries become more N-rich (Tables 7.2–7.6) as the pressure 
increases. At APCVD, the stoichiometry reaches ~BN2, whereby sub-surface B diffusion is 
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Figure 7.8. Fitting comparisons for XPS B 1s core level data. (a) Core level data for CVD h-BN grown at 
2 torr, fitted with one Gaussian-Lorentzian (GL) lineshape about the main sp
2
 B 1s peak. Spectrum shows 
the characteristic h-BN π plasmon loss [43] sub-peak at ~8 eV higher than the main sp2 B 1s peak. We 
hold that accurate fits are achieved when the residual value, given by χ2, is less than 0.1, as is the case for 
(a). (b) The same core level data as (a), fitted with two GL lineshapes under the main sp
2
 B 1s peak. A 
sub-peak at higher binding energy (BE) under the main sp
2
 B 1s peak can correspond to sp
3
-like B 
domains within the film [39] similar to graphene C 1s XPS spectra. The χ2 value for (b) is less than (a), 
but since both are less than 0.1, the second GL sub-peak at higher BE is redundant. Thus, the number of 
sp
3
 domains in the 2 torr h-BN growth (h-BN#11) is minimal. (c) Core level data for CVD h-BN grown at 
200 torr (h-BN#13). Like (a) and (b), the characteristic π plasmon is present. However, a single GL fit 
about the sp
2
 B 1s peak gives a high χ2 value, implying that some sp3 domains might be present. (d) The 
same core level data as (c), fitted with two GL lineshapes under the main sp
2
 B peak. Compared to (c), the 
lower χ2 value asserts that two sub-peaks are necessary. Therefore, the 200 torr h-BN has some sp3 
domains. Nevertheless, the presence of the π plasmon loss peak and the missing c-BN bulk plasmon peak 
[43] both show that the sp
3
 domains are not in a c-BN configuration. The sp
3
 domains likely originate 
from partially dehydrogenated H3N–BH3 species. 
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lowered and polymeric branching is increased. We reveal evidence of B diffusion into the Cu 
sub-surface with time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) depth profiling 
data in Fig. 7.5e (PH2 = 0.4 torr). The sub-surface B diffusion does not necessarily imply bulk 
precipitation based growth, like graphene on Ni [31], but it warrants further study. Still, this sub-
surface B can explain our B-rich stoichiometries (Fig. 7.5d) at low growth pressure. [43] 
 In Figure 7.9, we complement the chemical identities of our h-BN ascertained by XPS 
with vibrational information determined by Raman spectroscopy. We take Raman spectra at 532 
nm for transferred h-BN films on SiO2. Compared to graphene, the Raman cross-section of h-BN 
is very low, especially off resonance at 532 nm [44], requiring high acquisition times, moderate 
power (~10 mW), and high NA optics (see Section 7.7). These conditions could introduce 
anharmonic effects [45], but these effects should be consistent across all of our growths. Figure 
7.9a shows an optical image for h-BN Raman mapping data given in Fig. 7.9b. We map about 
the E2g band position (~ 1370 cm
-1
) [29], the h-BN equivalent of graphene’s G band. The average 
position for the growth (PH2 = 0.4 torr) in Fig. 7.9b suggests monolayer character [29] for the 
film, but such an assignment is inaccurate, as the position shifts with inhomogeneous strain [46, 
47]. While we report the E2g band position, we focus on the E2g band FWHM, which is less 
sensitive to strain and more representative of h-BN crystallite size [48]. 
 Figure 7.9c manifests an overlaid Raman FWHM map for a higher pressure h-BN growth 
(PH2 = 40 torr); a wrinkle (white lines) is apparent in the image. The FWHM is slightly wider 
about the wrinkle but is essentially homogeneous at ~25 cm
-1
. We extract these Raman statistics 
for the 40 torr and other h-BN growth pressures in Fig. 7.9d (point spectra given in Fig. 7.10). 
Using the model extracted by Nemanich et al., we determine an approximate h-BN crystallite 
(defect separation) size of La ~ 18.4 nm, 9.2 nm, and 12.8 nm for the 4 torr, 40 torr, and 152 torr 
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h-BN growths, respectively. We recognize that this crystallite size is a conservative 
underestimate of the true defect separation, a subject of future study. The APCVD (PH2 = 152 
torr) h-BN film’s larger FWHM relative to the 40 torr data likely occurs from a lower signal-to-
noise ratio in the polymeric APCVD film and spurious polymeric-induced doping in the film’s 
Figure 7.9. Raman spectroscopy of transferred h-BN grown at different pressures. (a) Optical image of 
CVD h-BN after lithographic device patterning (PH2 = 0.4 torr). h-BN denoted by the dotted lines. (b) 
Raman map of the device in (a), showing the characteristic ~1371 cm
-1
 E2g band position for h-BN. (c) 
E2g band full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Raman map overlaid on an optical image for transferred 
h-BN on SiO2/Si (PH2 = 40 torr). A wrinkle in the film (dotted line) gives a higher FWHM from strain 
and nanocrystalline h-BN within the laser spot. E2g FWHM (d) and band position (e) for h-BN H2 
pressures of 4 torr, 40 torr, and 152 torr, respectively. Distributions are broader for thinner (4 torr) and 
less crystalline (152 torr) films. (f) Summary of Raman populations (standard error given) with respect 
to the H2 partial pressure. Higher FWHM values correlate to more nanocrystalline h-BN, suggesting that 
APCVD growths give lower quality h-BN. Integrated E2g band area shown inset, whose increasing value 
implies thicker h-BN films for higher growth pressure.   
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PAB/PIB-surrounded h-BN regions. The E2g band position data points in Fig. 7.9e suggest more 
bulk-like (multilayer) h-BN characteristics for both the 40 torr and 152 torr samples [29]; 
however, the broad distribution of the 4 torr sample could only occur if it were thinner and 
thereby strongly affected by strain [46]. We then plot the Raman metrics with respect to the 
growth pressure in Fig. 7.9f. The apparent linear trend with growth pressure implies that the h-
BN film quality degrades as the growths progress from LPCVD to APCVD. In the inset, we 
show the E2g peak area versus the growth pressure, which indicates film thickness [29]. Thus, the 
films become thicker and more nanocrystalline at higher growth pressure. 
7.4. Polycrystalline Cu Growth Substrate Effects 
 Even though we can easily control the h-BN growth pressure, we have less control over 
the polycrystalline Cu substrate typically used for growth. To that end, we must understand the 
limiting h-BN growth factors that innately occur from the Cu substrate. Figure 7.11a shows an 
optical image of thick h-BN (HM condition) transferred to SiO2. Artifacts of Cu-based 
features—like annealing twins (red) and grain boundaries (white)—abound in the image, giving 
darker contrast. This increased contrast suggests heightened h-BN nucleation [28, 32] on these 
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Figure 7.10. Point Raman spectra for different h-BN growth pressures. The E2g full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) increases with respect to pressure, indicative of more nanocrystalline h-BN [48]. 
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Cu features. Similar features are apparent in the SEM image (h-BN grown with HM condition, 
PH2 = 0.4 torr) of Fig. 7.11b. To correlate these h-BN regions with the actual Cu crystallography, 
we grow graphene on h-BN/Cu (LPCVD, PH2 = 0.4 torr) and perform electron-backscattered 
diffraction (EBSD) on the as-grown G/h-BN heterostructure (see Section 7.7). From the EBSD 
inverse pole figure in Fig. 7.11c, we observe a crystallographically diverse Cu surface, with 
varied high-index and low-index Cu facets [28]. The Alfa Aesar Cu surface is predominantly 
(100) in character, as previously observed [49].  
Figure 7.11. Crystallographic effects on heterostructured h-BN growth on Cu. (a) Optical image of thick 
h-BN transferred to SiO2, showing the former Cu grain boundaries (white) and annealing twins (red) 
within the h-BN film. (b) SEM image of a thick transferred h-BN on SiO2, again showing former Cu 
morphology. (c) Electron-backscattered diffraction (EBSD) mosaic of Cu, taken on graphene grown on 
low pressure (0.4 torr H2) h-BN/Cu. Surface possesses diverse low- and high-index facets. Optical images 
of partially oxidized high-index (d) and low-index (e) Cu facets with G/h-BN on them after a 6 month 
ambient exposure. Low-index (f) and high-index Cu (g) Raman maps of graphene’s 2D band for G/h-
BN/Cu after the 6 month ambient exposure. High-index facets oxidize readily, giving tensile strain in the 
graphene. (h) Raman histograms for G and 2D band populations for high-index Cu(410) and Cu(322) and 
low-index Cu(100). Concurrent shifts in the 2D and G bands for high-index Cu point to tensile strain. 
Oxygen diffuses through lower-quality h-BN on high-index facets, promoting Cu oxidation. Cu(100) 
possesses intrinsic band positions, suggesting the existence of high-quality h-BN on that facet. 
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 We then permit our G/h-BN (LPCVD) samples to oxidize in air for ~6 months. The local 
graphene growth quality is assuredly dependent on how the carbon-containing feedstock adsorbs 
on the h-BN/Cu surface. These adsorption dynamics are thus dependent on the h-BN 
morphology and local energy landscape. Consequently, we can use the graphene quality as an 
indicator of the h-BN growth quality. Oxygen is known to oxidize Cu by diffusing through 
graphene GBs [50], so similar behavior would not be unexpected for defective h-BN [13, 51]. In 
Figs. 7.11d and 7.11e, respectively, we show optical images for different oxidized high- and low-
index Cu facets with G/h-BN on them. High-index facets like Cu(320) and Cu(332) are highly 
oxidized (Cu2O) [28], whereas low-index Cu(100) appears not oxidized. Taking the green star in 
Fig. 7.11e as a spatial reference, we gather Raman mapping data for the graphene’s 2D (also 
termed G’) band [52] position versus the different Cu facets, as shown in Figs. 7.11f and 7.11g, 
respectively. The 2D band position for low index Cu(100) is at ~2645 cm
-1
, consistent with 
pristine graphene (Fig. 7.5c) on Cu at 633 nm (the laser excitation used here, see Section 7.7). 
Conversely, graphene on all of the high-index facets are all redshifted by ~10 cm
-1
 from a tensile 
strain [46] induced by the expanded Cu2O [50]. We reveal the graphene Raman band positions 
for Cu(100), Cu(322), and approximately low-index Cu(410) in Fig. 7.11h. This allows us to 
deduce whether the observed 2D band redshift is strain-related, doping-related, or both [37, 52]. 
Based on graphene’s Grüneisen parameters [46, 52], we find that the shift is indeed from strain. 
Thus, the heightened Cu oxidation on the high-index facets, combined with the morphological 
images of Figs. 7.11a,b, point to lower-quality h-BN on the high-index facets. On the other hand, 
h-BN appears to be higher-quality on low-index Cu(100), similar to graphene on low-index 
Cu(111) [28]. 
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7.5. Electrical and Optical Signatures of h-BN Growth Morphologies 
Finally, we look at the electrical, optical, and spectroscopic nature of our CVD h-BN 
films grown at different pressures and flow rate conditions. Figures 7.12a-b show capacitance–
frequency (C–F) device data for LPCVD, nanocrystalline h-BN (HM condition, PH2 = 0.4 torr) 
films, transferred to H–passivated n++–Si (see Section 7.7). Figure 7.12a gives C–F data for two 
Figure 7.12. Electrical, optical, and spectroscopic data for h-BN films of differing quality. Capacitance–
frequency (C–F) measurements for two layers (a) and one layer (b) of transferred nanocrystalline h-BN 
on n
++
-Si, showing no obvious frequency dependence. Capacitance–voltage (C–V) measurements for one 
(c) and two layers (d) of transferred nanocrystalline h-BN on n
++
-Si, showing depletion from trapped 
impurities within the h-BN film. Capacitance decreases with the two transfers, as expected. C–F (e) and 
C–V (f) measurements for h-BN grown at lower pressure (PH2 = 40 torr). The higher quality CVD h-BN 
film does not produce depletion, unlike the nanocrystalline film in (a-d). Scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM) topograph (g) and current image (h) for thin, low pressure h-BN (PH2 = 0.4 torr) on Cu. The large 
band gap necessitates high bias conditions for imaging. (i) Optical band gap extraction from low pressure 
(PH2 = 0.2 and 0.4 torr) and higher pressure (PH2 = 2 torr) CVD h-BN films. Adventitious C-doping 
lowers the optical band gap in h-BN. (j) Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) data on the same low-
pressure sample in (g,h), showing a wide electronic band gap characteristic of pristine h-BN.   
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transferred h-BN layers, whereas Fig. 7.12b is for one transferred h-BN layer. We note that 
trapped H2O [37] between the h-BN layers is a minor concern for hysteresis in the capacitance 
measurement. The capacitance in the h-BN films is invariant to frequency, characteristic of an 
insulator. We extract a dielectric constant of εr ~ 3.9 for our films, consistent with previous 
reports [3, 47]. Nevertheless, the capacitance–voltage (C–V) data points of Figs. 7.12c,d show 
that these h-BN films do not electrically behave as perfect h-BN, depleting at positive biases. 
Hysteresis in Figs. 7.12c,d is minimal. The depletion likely occurs from static charging (trapped 
charges) within the nanocrystalline h-BN. Conversely, we give C–F and C–V measurements 
from capacitors made from a less nanocrystalline, medium pressure (PH2 = 40 torr) h-BN growth 
in Figs. 7.12e and 7.12f, respectively. These films again show frequency invariance, and they do 
not deplete, thereby purporting their higher electrical quality. We can also concurrently assess 
electronic and topographic information by using STM. Figures 7.12g and 7.12h show a STM 
topograph and current image for LPCVD, thin h-BN (PH2 = 0.4 torr) on Cu. Both images are 
relatively streaky and require high bias conditions for imaging. These bias conditions would only 
be necessary if the film were thin (one to two layers) and possessed a wide band gap. 
 To determine the optical and electrical band gaps of our h-BN films, we perform 
absorption spectroscopy and STS. Figure 7.12i gives Tauc-extracted [6-8, 12, 14] optical band 
gaps for LPCVD h-BN (PH2 = 0.4 torr), LPCVD h-BN under a HM growth condition (PH2 = 0.4 
torr), and higher pressure h-BN (PH2 = 8 torr), all transferred to UV-transparent quartz. Residual 
C-doping lowers [53] the optical band gap of the higher pressure h-BN, but the other two films 
have an expected 5.7 to 6 eV band gap [5, 6]. Thus, the LPCVD films are of a high optical 
quality. Figure 7.12j manifests our STS data that confirms a wide electronic band gap in the 
LPCVD (PH2 = 0.4 torr) films on Cu, with values well in excess of 4 eV. 
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7.6. Discussion 
 We now further discuss why our CVD h-BN films vary dramatically in terms of quality 
based on the growth pressure and the Cu substrate crystallography. For graphene growth on Cu, 
it is known that the growth regime competes between surface catalysis and mass transport [24]. 
During APCVD, the reaction rate constant is dominated by mass transport through a gas 
boundary; conversely, LPCVD growth reactions are dominated by the availability of catalytic 
Cu. To grow h-BN with ammonia–borane, the H3N–BH3 precursor must thermally decompose 
through PAB, borazine, and PIB intermediaries [23]. The final decomposition step requires 
temperatures in excess of 1170 °C. Therefore, to dehydrogenate and thermolyze the PAB and 
PIB to give h-BN, a catalytically active surface is necessary, as was demonstrated for Ru 
dehydrogenation of H3N–BH3 [34]. In the mass transport regime, catalytically active regions are 
determined by local protrusions in the gas boundary layer, which ultimately is more turbulent 
over rough morphological features (e.g. Cu GBs). Hence, the mass-transport regime gives an 
inhomogeneous mixture of catalytically active and quenched Cu regions. Under APCVD, the 
resultant CVD h-BN film can thus have some catalytically decomposed PAB and PIB areas 
which will indeed be h-BN [54]. Still, these growth conditions increase the likelihood of thicker 
films that will rapidly quench catalysis, giving the branched PAB and PIB evident in our 
aforementioned analysis. Exiting the mass-transport regime and entering the surface-catalysis 
regime in LPCVD is the only way to ensure effective Cu-based catalysis of ammonia–borane’s 
thermolyzed byproducts. 
While LPCVD-based growths can result in high-quality, planar h-BN films, it is possible 
to get decent h-BN quality at APCVD if the H2 flow rate is well in excess [55] of the ammonia–
borane flow rate. In all growth regimes, the H2 serves to etch spurious h-BN nucleation [9], 
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remove polymeric PAB and PIB species [56], and co-catalyze [25] h-BN formation. This thereby 
suggests that the ratio of H2 to ammonia–borane feedstock [25, 26] is critically important in h-
BN growth. While Cu-based catalysis allows that ratio to be lower for LPCVD vis-à-vis 
APCVD, the h-BN growth thickness is still sensitive to it, as made apparent by our high 
ammonia–borane mass flow data. Higher ratios will etch back more h-BN growth at the expense 
of a slower growth rate [25, 31]. For our high-quality h-BN films at LPCVD, we estimate the 
ratio to be JH2/JH3N–BH3 ~ 50. 
 In light of the rich literature surrounding h-BN growth with borazine [13, 15, 18, 20-22], 
our choice of ammonia–borane as a growth precursor is up for debate. While borazine can give 
well-controlled h-BN growths on transition metal surfaces [9, 16, 17, 22], h-BN growth with it 
often proceeds by magic clusters [15]. Furthermore, borazine, like benzene, does not provide the 
monomeric B–N or B=N necessary to precisely attach to edges and prevent aperiodic h-BN GBs 
[13, 57]. This borazine-induced cluster attachment to the growing h-BN film will result in 
smaller grain size and meandering [57], unstitched h-BN GBs. Ammonia–borane, like the dual 
source ammonia and diborane-based h-BN growth, provides the B–N and B=N monomers 
required for improved growth attachment [58]. 
 Finally, we comment on why the high-index Cu surfaces produce lower-quality h-BN. 
High-index Cu facets are known to be more reactive than their low-index counterparts [28], 
resulting from increased vicinality, higher roughness, and a modified workfunction [59]. This 
heightened reactivity would result in increased nucleation, giving the thicker, more defective h-
BN films we see on high-index Cu. Additionally, it is known that the adsorption probability for 
H2 on high-index Cu facets is higher than low-index Cu(100) or Cu(111) [60, 61]. The increased 
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H2 adsorption could very well drive ammonia–borane catalysis of equilibrium (via Le Chatelier’s 
principle) or etch back the h-BN growth front. 
 In conclusion, we find that the growth of large-area h-BN on Cu by CVD depends 
critically on the growth pressure and the Cu substrate’s innate crystallography. High-quality, thin 
h-BN grows under LPCVD conditions, and APCVD growth conditions give thick films with a 
mixture of h-BN and polymeric PIB/PAB domains. The drastic change in film quality results 
from the growth switching from surface-catalysis to mass-transport. Moreover, graphene grown 
on h-BN will be more defective and multilayer if the underlying h-BN is thick, polymeric, 
defective, or all of the aforementioned. High-index Cu facets also give lower quality h-BN films, 
as evidenced by graphene grown on the h-BN. Low-index Cu(100) gives pristine, one to two 
layer thick h-BN films. Our fundamental insights into the CVD growth of h-BN on Cu builds 
onto the well-established methodologies that exist for graphene on Cu. Knowledge of these 
growth mechanisms will therefore help enable the fabrication of large-area, high-quality 
electronic and encapsulatory heterostructures with h-BN. 
7.7. Materials and Methods 
7.7.1. CVD h-BN Growth Setup and Transfer 
We grew our h-BN films in a retrofitted Atomate CVD furnace, as shown in Fig. 7.13, on 
1 mil Alfa Aesar, 99.8% purity Cu foils. These foils were first pre-cleaned with a 10:1 H2O:HCl 
clean, according to procedures previously discussed [37, 62, 63]. In a N2 dry environment, we 
packed a stainless steel precursor ampoule with H3N–BH3 (Sigma Aldrich, #682098) and sealed 
it, preventing the hygroscopic ammonia–borane from H2O exposure. The Cu foils were annealed 
for 2 hrs under Ar/H2 (500 sccm Ar / 100 sccm H2) at 1000 °C, which increased the Cu grain size 
and lowered the number of h-BN nucleation sites [32]. After annealing, we grew h-BN in an 
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Ar/H2 background for 25 min at different pressure setpoints (discussed in Sections 7.2-7.5), 
subliming the precursor at ~95–96 °C. We took care to keep the temperature stable about ~95 °C, 
as higher temperatures increased the mass flow and therefore the growth regime, often resulting 
in nanocrystalline h-BN (termed high mass, HM, in Sections 7.2-7.5). The as-grown h-BN/Cu 
foils were cooled at the growth pressure and flow conditions using Ar/H2 at a rate of ~20 °C/min. 
We then transferred some of the h-BN/Cu foils to piranha-cleaned 90 nm SiO2/Si (SiO2) using 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC) using methodologies 
detailed in Chapter 4 and elsewhere [63]. Additionally, we grew heterostructures of graphene on 
h-BN (G/h-BN) by two methods.  
The first method placed two pieces of cleaned Cu upstream and downstream of the h-
BN/Cu foil. Then, we annealed all three Cu pieces in an Ar/H2 mixture for 1 hr at 1000 °C. 
Afterward, we placed C2H4 into the furnace (1000 °C) for 25 min. The exposed Cu pieces 
Precursor 
Sample 
Cylinder
Variac
Valve
Furnace
Thermocouple 
Gauge
a b
Figure 7.13. Experimental setup for CVD h-BN growth. (a) NH3-BH3 precursor cylinder and variac used 
to modulate the ammonia borane sublimation temperature. (b) Polymerized H3N–BH3 on a stainless steel 
flange after CVD h-BN growth. Growth run was at 2 torr, growth time was 25 min, and the precursor 
temperature was 95 °C. Polymerization occurs in the presence of high H3N–BH3 mass flow (high 
sublimation), and thus care must be taken to control the sublimation rate carefully. 
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generated hydrocarbon radicals that landed on the h-BN/Cu. After the graphene completed its 
growth on both the upstream and downstream Cu pieces, no more hydrocarbon radicals were 
generated. The second method simply used thermolysis of CH4 at 1000 °C for 25 min. No Cu 
radical sources were used, and the resulting G/h-BN heterostructures were thicker. 
We transferred these G/h-BN heterostructures using the aforementioned PMMA and PC 
support scaffolds. In Fig. 7.14, we confirmed the hexagonal character of our films by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction. 
7.7.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 We used a FEI environmental SEM at 5 kV on graphene. All images were taken using a 
ultra high-definition mode, which increases the dwell time and the beam current. We maintained 
similar values for the brightness and contrast during image collection, so that the images in Fig. 
7.2 can be adequately compared. 
7.7.3. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
 A Kratos ULTRA XPS with a monochromatic Kα-Al X-ray line was used to collect data. 
We fitted all sub-peaks (Figs. 7.5–7.8) with Shirley backgrounds and Gaussian-Lorentzian (GL) 
10 nm
a b0.4 T growth 0.4 T growth
Figure 7.14. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of h-BN grown at low pressure. (a) 
Bright-field TEM image of PMMA-transferred, 2 torr (0.4 torr H2 partial pressure) grown h-BN. (b) 
Photograph of selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) of the area in (a), showing hexagonal, single-
domain CVD h-BN. The single set of diffraction spots suggests that we have AA’ stacked h-BN and not 
turbostratic BN (t-BN), as t-BN possesses multiple h-BN layers rotationally misoriented out of the basal 
plane. 
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mixing. The amount of GL character was optimized (i.e., not fixed) in our fits, so as to lower the 
chi-squared value (vide infra) and be representative of the true chemical state of the sub-peak in 
question. Charging effects on the sub-peak binding energy were corrected by offsetting to the Cu 
2p
3/2 
peak at 932.4 eV (Cu2O). For the C 1s photoelectron, we employed the asymmetric 
Doniach-Sunjic (D-S) lineshape for the sp
2
 carbon sub-peak [64]. All other sub-peaks were fitted 
using the aforementioned GL mixing procedure.  
7.7.4. Raman Spectroscopy 
 We took most Raman spectra using a Horiba Raman spectrometer at 532 nm, and the power 
was kept below ~10 mW to avoid local heating. The acquisition time was at least 180 s, often 
spaced in 30 s increments (six acquisitions). For one to two layer samples, longer acquisitions (~ 
300 s) were necessary. We used a 1800 lines/mm grating centered about ~1370 cm
-1
 and a 100X 
(~0.8 NA) objective. Mapping data for the E2g mode was fit with by a single Lorentzian; a 
second Lorentzian was used for the higher order (~1450 cm
-1
) Si 3TO intrinsic to the SiO2/Si. 
For the data in Fig. 7.11 a Renishaw Raman spectrometer at 633 nm excitation (~1-10 mW, ~2 
µm spot) and inVia software.  The acquisition time was 30 s, and the grating was 1800 lines/mm. 
During Renishaw mapping, a backscattering 50X objective (~0.7 NA) was used, and the pixel-
to-pixel distance was much larger than the spot size (~5 µm).  
 For our graphene on h-BN mapping data (Fig. 7.11), we used a Lorentzian fitting procedure 
for the D, G, and 2D bands, as discussed elsewhere [28]. The point spectra in this document were 
fitted with Lorentzians using a Levenburg-Marquardt fitting procedure in Fityk. 
7.7.5. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 We performed atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements in tapping mode with 
~300 kHz Si cantilevers on a Bruker AFM with a Dimension IV controller. Scan rates were 
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slower than 2 Hz, and sampling is at least 512 samples per line by 512 lines. Most images were 
sampled at 1024 samples per line by 1024 lines. Images without substantial noise and stable 
phase imaging were selected for analysis. RMS roughness values were determined by Gwyddion. 
Images were de-streaked, plane fit, and analyzed using Gwyddion. Some AFM images given in 
this document were taken on an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM. On that system, tapping mode 
AFM was performed with ~300 kHz Si cantilevers (NSG30 AFM, NT-MDT).   
7.7.6. Capacitor Measurements 
 h-BN was transferred onto H-passivated n
++
-Si, and no annealing was performed. Top 
capacitor contact electrodes (Ti/Au) were defined using a PMGI/PR stack and UV lithography. 
PMGI (MicroChem) was spun at 3500 RPM for 30 s and cured at 165 °C for 5 min. Shipley 
1813 PR (MicroChem) was spun on top of the cured PMGI at 5000 RPM for 30 s. The PR was 
soft baked at 110 °C for 70 s, exposed to UV for 4 s on a Karl-Suss aligner (i-line) and 
developed for 50 s in MF-319 (MicroChem). In the case of electrodes, Ti (0.7 nm) and Au (40 
nm) were e-beam evaporated followed by lift-off in hot n-methyl pyrrolidone (Remover PG, 
MicroChem). Non-desired h-BN regions were removed by an O2 plasma RIE. All measurements 
were performed in air at room temperature with a Keithley 4200. 
 For the lithographically patterned h-BN samples in Figs. 7.1 and 7.3, we follow the same 
PMGI/PR and UV lithography procedure listed above, using a conventional TEM grid as a mask. 
However, instead of metal deposition, we use an O2 plasma through the exposed regions in the 
mask to leave a resultant TEM grid pattern in the transferred h-BN. 
7.7.7. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
 Our experiments employed a homebuilt, room-temperature ultrahigh vacuum scanning 
tunneling microscope (UHV-STM) with a base pressure of ~3×10
-11
 Torr [65] and 
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electrochemically etched W and PtIr tips [66]. We scanned the samples in constant-current mode 
to get topographic data. In this procedure, the tip height was feedback-controlled, maintaining a 
current set point while rastering the tip across the surface. We grounded the STM tip through a 
current amplifier, and we applied the tunneling bias to the sample.  
7.8. Tables 
Table 7.1. XPS Cu 2p
3/2
 peak intensity versus growth pressure. With a relatively homogeneous h-BN 
overlayer on the Cu, the Cu 2p
3/2 
peak intensity should decrease with increasing thickness. Thus, the 
grown films are thickest at APCVD, which is qualitatively supported by the AFM step height data.  
 
Identifier Pressure (torr) AFM Thickness (nm) Intensity, Cu 2p3/2 (cps) 
h-BN #3 0.4 (high mass) 3.2 ± 1.4 – 
h-BN #10 0.4 0.6 ± 0.2 – 
h-BN #11 0.4 – 51897.9 
h-BN #14 0.4 (different foil) – 40690.9 
h-BN #17 4 3.4 ± 0.6 39312.3 
 
Table 7.2. XPS sub-peak parameters for h-BN grown with LPCVD at 2 torr growth pressure. More 
insulating films have a Gaussian-Lorentzian mixing of 0. Stoichiometry BNx, x = 0.95 (survey BNx, x = 
1.22). 
 
Peak Binding Energy (eV) FWHM Γ (eV) 
Gaussian-Lorentzian 
Mixing (0%=Gaussian, 
100%=Lorentz) Area (cps·eV) 
sp2 B 190.2 1.14 12 532.9 
sp3 B – – – – 
π plasmon 199.2 2.58 100 136.3 
sp2 N 397.8 1.15 0 1866.7 
 
Table 7.3. XPS sub-peak parameters for h-BN grown with LPCVD at 2 torr growth pressure on a 
different Cu substrate [28]. More insulating films have a Gaussian-Lorentzian mixing of 0. Stoichiometry 
BNx, x = 1.04 (survey BNx, x = 1.03). 
 
Peak Binding Energy (eV) FWHM Γ (eV) 
Gaussian-Lorentzian 
Mixing (0%=Gaussian, 
100%=Lorentz) Area (cps·eV) 
sp2 B 190.4 1.22 1 368.4 
sp3 B – – – – 
π plasmon 199.5 3.35 3 76.4 
sp2 N 397.5 1.20 7 1400.6 
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Table 7.4. XPS sub-peak parameters for h-BN grown with LPCVD at 4 torr growth pressure. More 
insulating films have a Gaussian-Lorentzian mixing of 0. The onset of the sp
3
 B sub-peak [39] confirms a 
larger polymeric aminoborane [23] contribution in the CVD film. Stoichiometry BNx, x = 0.89 (survey 
BNx, x = 1.07). 
 
Peak Binding Energy (eV) FWHM Γ (eV) 
Gaussian-Lorentzian 
Mixing (0%=Gaussian, 
100%=Lorentz) Area (cps·eV) 
sp2 B 190.3 1.15 30 532.5 
sp3 B 191.0 1.86 0 227.3 
π plasmon 199.3 2.89 69 117.6 
sp2 N 397.9 1.31 10 2498.2 
 
Table 7.5. XPS sub-peak parameters for h-BN grown at 200 torr growth pressure. More insulating films 
have a Gaussian-Lorentzian mixing of 0. The onset of the sp
3
 B sub-peak [39] confirms a larger 
polymeric iminoborane [23] contribution in the CVD film. Stoichiometry BNx, x = 0.81 (survey BNx, x = 
0.92). 
 
Peak Binding Energy (eV) FWHM Γ (eV) 
Gaussian-Lorentzian 
Mixing (0%=Gaussian, 
100%=Lorentz) Area (cps·eV) 
sp2 B 190.3 1.00 23 490.1 
sp3 B 190.8 1.40 34 309.7 
π plasmon 199.2 3.63 77 176.7 
sp2 N 397.9 1.19 11 2712.1 
 
Table 7.6. XPS sub-peak parameters for h-BN grown with APCVD at 760 torr growth pressure. More 
insulating films have a Gaussian-Lorentzian mixing of 0. The onset of the sp
3
 B sub-peak [39] confirms a 
larger polymeric iminoborane [23] contribution in the CVD film. Stoichiometry BNx, x = 1.92 (cannot 
determine from survey). 
 
Peak Binding Energy (eV) FWHM Γ (eV) 
Gaussian-Lorentzian 
Mixing (0%=Gaussian, 
100%=Lorentz) Area (cps·eV) 
sp2 B 190.3 0.53 100 34.1 
sp3 B 190.8 2.70 0 35.6 
π plasmon 199.4 2.72 100 81.9 
sp2 N 397.9 1.40 6 496.4 
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 
8.1. Summary 
We demonstrated methods to improve the large-area growth, transfer, fluorination, and 
layering of graphene, h-BN, water, and biomaterials. We found that the hexagonal Cu(111) 
surface produces monolayer graphene with a low defect density. Additionally, we ascertained 
that Cu(100), Cu(110), and high-index Cu surfaces give defective, multilayer graphene. We 
modified the electronic band structure of the CVD graphene films by fluorination through XeF2. 
This fluorination produced a fluorinated graphene (FG) material with a ~3 eV band gap and 
single-sided (C4F) and dual-sided (CF) stoichiometries. We used FG films to seed high-κ HfO2 
dielectrics; the fluorinated derivatives gave uniform, ultra-thin dielectrics, as compared to 
pristine graphene. 
We showed an atomically clean nanomaterial transfer method using poly(bisphenol A 
carbonate) (PC) and elaborated the polymer chemistries which made it a clean process. With a 
suite of characterization methods, we compared the cleanliness of the PC transfer method against 
PMMA, PLA, PPA, and other transfer scaffolds. We entrapped one to three nanoscale water 
layers on mica and characterized them by Raman spectroscopy and STM. The trapped water was 
robust and highly viscous, but it could be nanomanipulated.  
We then used the PC transfer process to shrink wrap combinations of graphene and 
TMV, proteins (MBD and NA), and DNA. We observed that graphene nanosandwiched 
biomolecules experienced pressure denaturation, which then changed the entrapped, viscous, 
vicinal water. We noted that the vicinal water spinodally dewetted at pressure-denatured NA 
proteins on mica and crystallized at MBD-DNA complexes between graphene sheets. Finally, we 
clarified the growth mechanisms for large-area CVD h-BN films. We determined that CVD h-
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BN growth proceeded from large-grain, planar films to polymeric, amorphous films as the 
growth pressure was increased. Like graphene CVD on Cu, the CVD h-BN film thickness and 
defect density depended on the underlying Cu substrate; the h-BN films were thicker and more 
defective on high-index Cu facets over and against low-index Cu(100). 
8.2. Future Work 
Si-based switches are not running out of gas anytime soon, and it is currently premature 
to say whether the Silicon Age’s successor is the Carbon Age. This is mostly because of the 
concerns levied in this document. Graphene’s future success will likely be determined with how 
well it plays with others. To that end, the world of graphene is looking “up,” that is, in the out-
of-plane direction. Designer layered nanomaterials—the so-called van der Waals 
heterostructures—promise unique electrical, optical, mechanical, and chemical combinations that 
could not be realized by the nanomaterials by themselves. 
The next generation of novel nanomaterials are denoted the “post-graphene” materials. 
These post-graphene materials include the transition metal dichalcogenides (e.g. MoS2 [1, 2], 
WS2 [3], etc.), silicene [4], and germanene [5]. Regardless, post-graphene material applications 
will be subject to the concerns brought up in this document. Therefore, one can use many of the 
techniques outlined herein to guide the synthesis, manipulation, and chemical modification of 
those post-graphene materials, with a focus on heterogeneous applications. 
Finally, the encapsulation of biomolecules by graphene or other layered nanomaterials is 
still an untapped area of research. One could envision performing experiments on entrapped 
biomolecules without any solvent in the nanosandwich. In addition, one could switch the top 
nanosandwiching layer from monolayer CVD graphene to monolayer CVD h-BN. In turn, this 
thin top layer would be a “tunnel window,” allowing the electronic properties of the encapsulated 
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biomolecule to be assessed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). Further, the techniques 
solicited in the biomolecule nanosandwiches could generally apply to other bio-inspired 
materials. Graphene could nanosandwich energy harvesting complexes like chlorophyllin A [6] 
to make cheap, atomically thin photovoltaics [7].   
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